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from Dyea and Skaguav to the discovery.
.A Washington dispatch to the Boston
Herald says:
“Secretary Day tendered
his resignation to-day, to take effect
and President McKinley
1,
September
offered Col. John Hay, our ambassador to
England, the portfolio of state, which he
accepted and will return to take. The
President has now to till the important
place which Col. Hay leaves, ranking
next to the head of the department of
state.The steamer City of Sydney, one
of the first fleet of transports which
carried troops to Manila, arrived at San
Francisco Aug. loth from the Philippines.
She is commanded by Capt. A. F. Pillsbury.Admiral Sampson, with the. four
big battleships and two armored cruisers
of his licet, is now on his way north,
having sailed at 10 a. m. Aug. 14 from
Santiago. Admiral Schley, on the cruiser
Brooklyn, accompanied the ileet. The
naval authorities expect the Ileet at
Tompkinsville the latter part of the week.
.Surgeon-General Sternberg has received dispatches from Cuba and Porto
Rico relative to the condition of the troops
in those islands. Surgeon Torney cables
from Pome that there are 1S5 cases of
fever, mostly typhoid.
Surgeon Greenleaf cables from Ponce that typhoid fever
eases are decreasing and that there were
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School Supt. stetson
teks.
rumination for State teachers’
n Friday, Aug. 20th, begink in the following named
it:
the high school buildings
:n cases otherwise specially
Augusta at the State
got. Bar Harbor, Bath, Bel-
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<
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hill for

changes

for

hydrant rental

at

its

ment is for the

Settled.

lit-

for two

hydrants

own
expense. The judgdefendant. The rescript by

Judge Savage is as follows:
1. The plaintiff made a contract

with the
defendant in which it was agreed, among
other tilings, that the company should furnish at such points as the
should thereafter designate, which points should be substantially those indicated upon the plan annexed to the coutract, 45 hydrants of ap-

Boothbay Harbor, Bridgton,
1

Case

< liven

Waldo avenue and Vine street from Oct.
1, 1-Ss*3 to Oct. 1.1S07, 4 years at S50 per year,
S'-'OO: ami for changing a water gate to allow for widening a sidewalk, S12 30; a total
of >212.30.
The city defended the first item
on a clause in the contract with the Water
Company which provides that all additional
hydrants after the original 45 shall be
placed on pipe not smaller than 6 inches in
diameter: these being on 4-inch pipe; and on
the second item on the ground that it is the
duty of the Water Company to make such

■

I Mb

Water Co.

on

BAGE 7.

he Kindergarten. Root-beer and
The Band P!a>ed. .Pointed ParaPoints ..Maine Experiment
lobe Sights. .The Normal School

Ob

Saturday.

t
mlgim-nt
City.
The Law Court has rendered its decision in
the case of the Belfast Water Co. vs. the
City of Belfast. The action was entered at the
January term of court in this city and was

.T the Powers poemi..The Bea.nty (’(irrespondeiice.
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no new

FAGE 4.
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Cleveland
\*i-its
Neu*. Probate and Insolvency
no
Routaimed Lobsters -ii
Family Reunion.. .Family Re-

1

Deering,

city*

E Isworth. Farmington, Foxop-‘ft,
Harrington, Houlton,
..ncoln. Machias, Newcastle
uth Anson academy, Old
i'-Ke,
ltisneiu, rescue isie,
-'.iv.>.
Park school, Sherman
Paris, .springvale ami WaterF. Dowst, formerly superin«■ eastern division of
the M.
'(• general
manager of the
Mi. Dow st
) !">■ -if the Maine Central
Tiie fall teim of the UuiM mm* will open this year on
:weeks iatei than usual.
.1'
the end of the winter
w
weeks shorter, or four
eeks. as in previous years.
Waikei of Malden. Mass.,
;
Fist week making arraugereunion >t the -1th Maine
•lie set olid Maine Battery
Mia* dy early in September.
•im-ds < ouncil at its next

proved pattern, each provided with three

in>/./.ies \\nere\ei
required oy me city.
It was further agreed that if at any time
the city desired additional hydrants above
said number of 45 the company should furnish tin* same at an annual rental of S55 for
each hydrant set upon the pipe indicated
upon the plan, and -Tb for each hydrant
which should come ou new pipe; also that if
the city should desire live hydrants additional to tlie 45 before stipulated, located so
as to require no more pipe than should be
necessary to connect up the said 45 hydrants, the company should place said live
hydrants without additional charge, provided they euiild he set during the construction
of the works, and include the rent, thereof in
the sum thereinafter designated for hydrant service.
It was also agreed that ail
hydrants should be “so piped as to receive
an abundant
and sufficient circulation of
water among and in all of the same.”
The company further agreed “to lay a
mam pipe not less than ten inches and not
iv.two important nominmore than 12 in diameter in the clear, from
nihui. those of bank ex- the reservoir or standpipe,’’ through certain
raiiimad commissioner. The spec; lied streets, “to connect up ail said 45
u' FF E. Timberlake and B.
hydrants, located as aforesaid, and all such
...eboth ex] ire on tlie same aduitional hydrants, in such manner that
none
of said hydrants shall come, on pipe
».
a ill both be
re- i
smaller than six inches in diameter in the
matters n »w stand,
(.ov.
lear.’’ The city agreed “to pay semi-an.we one
more
important nually for the hydrants aforesaid, not exmake this year as Chas.
ceeding 5(1 in number, a rent of SffOd.’’
of office as trustee of the !
After the origiual waterworks had been
ital will expire, Dee. 17. completed, the city directed the company to
dm au and
Id Democratic
'ay a mam through a street not specificald to send t.ieir papers to ly named in the contract, “as provided in
the contract with said company.''
in the time prescribed
The company laid a four inch main, set
.• ii* nominees wish to stand
two hydrants, and connected the hydrants
will have to write their i and main with six inch
pipe. In an union
otiieial ballot.
The Repub- to recover the hydrant reutal under the
which did not send
contract the court holds that all hydrants in
•> were
Thomaston in Knox addition to the origiual 45, whether placed
irescottof Washington conn- ; during the construction of the works or
later, art* within the provision of the conratio districts were, Aroostract requiring t he locatiou of “all such adLimestone, ''.’an Buren, ditional
in such manner that none
Fort Kent. Bancroft; Cum- of said hydrantsshall come on
hydrants
pipe smaller
port; Franklin, Avon; lian- than six inches in diameter” and that even
and stonington;
if the facts of the ease otherwise admitted of
tiie application of the doctrine of “substan•id, Roxburv and
mville; Washington, Cherry- tial compliance,” it cannot he said that furnishing pipe less than half the apaeity callgton. Calais, East Machias
ed for by the contract is a substantial compliance with its provisions, the plaintiff cannot recover the rental.
The San Francisco Call says
2.
By virtue of a contract with the city,
e i-, feared in
the interior of the company obtained authority “to dig up
d liots are feared at Fort any aud ail highways, ways and streets m
other up-river points. On said city,for the purpose of layiug pipes durdie failure of the transportaing the time of constructing said works,’’
and acting under this authority, it laid its
•c.ies to get supplies in Mai.
pipes, ami located certain water gates, withn
win dispatch a lo ttery of
in the street limits, near the edge of the
"C Michaels to open a
mili- smewaiK as 11 men existed. ouosequeubi>
the winter.
will carry the city proposed to widen the sidewalk and
revisions to relieve the dis- put down a granite curbing, and directed
til
of
government the company to move the gate boxes and
shed and
place them outside of the curbing, which
ordei mainwas
accordingly- done. It is held by the
-■ka.The war
court that when the company placed its
t » send more
p ay masters to
water gates in the street under this conc
y will take a million dollars
tract, it did so subject to the riglitof the city
pay the troops in the Philip- to make such changes in the surface of the
lion dollars also will be sent street and the alignment of the sidewalk as
coops in Porto Rico, hut the might be necessary to render the street safe
convenient for public travel, and whenit
Santiago will be sent over and
ever it became necessary to change the locato disburse the money.
tion of the water boxes, by reason of necesVictoria just arrived from the
sary repairs or improvements in the street,
gs news of a frightful accident
it was the duty of the company to make the
harbor on July 30,
change at its own expense. It cannot re'Missionaries of the American cover the expense of the city.
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department
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whereby

1. Misses Simmons and Allen,
ves.The late Frances E.
been added to the list of notwhose portraits are to be
grand stairway of the new
»any. The others are Susan
a:a Barton.
Molly Pitcher
! M-.-cher Stowe_The Honorcompany of London has acinvitation of the Ancient
cillery Company'of Boston
r visit in 191*0.The total
1
•.n< 1 ike
gold at the govern•dice in Seattle up to date
W'> and one
quarter million
i
American colony of Syd•c. through the United States
-abled to Washington, pray•iineut there to retain posses1
'Miijq.ines_The War Depart'‘■' ii
advised through the C uban
!he insurgents accept the terms
protocol and hostilities will
■‘h part.The total expenses
p
with Spain, which lasted 114
‘"ated at 8100,000,000, of which
iius actually been paid out of
The total charged to the
Client is 800,000,000, and to the
**0,000.
The appropriations by
*i account of the war
aggregated
,'100,000 and covered time until
'* V
.The preliminary report of
'NShmer of the internal revenue
the receipts from all sources
fiscal year ending June 30, 1808,
1
;
8170,809,510, an increase as
w‘’*1 l*ie previous fiscal year of
L T
<
-.The steamer Cottage City,
at Victoria, B. C., Aug. 14th
Lt,,
^Uay brings a report that a rich
s,
e ^as
1jeen made 70 miles below
ki jv
a818“* There has been a stampede

R. F.

i

^l’lved

Esq.,

is attorney

for

the

Solicitor Geo. E. Johnson,

for the defendants.

The

Schools.

Educators will be interested in the article
“The Aim of the Kindergarten,” on
entitled
1
j

i
I

the 7tli page.

Teachers will be examined for State cerat the High school room, Belfast,
Aug. 20th, at 8 a. in., under the direction of

tificates
1
1

j
!

■

>

Dunton, Esq.,

j plaintiff; City

■

■-

MAINE, THURSDAY, AUGUST IS, 1808.

_BELFAST,

1

State Superintendent Stetson. The exambe conducted by Superintendent Brick.

ination will

Superintendent Brick has received from
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, for the
number of
the public schools, a
use in
!
charts showing the various cloud forms, refrom
the
and
from
photographs;
produced
State Board of Agriculture, for the use of
teachers,
tive song

illustrated bulletin
birds.

an

on our

na-

Condensed History ot the War.
Hostilities began April 21, 1898.
Propositions of peace first offered August 2ud
12th.
and accepted August
The Spanish casualties are about 11,000
men
killed and wounded. The Spanish
government has published no official report.
The United States have lost about 250 men
killed and about 1,324 wounded, besides the
Maine and its crew of 200 men.
Spain .lias lost Montejo's fleet, Cevera’s
fleet, Cuba, Porto Rico, one of the Ladrone
Islands and probably the Philippines.

When war was declared Uncle Sam had
37,532 men, now has 278,500. Our navy consisted of 91 ships, it now consists of 104 ships
of the latest designs of armor and guns.

The Veterans at
Windermere.
Thousand Present.
Presentation of
Portraits. Stirring Address
by Hon. w. C
Pbilbrook and a Good Time
Generally.
The uncertain aspect of the
Fri-

OFFICIAL ABSTRACT
Washington, Aug. 1-’-

weather’

made

a

■

The protor-ii was signed at 4;'J.5 p. m. by
Secretary of the State Day, representing the
United States, and M. Cambon, the French
ambassador,
representing the Spanish
government.
A ug. 12.

America.
A

were

other great

events

secretary of the state of the United States
aud his excellency Jules Cambon, ambassa-

extraordinary and plenipotentiary of
republic of France at Washington,
respectively representing for this purpose
peoples the
the
United States
of
dor
the

of arms,

promoting the ad-

in

of various nations and
historically discussed.

It was the battle of Chalons which made
out of the remnants of Home’s rich empire
the free
of the commonwealth uf
Christian Europe and rendered the Christian
Visigoths of Theodoric immortal; it was the
battle of Tours which rescued Christendom
from the followers of the Koran ami wrote
in letters of light upon the pages of history
the name of Charles Martel: it was the decisive blow struck at Blenheim which destroyed the threatening power of the fourteenth Louis and made the name of the Duke
of Marlborough a household word : it was
the results attained at Saratoga which raised thirteen colonies to the dignity of a
mighty nation ami won for it the admiration

numbers

oi

an

uiauKimi; it

was ime

icioimu*

PROCLAMATION.

Whereas, By a protocol concluded and
sigued August 12, 18t»8, by William R. Day,

Factor in the World's Advancement.
Taking as an introduction a brief word picture of the battle of Marathon, its effect
upon European civilization was noted, and.
a

wars

The president has

Washington,
issued the following proclamation :
By the president of the United States of

was given a splendid reception.
spoke for about forty minutes.His address
was able, eloquent aud scholarly aud was
received with round after round of applause.
The speaker chose as a theme, The Soldier

of

he

details of the evacuation,
That the United States aud Spain will
each appoint not more than five commissioners to negotiate and conclude a treaty
,f peace, The commissioners are to meet in
iris
>t later than the tirat of October.
-On tli- signing of the protocol, hostilities will
suspended and notice to that
effect will be given as soon as possible by
ea. h
government to the commanders of
it* military and naval forces.
The above is the official statement of the
protocol's contents as prepared and given to
the press by Secretary Day.

He

hastily sketching

t',,

the

very feeling response ami into the house, where refresh-

duced, and

the results
vancement

The protocol pro-

appointed within ten days,
shall, within thirty days from the signing of
the protocol, meet at Havana and San
Juan, respectively, to arrange aud execute
sioners

the project.
Ed. G. Crosby of Waterville :u a very few
words accepted the pictures in behalf >f
the association, and they were placed in the
care of the janitor of the building.
After a selection by the hand, Hon. Warren C. Pbilbrook of Waterville was intro-

as

OF PROTOCOL.

vides:
1 —That Spaiu will relinquish all claim of
sovereignty ami title to Cuba.
_That Porto Rico and other Spanish
islands in the West Indes. and ah island in
the Ladrones, to he selected by the United
latter.
States, shall he ceded to the
.1—That the United States will occupy aud
of Manila,
harbor
hold the city, hay and
pending the conclusion of a treaty of peaqe
which shall determine the control, disposition and government of the Philippines.
i
That Cuba, Porto Rico and other Spanish islands in the West Indies shall be imthat commismediately evacuated amt

the band
ments were served.
At 10 JO a. ui. the exercises of the day beComrade A. P. Hatch of North Troy
gan.
invoked divine blessing aud John H. Gordon of Brooks was called n and in a very
neat speech
presented to the association
portraits of the late Gorham Clough, winbad given very liberally of his money to the
association and for whom it was named, aud
of Dr. A. J. Billings, who carried through
vited

Obituary.

Proclamation Announcing Suspension of Hostilities.

President's

day, Aug. 12th, did not dampen the ardor of
the Waldo county veterans and
they gathered at Windermere Park,
Unity, two thousand stroug, for the second annual reunion of
the Clough Veteran Charitable Association.
Hon. Warren C. Pbilbrook of
Waterville,
the orator of the day, arrived
Thursday
evening and received a royal welcome. He
was entertained by Dr. A. J.
Billings at the
Association building. The Brooks Cornet
Baud arrived on the Friday
morning tram
ami went at once to the home of Mrs Gorham Clough, where they rendered a number
of pieces. John H. Gordou of Brooks then
made, some brief remarks, saying that the
baud had come there to te-tify 'heir
appreciation of what had been done by Mrs.
Cough
aud her husband for the Association.
Mrs.
Clough

Signed.

Peace Protocol

Two

■

to the memorable sceue at Appomattox
which freed a race of slaves ami added anstar to the soldiers’ crown «>f glory;
aud to-day the islands ->f the sea are testifying with grateful voices to the power of the
soldier and the sailor to ameliorate the suffering of mankind and advance the civ.lization of the world.
“In the presence therefore of so many men
left,
who answered the call t<> arms, wh<
the
warm firesides for the cold damp of
prison cell, who bade farewell to loved <mes
for the possibility
<1 death's embrace, by
whom the lonely sentry's beat, and the wild
charge toward the caution's month alike
were bravely met, to them we give the glory
due for heroic conduct in the hour of conflict
and write ttieir names
upon the table*whereon are inscribed the names of the
w or hi \s benefactors.'’
Then turning to the results of the Civil
War, many interesting facts and the forces
which they set in motion were recalled.
It was by virtue of our soldiers’ bravery
not only that a race "f blacks were set free,
and slavery, with all its attendant moral,
social and political evils, was eradicated but
the entire commercial and business attitude
of the I'nited States was placed upon a differeut basis. The abolition of slavery wade
radical and corrective changes in internal
developments, internal commerce, manufactures
and agriculture, broadened foreign
commerce, invited a better class of immigrants aud in every way con ributed to the
material wealth aud prosperity of our nation.
The outbreak of the Civil War found us
with a population of 81,u00,000 souls, with
the wealth of the country, a? nature had it
in store for us, untouched, save 111 the

government
of
the
aud
the
Spain,
government
government of the United States and Spain
have formally agreed upon the terms on
which negotiations for the establishment of
peace between the two countries shall be
undertaken ; aud,
Whereas, Said protocol agreed that upon
its conclusion aud signature hostilities between the two countries shall be suspended,
and that notice to that effect shall be given
as soon as possible by each government to
the commanders of its military aud naval
forces.

umiam
i.
iucivimev,
rnereiore,
president of the United States, do in accordance with the stipulations of the protocol, declare and proclaim on the part of
the United States, a suspension of hostilities,
and do hereby command that orders be
immediately given through the proper
channels to the commanders of the military
and naval forces of the United States to
abstain from all acts inconsistent with this
*N"vv,

leaning
!

other

:

proclamation.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of the United
States, to be affixed.
Done at the city <»f Washington, this 12tli
day of August in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight,
and of
the Independence of the United
States, the one hundred and twenty-third.
William M« Kin ley.

By the president :
William It Day. secretary of state.
A copy of the proclamation has

been

t

Uu the -Id
of the

arrest

Notable Arrest.
page will be found particulars
U, S. Marshal B. O.

by Deputy

Norton of this city of Nadeau, the Aroos| took
desperado, who for s;x years past has
defied the officers of the law. Deputy
Norton had already established his reputation as a most efficient officer, and this arrest, and the landing of his prisoner in
Portland jail, is a great feather in his cap.
Nadeau was arraigned in the U. S. Circuit
Court at Portland Aug. 11th, charged with
violating the internal revenue law and with
resisted Deputy United States
smallest way, witn m mufactures, com- having
Marshal McNally, and to both complaints
merce. agriculture and mining in their infancy, and with no system of railroads at all pleaded not guilty. The later developments
•ompeteut to develop, our internal resources. in the case are given in the following desIn the first year oi Grant’s administration
there began an enormous development of
railroad systems.
While the average extension of railroad hues during the previous
decade had not been more Thau fifteen
hundred miles per annum, in 1800 it rose to
forty-six hundre d miles, in 1870 to six thousand miles, and iu 1801 to the unprecedented
number of seven thousand, four hundred
miles.
Meanwhile, we have grown steadily
in population, until from 81,000,000 we have
so increased that we now boidly set the

figures

at over

71,000,000.

in iftiuwe stoou tmru

:n

material weaitu

among the nations of the earth. In 1880
exceeded the wealth of magnificent France,
and now we do not yield the palm to old
England herself, even when she counts in
the wealth of her opulent colonies. To-day
we do one-fourth of the manufacturing in
the world, nearly one-half of its mining, onefourth of its agriculture, and in our banks
and storehouses is accumulated one-sixth of
all the wealth there is on this earth.
In the face of these figures, knowing as
we
do
that
immigration, internal improvements, variety of industries, and ail
the economic forces that contribute to a nation's greatness waited on the shores of
other continents until we decided the question of the right of slavery to exist on
American soil, bow can we estimate the
value of the services rendered to our generation and to the generations to come after us
we

by

the

hoys

huilded better
And

who
than

the blue. They
knew.
on the top of the

wore

they
to-day, standing

lofty monument which they erected, we
lookout upon the affairs of the mightiest
nation on which the sun shines, as it travels
on its daily path, and while we thank God
for their noble example of self-sacrifice, we
continue to pray for the advent of that

glorious day “When the mountain of the
Lord’s house shall he established in the top
of the mountains,” when “Swords shall he
beaten iuto plough-shares aud spears into
pruniug-hooks,” when “Nation shall not lift
up sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war auv more,” when “The reign of
the blessed Emanuel, the Prince of Peace,
the great captain of our salvation,” shall become universal and eternal.
Department Commander Rev. C. A. Southard of Lewiston arrived ou the 11.20 train
and was met by a committee who escorted
him to the hall, where he was greeted with
cheers.
He was accompanied by .T. L.
Merrick of Waterville aud J. Wesley Gilman of Oakland.
From 12 to 2 there was a picnic dinner.
One table was.reserved for the speakers, iuvited guests and the press representatives.
At 2 p. m. the comrades met in the hall
aud a rousing camp lire was held. The hall
was well tilled and the talks, which were

much enjoyed
mostly extemporaneous,
by all. The principal speakers were Dept.
Commander Rev. C. A. Southard, Past Dept.
Commander J. Wesley Gilman, J. L. Merrick, Hon. Warpeu C. Philhrook, Dr. A. J.
Billings, A. Stinson, Hon. Alfred E. Nickerson, John H. Gordon, J. O. Johnson and
Capt. Smart.
In the evening there was a grand hall in
the hall with music by the Brooks Band
orchestra. On the order were fourteen numbers and several extras, which krpt the
merry party dancing till a late hour. The
hall was attended by fully one hundred aud
were

fifty couples.

N. S. Lord is making sails for sch. Flora
and D. H. Lihhy is making hay covers for sch. Winslow Morse, in addition to
the repair work aud smaller jobs in the
Condon

lofts.

By the death of Mr. Austin E Drinkwater,
which occurred Aug. 11th at 5.80 p. in., after
many weeks of intense suffering from an incurable trouble of the stomach, Nortliport
loses a highly respected citizen and one well
known by all, he having resided here all his
life.
Mr. Drinkwater was born Oct. ‘J, 1883
ami lacked only a few weeks of being 05
years of age. He was tlie fourth son of the
late David and Sophia Drinkwater, of whom

three brothers and two sisters reside here.
He

sam

ue

uas

next.

Portland,
Aug. 13. George Nadeau
has secured bail in the sum of $800 and gone,
to his home in St Francis. Two Portland
gentlemen, William H Gray and Frederick
A. Ramsey, furnished sureties for him. He
will come back for sentence Oct. 27th.
Deputy Norton has also arrested Joseph
J. Cyr of Limestone on the charge of smuggling and will take him to Bangor to be
brought before United States Commissioner
Hamlin.

Found.

Halifax, N. S., Aug. 10. The derelict
schooner James M. Seaman, which was towhere several weeks ago, was righted
yesterday. No bodies were found in the
wreck. The hatches, rails, etc., were all
torn away, and from the appearance of the
stern there is scarcely any doubt that the
vessel was sunk in collision.
ed

He told them he had

sting.

its

no

fear and

ready and willing to go, and the end
came so calmly aud peacefully there was a
feeling of true thankfulness midst their
great bereavement that the poor sufferer had
found peaceful rest iu a world where sickand suffering are unknown. For about
twenty-eight years Mr. Drinkwater had
been an honored member of Excelsior Lodge,
F. & A. M., and be was highly esteemed by
the members. He was always an active
member of the fraternity and took great interest in the welfare of his lodge.
His counsel was always sought iu all matters under
consideration by the lodge, and his long experience and knowledge in Masonic affairs
ness

made him

valued member aud his presadly missed by all. As Master
of Excelsior lodge he was eminently successful, for by his deep interest and earnest
endeavor the proficiency of 'the officers rose
to a high standard aud the perfectness of the
a

work

flattering comments
lodges. Mr. D. was a
philosophy of spiritual-

received

very
from visitors of other

believer in the
ism, and nothing could swerve him from
that belief which brought to him such sweet
firm

life, aud
glorious one iu

contentment iu this

the full frui-

tion of

the

a more

has

he

life

new

The funeral
residence Saturday

entered

now

upon.

held at his late

was

afternoon, Aug. 13th, aud was so largely attended that ail could not be accommodated
within the house. Rev. G. E. Tufts of Belfast officiated aud in well chosen words
spoke feelingly of the deceased and hoped
he had found eternal rest aud happiness
in the home of the blest. To the mourners
and friends he spoke words of comfort and
cheer, and impressed upon all the importof becoming
prepared when

aud

to

meet

it

aud faithful and to

true

ance

be

the final

in

spirit.

true Christian

a

brethren, including repreBelfast, Liucolnville and
Cambridge, Mass., to pay their last respects
as a member of the
to
a brother who

tendance of the
sentatives

fraternity

m

from

well

was

known

as

faithful,

a

honorable and beloved craftsman, aud who
and

as a man

a

Mason lived

regretted.
ability to

died

gone?

Can we do the duties that meet us here ?
And miss every moment her word of
cheer?”

He

his

ever

honorably

strove to the

win the

confidence

and
best

of

his

fellow men, realizing in the fullest sense the
truth of these beautiful lines so touchingly
recited by Bro. Geo. N. Monroe of Cauibridgeport, Mass., at the losing ceremony
at the grave:
•‘There’s a world where all are equal,
We are hurrying to it last,
We shall meet upon the level there
When the gates of death are past;
We shall stand before the Orient
Aud our Master will bn there,
To try tlie blocks we offer
With Ins own unerring square.

little

nothing

or

of its massive

proportions.

Mrs, Elizabeth Libby died Aug. nth at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. George Elliot, iu
Thomaston. Mrs. Libby was a native of
Belfast. For several years she resided in
Rockland, but went to Thomaston soon
the marriage of
whom she made her
after

with
home. Her years in
Thomaston were giveu to the interests of
her daughter’s family, iu whose children she
took a deep concern. Mrs. Libby had been
iu ill health for some time, having been
brought near to death twice. Iu her year of
sickness she was tenderly cared for and
every comfort and relief possible ministered
to her. Mrs
Libby was eighty-one years
and six months old. The funeral service
was held Thursday afternoon. Aug. 11th.

Clarence

Slinmau went
Tuesday for a short visit.

aud devoted mother

W.

Thompson,

co,

whose

a

of

now

mother

her

Mrs. B.-H Conaut returned home Tuesday from a short visit in Port!ami
Mr. and Mrs.
wed

Auspiami

Frank

v.siting

are

friends

of

Hallo-

Belfast.

in

The

following

Keal

Estate.

transfers in real estate were
in
Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Aug. 17, i898:
Walter S. Moody, Searsport, to William F.
Ellis, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
M. W. Swett, Knox, to Cora E. Swett, do.;
laud and buildings in Knox.
Albert Morrill, Belmont, to Clias P. Morrill do.; laud
and buildings in Belmont. Maurice E.
Hodgdon, New Haven, Ct., to William C.
Thompson, NewYork; land in Northport.

recorded

aud

Miss Charlotte Staples is spending
Old Orchard.

has

was

her church

always

been

a

ami the

II. L. Woodcock and son Faunce returned
home Saturday from M it.nicus.

a

Waterman of Taunton, Miss.,
visited reiat ves in Belfast last week.
Mrs
Bath

Hubert

harbored ill feelings,

and

Smith

and two

•hildren

arose

always the first

never

friends,

to make advances
Stockton Springs. Mr. Horace Staples,
Jr., of New York is spending his vacation for reconciliation. Her death will be keenly
with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace
felt in many a home in which she was beStaples-Dr. and Mrs. James Ryder of loved as a friend, co-worker or benefactor.
Liverpool, Eng., are in town visiting Capt. The funeral will be private at b o’clock Satand Mrs. J. French Nickerson_Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Stover of Bluehill visited Capt.
urday afternoon.
and Mrs. John Randell the past weekDied in Portland, July 4th, Hattie Conuer,
Miss Alice Crocker returned Saturday from
a
visit to friends in Bluehill-Mrs. N.
wife of Winfield A. Clark of Unity, aged 29
S. Twigs has opened a millinery and fancy
years, 9 months, 19 days. Away from home,
goods store in the Masonic Block-Miss I
Clara Mudgett is visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. amid strangers, where she had gone hoping
M. Crocker In Belfast.
o
regain her health, she passed away. Sh
was

Win. B. Snow of Malden, Mass., arrived
to spend a short vacation in Belfast

Sunday
and

vicinity.

Mr. and

of

Miss Ada Williamson of Bo.it**u i- visiting her father, Joseph Williamson, l-Aij.
Mrs. Nellie Gilman of Fairfield visited her
sister, Mrs. D. W. Mansfield, tin- past week.

Call}’, daughter and friends of Bosspending a short vacation at (Quanta-

J
are

daughters,

and
are

visiting

a

Alba*

W

A

Mary

A. Libby returned L me Monthree weeks’ visit with friends in

Me.
W. Beverley of Newton, Mass.,
Tuesday to visit her parents, Mr. and

turned

home

Monday

Mass., are visiting
Wiggin.

Mary

from

a

visit

to

re-

his

Mr. ami Mrs. Ira M

daughter, Mrs. Maria Brown.
Cyrus Bryant of Waterville arrived Tuesday to visit Judge Rogers and attend the
Temple Heights campmeeting.
Dr. W. C.

Libby

Hazeltiue, Jr.,
yesterday to attend the

and B. P.

Lewiston

wedding

of Dr. E. L

G.

of

Northampton,

Mass., formerly principal

.1

Castiue Normal

School, visited friends

n

Belfast last week.

Viola Lee from Bangor
visiting
sister, Mrs. Summer Bridges. Mrs.
Goldie Bridges of Penobscot is also visiting
at Summer Bridges’.
is

Mrs.

her

city. Last Thursday evening a whist party
was given in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Beggs.
The cottage was beautifully decorated with
Hags Japanese lanterns, golden rod, ferns
and clematis. The guests from town were
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Dorman, Misses Vannie Dolloff, Daisy Skay, Florence Wells,
Messrs. Will Havner, H. T. Fields, Fred T.
Chase, Fred Spinney and Mrs. Greig of
Loweil. Ice cream, cake and fruit punch
The tirst prizes were won by
were served.
Miss Walker and Mr. Field, the consolation
prizes by Mr. Havner and Miss Wells. All
report

a

most

delightful

time.

f Che

<

m,,

h<.

«

visit her

to

a

Mass

parents.

W. We! h.

Kelley,

E. H

in

P. Carter of Maiden

Sunday morning

arrived

the

to

editor

-f the Bangor Comvae.itiou
mereil, lias been spentiiug a sh*
with his parents in this ity
Masters Albert
tnd J dm Ferguson
vi
Dorchester, Mass., arrived last week

El

Mrs.

C

Is; tnd

t*»

County, last week,

daughter.

t

m

went

Bean

/.a

Putn

Pahs.

bye

to

with

Mrs. J. C. Walker.

Charles A. Parker, wife and so: of W
arrived last Thursday !■ v.-.t
M

Howard F

is

Misses Prances M. and Is-»!i

I.awreuce, Mass

y

mer

John Kandeli of

m

■

t

■

sj» mlmo : h
vacation with relatives in this
are

lr

:t v.

Blind;: 11 and M.s

Springs

oktoii

i

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson i; tmbo

visited

week.

Paul Carnes is again able To attend t.
business at 1.is cigar factory. He broke his
left ankle

July

oth

u

Dr. E. L. Stevens

day

falling

from

horse

Lewi-’

went To

Tues-

u

C. W. W-se. tt ace; mpv.m- i him t«
his best man m an interesting oera-

and

act as

sion.
Mrs. Fred Hagai and daughter Mildred of
Charlestown, Mass and Miss Florence Cilmore

of New

City

York

guests of Mrs.

are

Fred Saverv.
Rev. ami Mrs. A. T. Rmgo'.d ami little
.laughter Helen of Gardiner are spending
the present month with Mr. and Mrs
L
L. Robbins.
Mr. R. I..

lisley
alls

made brief

of
<>n

North Abhingt'-n, Mass
his Belfast friends Tues-

day while on an excursion
N'-rthport Campground.
Mr.

Bangor

Cole

and

Chas. H

Mrs.

and

from

to

Miss

Emily Wilson of Boston are gimsts of Mr
and Mrs. A. C. Burgess. Mr. Cole is president of the Globe National Bank.

ing

Sophia

E.
I

few of

a

Staples,

er

who has been visit-

friends

Roekport

in

and

Brockton, Mass., returned home Saturday
morning by the steamer City of Bangor
Miss Katharine B. Lewis, Mr. T. Arthur
Lewis and Mr H. Metcalf Marvel of West
Medford. Mass., are spending a few weeks
at the Bird cottage, Little River, with Mrs.
C. R. Thombs.
t

Lawrence, Mass,

Miss Theodore Win'd-

and
visit.

Mrs.

J New York

w

Monday morning after

left for home

F.

B.

sh.-C

a

accompanied

Knowlt-ui

them to Lawrence.

Fletcher

T.

Cobe

Mrs. E. N. Winslow

their trio to the utmost.

Prof.

sister.

s

The guests of Mrs. !. H Sherman,
number of six, were photographed
group by Tuttle last week.

Stevens.

Letters received from John H. Quimbv,
written en route, show That his party are en-

joying

('

been visiting in Belfast and Nt rtl {..iri.
left for home last week.

Miss

Cheever returned home to
Lynn, Mass., Tuesday from a visit to her
A.

went to

Mrs.

have

uncle, Chas. F. Shaw.
Mrs.

«

John E. Cousens of Brook-

Mrs.

Frank Stover and wife of

Arthur B. Chesley of Newton, Mass.,

whenever dif-

between her and her

ference

she

Deputy Collector of Internal Revenue
John S. Williams of Guilford was in Belfast
last week.

visiting relatives in Belfast

are

and wife of Boston were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Palmer a few
days the past week.

member

She

vacation.

H.

In her help for the poor she was
At Clear
View cottage, South Shore,
justly discriminating,giving aid generously Northport, Is a lively party of seven
where deserving, but knowing always that
enjoying a month's outing—Mr. and Mrs.
The Girls’
the receipient was worthy.
Beggs of New York, Miss Florence Crocker
Home in this city held a high place in her
of Bucksport, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost, Miss
affections, and she was one of its most ac- Annabelle Walker and Lewis
Page of this
promoters.

Miss Rosa Chapman arrived from Worcester, Mass., last Saturday to spend her

cester, Mass
Mr. and Mrs

return-

worker.

tive aud efficient

Dil worth.

B.irkmar, wife and child
ed home to Everett. Mass.. Tuesday
Andrew

John

of Florence, Mass., is
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. C

her

her

Dr. L. J. Hunt

early life,
faithful and strong

returned home Sun-

Mary Parsons

Mrs

visiting

Capt. Geo. W, ( base, wiG* and daughter
are spending the week in Bangor.

Mrs. John Carr.

of

Staples

cinity.

Mrs. W.

cause

short

a

vacation at

Aroostook

the poor and needy. She became
of the Congregational church in

first love

from

short visit.

a

th.eir aunt, Mrs. I,

Francis H. Welch will go to Portland to*
to attend the firemen's muster.

day
Detroit,

Her

Knight arrived home last week

A. A.

Boston, for

day

from

to her

sister.

isit-

July

in

P. S. Staples is v siting his sister in Winterport for a few days.

Mr. and Mrs. M

Chadwick 1 Ho*, klam: is
ing her uncle, S. G Norton

Mrs.

marriage, Albert
Clayton, New Mexi-

was

Jay Twesdav

Miss Grace

Ruth, of Chelsea
Geutuer's.

former

Laura Davis of Salem, Mass., is visitin Belfast.

Mrs.

ing friends

Mrs. Walter

to North

Mrs. W. E. Brown

In August, list>4, she was
married to Capt. Edward Thompson, who
It. Januwas lost at sea in February, 1871.
ary, 1874, she married Horatio P. Thompsou,
Her only
a brother of her first husband.
child, Edward Parker, died in 1878, aged 2
years and b months, but she has stood in the

by

went

Lewiston

to

E. F. Hanson returned home Tuesday
evening from a business trip to Chicago and
other cities.

died here in 1884.

sou

his

visiting

work in the stone sheds.

arrived

true

Healy

John
to

round ye royal brotherhood,
Close in the golden chain,
vVe part upon the square below
To meet in heaven again.
Each tie that has beeu broken here
Shall be united there,
And none be lust around God’s throne
VV ho have parted on the square.”

a

is

Miss Persis Sibley of Freedom is visiting
relatives in this city.

ami

of

Wiggin of Waterville

N. E.

bacook.

Delia Wood Parker, wife of Horatio P.
Thompson, died at her home at the corner
of Franklin and Cedar streets yesterday
morning. She was a daughter of Rev.
Wooster and Wealthy A. Pond Parker and
The famwas born in Brewer, Oct. 19,1839.
ily moved to Belfast, in 18,1b and her father

Knight.

Miss J. A.

sister in Belfast.

L

"Hally

Irene Shaw of Boston is visiting Mrs.

Miss
A. A.

line.

PERSONAL.

“Let us meet upon the level there
While laboring patient here;
Let us meet and let us labor
Tlio’ the labt r be severe.
Already in the western sky
The signs bid us prepare
To gather up our working tools
And part upon the square.

husband’s

daughter,

her

Mrs. A. II. Graves and Miss Helen Graves
mother, husband, step-son and oue brother,
Rev. E. P. Parker, of Hartford, Ct., survive visited Mrs. G 's father, B. T. Black, TuesMr. Black is in Bangor fora critical
Next to her family and friends, to day.
her.
whom she was most devoted and loyal, her surgical operation.

Transfers

Mrs. F. S. |Brick is visiting friends in

Bangor.

Mrs. Simeon

This is the vessel commanded by Capt. J.
L. S. Coombs of Islesboro. James C. Scott of
of Islesboro, mate, and the particulars of the
loss, so far as known, and the condition of
the vessel were given in The Journal of
21st.

PERSONAL.

Hon. John T. Rowe, whose serious illness
day from a visit in Massachusetts
reported m The Journal last week, died
Misses Lulie and Kate Putnam went to
Aug. 12th at his home in Frankfort, aged M
He was the oldest quarry owner Dixmont last week to visit friends.
years.
in the State.
In 1840, with Albert Pierce,
Mrs. Sarah W. Beau is v.siting her daughnow also dead,
Mr. Rowe came to Frankfort from Guilford, N. H..and opened a small
ter, Mrs. D. W. Brackett >f Clinton.
quarry at Mt. Waldo. He lived to see the
Mrs. Merinda Brackett ami daughter -f
little hole iu the mountain ledge grow into
the great quarries of to-day, with their imBoston are visiting friends in Belfast
proved machinery and great crews. When
Mrs. Chas. Wilson of Rockland returned
lie began business no granite was sent
farther than JNew York, for there was no
home Saturday from a visit in Belfast.
of
way
transporting it inland, aud, indeed j
Sherburne H. Sleeper of Portland visited
there were no inland cities of sufficient
importance to have buildings calling for friends in Belfast a few days last. week.
such materials,
lu his early days at the
Misses Annie V. and Caroline W. F eld
business all heavy weights wore moved by
means of
x teams.
This season they in- returned last Friday from a visit in Boston.
stalled at Mount Waldo a railway extending
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley and sou Harfrom the wharves up the steep hillside to
the quarries, with powerful locomotive aud
old went to Boston Saturday for a few days.
cars capable of carrying many toils’ weight;
C. E. lvakas and wife returned home to
also a travelling steam derrick for handling
the great blocks of stone that were formerly
Boston Saturday from a visit to i. V*. Mi lit r.
hoisted by hand. Since Mr. Rowe began
Mrs. Fred I). Twiss of Lawrence. Mass., s
business enough granite has been shipped,
iu one form aud another, from Mount Waldo
visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs. D. H.
to build a large city, and yet with sections
Strout.
of its gray surface scattered from Bangor to
Marshall Parks of Bradford, N. II., is
St. Louis and from Charleston to Minneapolis, Mount Waldo appears to have lost spending a few weeks in Belfast and vi-

ton,

•‘We shall meet upon the level there
And never more depart;
There’s a mansion, ’tis all ready
For each trusting, loving heart.
There’s a mansion and a welcome
Aud the multitude are there
Who have met upon the level
And have passed upon the square.

place

j

was

came

summons

members of Excelsior Lodge attended
in a body aud conducted the services at the
grave impressively. There was a large at-

of

bad been married only a few short mouths,
aud leaves to mourn their loss a husband, a
widowed mother, with whom she had
always lived, and three brothers, beside a
large circle of more distant relatives and
rnauy friends, who showed their love by
the many beautiful flowers which rilled
the home. Of a cheerful disposition, with a
love of wit and humor, she drew around her
many friends. A large assembly attended
the burial services, at L'uity July 10th, Rev.
Andrew Wood officiating, at the home of
Mr. Clark.
“Can we bear the loss, as the days roll on;
Can we live with her loving presence

will be

sence

a

wife and four children, also an old man who
is dependent upoL him for care. He lias
also a large crop of hay and oats and if lie
is deta;ned here he will lose his whole crop.
Severa. citizens of that vicinity sent word
that tLey have confidence in Nadeau and
that he is a peaceful man.
Judge Webb said he had no desire to oppress any citizen and therefore if Nadeau
can furnish
bail in the sum of $800 he
would <lefer sentence until October 27th

No Bodies

very

was

His
to make any arrest on Sunday.
wife was in delicate health and was in a
faint. Nadeau said this threw him into a
pani and he shut the door and fired through
rie

disposition,

grandchildren. He was a kind husband,
an indulgent father, aud the bereaved
most keenly feel the absence of him who
loved them so dearly. At the close of his
earthly pilgrimage his last hours were blessed by their presence, aud by their tender aud
gentle ministration, death to him bad lost

right

scare tne cmcer.

kind

four

Geo. Nadeau, of St.
Portland, Aug. 12
Francis, charged with assault with a deadly
on
Marshal McNally
U.
S.
Deputy
weapon
in 1SP1. who yesterday pleaded not guilty
came iuto court this morning and pleaded
guilty. Through his counsel, Hon. A. F.
M« niton, Nadeau made a statement declaring that he lid not intend to shoot McNally.
Tim officer came to his door on Sunday
morning and Nadeau thought he had no

tc

of

man

aud

patches :

it

a

was

strong in his friendships,and always ready to
lend a helping hand to those iu affliction or
distress. He leaves besides his wife three
daughters, Mrs. Evie Feruald of Somerville,
Mass.; Mrs. Etta Trafton of Malden, Mass.;
and Mrs. Carrie Hall of Lincolnville; also

Tlie

eabled to our army and navy commanders.
Spain will cable her commanders like instructions.
A

NUMBER 33.

Among the

teachers

w!

attended

the

were May E
Nevvcas;
Tow I*
Norton of East Palermo, F. -r.-n ■<* L

sclm-.l

summer

at

>•

Camden, and Isa E. Lcin

of

M. [Lewis of

in

ami

Lenova

Libertyville.

Journal

a very pVisant c.id
valued -ontriicitor, Mrs.
Helen N. Packard. Mrs. Packard returns

The

Tuesday

from

had

its

to-day to her home in Springfield. Mass.
was

her first visit to Belfast for

1.

It

years.

John Carletou Sherman, who has been the
guest of his uncle, Rev. Geo. G Winslow,
has returned to Boston. II has resigned his
position on the editorial staff of Munsey’s
Magazine and accepted one with the Youths'
■

Companion.
John Peirce of Now York, formerly
Knight, visited friends in Belfast
week.
Her husband
a few days the past
went to Frankfort to attend the funeral of
the late John T. Rowe. They left for home
Mrs.

Mrs. Mac

by

steamer

City

of

Bangor Tuesday.

Mr. Frank W. Gowen of

present

at

the

Grand

Waterville

Army

reunion

Windermere Park last week and

was

was

at

invit-

ed to speak, but having had no thought of
making .an address asked to he excused.
Mr. Gowen returns to Philadelphia the first
of September, where he is engaged as general manager of life insurance business.

THE CRUISE OF THE SCANDIA.
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The Ladder of

(i

T

THouT'

O N

July, 1M*S.]

vacations since a small boy have been spent on
Maine coast fishing and sailing within moderate
distance ot om summer home.
But I always wanted
to ilo a little
cruising on my own hook, and go wherever
1 pleased.
In the summer of T»7, having the use of a
sloop of suitable size foi my purpose, my wife and 1
managed to gel oil lot a week.
Lite S;it 11 rLl a
afternoon, August 14, we cast off
out home mooriug ai 1 -ola Bella, and giving the Scandia
bet b<■ a' 1 aiis kept olt before a light southerly wind for
,buttle Head. North Islesborough, eu route for old
Castiue.
r:-*
No one can un lerstand the satisfaction with which
L_
this eutn in oat log book was made, unless, like the
■■
e had lahore cr from early morn till
skipper (j
1
‘1
",N 1 l|,|trdew
eve lot ten days getting the Scandia into the
water aud fitting hei out lot a cruise to Alt. Desert.
The N amiia is an old-style keel sloop, 2i> feet met all;
feet 1. w. 1. ; 10 1-2 feet
beam, and drawing about 7 feet.
Her ballast consist.- ot 4,000 lbs. lead andiron in
a lorkei keel, and about -7On lbs, inside to trim her.
aud two jibs. Her
mainsail
Dig,
cabin is fan-sized- having berths for three good lockers and ice box.
But she lias
none too much headroom for the crew, w ho were
myself aud my wife, who shipped as
summer

MY

HAIR
TURNING
GRAY?

the

_

—

.Skirting the Islesborough shore, leaving spruce Island on our port hand, we
slipped along before the mild breeze on one ol tlie finest evenings imaginable. The

.

Maine coast i> noted for its scenery, and the distant ( amdeu mountains, the dark
wooded islands, the beautiful sunset, and the balmy ah, made this part of the coast
no exception to the general beauty.
We held a northerly course for about live miles to Turtle Head, the northern end
of Lsioshoiougii, and rounding the point we had a close reach of about four miles to
The sun was down by this time, aud going close hauled
Dice’- Head, off Castine.
with a good breeze sweeping in from the ocean we began to teel cool, and gradually
added to our tollies iiii l had on two swe uers, a heavy white coat, and a frieze
and my wife was quite similarly attired.
ulstei
In spite of these clothes we were
none I--.i warm on .u
August eveuiu*:, when our friends were sweltering in New York
and Philadelphia.
'’i!
,i>ihh ..ill...;
a;
tine breeze fallen, aud alter vainly endeavoring to beat in,
■k
] look '.lie te!io> a!i>'iii: and towed the yacht in about a mile and a hall. 1 will simply
ieni.uk *!..»: i was wain enough in a jeise\ before I was through. and thankful foi
the assistance of ine iic muing tide.
i climbed on to the bow in a small cove off
It os; ital Island, am.
g" my small ancln-i. alter taking soundings. to make sure l
bad m n.gh w aler.
lee.
We s
sails fin led and our cooking o
:
at work.
Instead of the
d
v<
ordinaly rauk-sr.ielling kerosene stove of
liser, we had t w. good
ige s
t halu.g-dis es a!.d Fa o h dr:p toliri pel.
1 an certainly lecomtnend the » haiingdislies. il tla-v d ve go d iuinters -..iu hold onong.M
.tol.
They are very clean and
u
n.
id.
>
a
v.■.
n
•>
h«.t
lire,
sieak two inches thick iu fifteen
handy,
cooking
minutes.
( is! i m
ha
a
g
hue sheltered
hart mu is
,ite a leudev.vnus !oi down-east
ne in }*ast a huge fleet, ringing lmiu the steam yacht Wadena aud
vi’iisem; and we
<
i:
at e-'
i' ei W
! m; y U>wn ;,, smail (astine
a' boats.
They
:\ i•'
aa.
a
ut
\n:!i tlieti rs* 1 i11_• lights ami illuminations, the steam yachts a
eii’.’t ric!ly, i;•! a beamiful incon mis;
i! e full dimmed their lights and
titiriy ti.m-lormed tin- x-eia-. eliminating the im oem ..ml artificial, and leaving the
astine "I legend and l.m'oiy.
hue!, eiiii.a sho* manss the ti aek ••}' 11, ■■tin
Was i: a t. t!ie young Baron In
'I. Cast!ne and his th.-k\ m de. *‘the i“\eiy Tin uim-. Mndocawanda> daughtei fail
The plr.uk «>1 a banjo and a suinmci-eiil Ian :1 g:r.e it oead away.
was to
late n go as"ore and inn i.
A**
iru nds. we tamed ill.
expecting

Hair

1

■

>.

<

■

! lie v.:!i-

A’ms

i ay f.

a

i

..!••!

n

our

hopes!

.i

wet

-■

them.

When I

not mug

beyond
but got quietly

|§

! brick and stone. The suburbs have grown
up; but, to a certain extent, at the expense of the older parts of the city, where

I
"

pretentions, dingy looking dwellings are a happy and successful life. The newly wedinhabited by people of wealth and taste, ded pair have returned to Massachusetts,
and the interiors are richly furnished aud where after visiting a few places of interest
will take up their residence in Whitfinely adorned. There are good paint- they
man near Mr.
Cobh’s place of business.
ings on the walls, line libraries, and well
They will he at home after
1st.

“These critters feel

oil

have
book on the ITair and
Scalp which you may obtain froe
up<'ii requ- st.
If you tin riot obtain all the benefit
you exp'vu-d from the use of
Yifpir, v. rir. the Doctor about it
Address, I)K. d < A V Ell
Low ell, ;.fi

certain .!=

interest in

Halifax then, it would apply in
many places
Halliguniaus take life
t

efficacy

-lias

4#i

:•

* ear-,

""-

ELIXIR

Pin Worm

ill such troubles—and likewise for all stomach troubles of adults
b.-en equalled.
It lm» been a lioiisebold reined* for
mo y vegetable and barn.less.
I’rire
Ask
rent*.

DR. .1. P.TRDB

CO.. Unborn. Mr.

A.

WARwitv SFATH

i

Reliable War:

and Mrs. Carrow in East Summer street.
Many handsome presents w< re received, including a silver service and tea set presented
by The members of the Bangor Minstrels.
Mr. and M’s Driscoll will he at home after
'1
it Lo M< se’s
uirt. f B
1
v
News.

a

to-day.

IN THE CREA

NATIONAL

easiei ;

A rsew Course Finder.
than do Americans is undoubtedly true: ;
A lkiltimoriau has patented a new com-a i
aud in these; -e of uot wasting their ener- !
the use of manners, which N
gies in dire.
>n
that often prove fruit- finder f
;
in It jui• ker and more accurate tl. m
less they may he accused of want of enterprise. Yet great fortunes have been ! the pai.dlel rules usually used oil a chart |

FAMILY
NEWSPAP

1

Our

Nova

Scotia Cousins.

V.
ILiiifax

>>t

a

little ancient

iron steamers, the Circassian and
Khersoncse, that had been employed as

transports during the Crimean war, were
placed oil the route between Portland and

Liverpool, England, touching

at

Halifax.

The writer took passage on the KliersonWe left Portland in the early even-

ese.

ing under steam and sail and soon after
leaving port ran into the fog. Next day
we steamed along with sails still set, but
hardly drawing, through a dense Bay of
Fundy fog. There was no sea, but au
old swell

highpropeller, would slowly setto the water, shake herself,

side 1 craft,

the

though
had

plates in
heard

were

dinner

at

our

narrow,

the other side.

on

ks

ra<

when

About

and

was on,

tle down, rail
and roll down

<

to

11

Al-

the tables

hold

we

our

soup
the time.

hands parr of
reading in the saloon I
grating sound ruder the vessel's
our

noun
a

bottom.

It

while

repeated again and again,

was

accompanied by
Ascending the companion way
commotion

a

on

deck.

I

found

everybody looking ovci the side and the
with a heavy list.
Some v»l the
crew, without orders, attempted to launch
steamer

a

boat and

cer

with

that

we

were no
we

a

ordered away by an offidrawn pistol. It was evident

were

were

the rocks, but there
no one knew where

on

breakers and

were.

After

time

a

a

boar

was

sent

The uew inveo
made here, and people have lived in coni- ! t.o find a snip's course.
tion i: is
back made of aluminum, am
fort on wlt.it would seem to us a pittance, j
the front of compass dial covered with
The modern conveniences introduced in t
anspaivnt celluloid having a transparent
these Intel u-ars arc mainly due to Amei- center. Through this center is a small
post
|
n
which revolves the indie.itoi liamis.
ican capital tnd enterprise; but many of
} Attached t<> it is an
adjustable brass arm.
the great railroads in this country were
through wliicli passes a string of medium
built by Km iish capital, and there is at
To
use
the
course tinder the cenei.'gth.
tendency everywhole among capitalists to I ter ol ilie instrument is placed nvei the
seek foreign investments rather than j buoy, lighthouse, or any other point ii.
demiting the position of the vessel, seeing
those at home.
Thus while the habits that
tlie sides ->1' the instrument are pararid customs of our cousins are different allel with the latitude and
longitude lines
on
the chart: then the string attached to
from our own we can hardly accuse them
the indicator hand is drawn tightly to the
of lack of enterprise, even if the material
point to be steered for, when the hand
for their first-stone buildings was brought will point in the direction the
string is
from Scotland, and they imported brick ; drawn and indicates the course to be
from Bangor with an abundance of brick steered.

clay

at

the waters

edge

Halifax har-

in

bor.
As the principal seaport of the Province Nova Scotia formerly had a huge
trade with the West Indies and south
America.
The vessels which went to the
West Indies were mainly brigantines of

with

tlie

changed

own

<>ui

Democratic friends tell

Hepublican protective
ed our shipping; but

ments; but that may be said of many
hotels.
Further than that, everybody

we

spoke

a

the wind witli
course

from her the steamer went

on

at

full speed, but in a short time breakers
were reported ahead.
The steamer was

kept off and orders given to reverse the
engines, hut she continued to forge ahead
until the breakers
under our lee not

were
a

stretched

Suddenly breakers loomed up just under
the bow and the steamer struck three
times with decreasing force and then
stern

of immediate

way.

danger

connected with the

Halifax, from the prothe elevator boy. seemed to take
a personal interest in our party aud to
strive to make our sojourn
pleasant.
prietor

to

Whether this

was

due to the handsome

along badges

biscuit toss distant.

We had not got out
when the steerage

worn by most of the excursionists,
which the Stars aud Stripes aud the
British ensign were emblazoned side by

Halifax is built, the business section at least, upon the side of a hill which
is crowned by the fortification known as
the Citadel. Seen from the water some of

in the large one, and though I nearly always had to make the hawser fast to the bitts
the streets looked to be nearly perpendicand put the jib onto the yacht to break it out, yet I always knewr when 1 let it go that
The buildings generally were of
If we had been in as close quarters in Castine as ular.
the Scandia would stay right there.
we were in later on we would have had trouble going adrift.
and whether painted or unpainted
wood,
August 17th dawned bright, clear and warm. Barometer rising and no wind. After were alike
dingy looking, and in striking
breakfast we spread our dunnage, including bedding, to dry on the house and all over
the yacht, then went ashore after fresh cream and lobsters. About 11 a. m. we got a contrast with the glaring white, greenline breeze from the sou’west, and as our course was about due east for Pumpkin blinded dwellings of New England. The
Island Light at the entrance of Eggemoggin Reach, we were soon under way with use of soft coal as fuel
was said to he the
After dropping Pond
mainsail and two jibs set and ripping the water at a great rate.
cause of the generally grimy look of everyIsland over our starboard quarter, we made Spectacle Island on our lee to port and
As thing out of doors, but absence of paint
Two-Bush ledge to windward, and laid our course for “Punkin” Island Light.
the tide was high we lan between “Punkin” Island and Deer Isle. I will say right and the
ravages of time were also factors
makes
and
the
here that the tide rises and falls 10 to 12 feet on this part of
coast,
to be considered.
On landing the prevabe
that
would
at
water
boat
like
the
Scandia
dangerous
high
many a passage safe for a
or impossible at low tide.
We had the chart on top of the house soon after leaving lence of children and dogs, especially on
Hewes’ Point, and from that time on it was carefully studied, and I may say carefully the lower streets—the children uniformly
followed.
dirty and the dogs curs of low degree—
Opposite “Punkin” Island, on Little Deer Isle, there is one of the prettiest sumThere is a semi-circular cove with good water well in shore impressed the visitor. On the recent visit
mer resorts I ever saw.
and rising back of it quite a hill, on the first terrace of which the cottages were we did not find children and dogs more

abundant than in places of corresponding

1
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Belfast

Wash

Livery

BELFAST, .MAINE.

Day

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON.

Troubles

PROPRIETORS.'**

to an end the day you
a vapor stove.
Yuu can

come

get

Co

boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
without muss or confusion.
Y'ou can do anything and
everything on a vapor stove,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a

^TEAIS and TURNOUTS, EVERY DEW
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR L G

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY TILLED.

on

side,

merely

or

the usual courtesy

ex

tended to all tourists, \ve cannot say: but
it was very pleasant to the men and
women from Maine, and they will ever
hold the Halifax in

grateful
gear broke, and it was necessary to cut
through the deck over the rudder head Our first meal in the hotel was partaken
and rig a temporary tiller. The brigan- of at ii p. m., standard time, 7 p. in. Haltine soon hove in sight, bowling along di- ifax time, and it proved to be dinner, the
rectly for the rocks, and was warned of her second for the party that day. But nothdanger in time to haul on the wind and ing daunted we went resolutely through
A vegetable salad served on
claw off the lee shore.
For several hours the menu.
we
rolled
about
in
the fog, hut at this occasion was so cool, crisp and
longer
last spoke a pilot boat, and soon after appetizing that the epicure of the party
were headed for Halifax.
proclaimed it a culinary
This time we promptly
While at dinner some of the
had gone many miles out of our course to triumph.
older members of the party said they had
the eastward.
As we entered Halifax harbor we left had enough of sight-seeing for the day
the fog behind us, and the writer, then a and should be early to bed.
Up spoke a
school boy, had his first view of a foreign young lady, “I’m not going to bed.’’
city.

>eml

"V test the
.vliarulltlH*

steamer

brigantine running before
all sails set. Taking our

day

Week It

:

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR S2.00.

g

WE SELL

we

mere

V'.rk

I

indigestion impossible.

that the
tariffs have reduc-

say a good word for the Halifax Hotel;
and let it be understood that this is not a

New

mu.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAi

L

conditions.

perfunctory return for courtesies.
The Halifax has all the modern conveniences, and is up-to-date in its appoint-

deep

Ei

us

does the work of half
tramp
dozen of the old-time sailing craft
But a truce to reminiscences, while we

The

I uni'll

Half the ills that man is heir to come
indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters
strengthens and tones the stomach: makes

found just the
same situation over the border.
Tl'.ere as
here steam has taken the place of sail,and
one

t ci
'-|m ri.il
lfi<
Kruiit

p:,,M'1

A

in the Grand 1 tanks
and other fisheries.
But the Nova Sectia
shipping interests have suffered as have

Seal rocks at the entrance of the Bay of
Fundy, and many miles out of our course.
The log still continued thick.
Later in

sound for

L
I

employed

our

I

mi.-Im <t

;|1 ‘"UI.I in ill Iiupoi l;llil w ;tr new
t.f
lit:
i: 11 ,U*p il < lu-» up |«» tli. I m > it
..I p 11) > 111 .ili.i.i
lar.'lul mt.-iilinii Will 1
u
«ml I
uiM,; to I
m,
'lurk,
In purl*
ill
,i
;m
r',,'l"»i"l'‘ii'
N.

El

;

Kingsport and Yarmouth, the two fir mer
ports on the Bay of Kuudy: and the s nailer craft,
including fishermen, at Shelburne, Liverpool, Lunenburg, etc. A arge
was

ih

R" '•I1'

j
1

about two hundred tons, a very serviceable craft. These vessels were all built at
the outsorts, but fitted out from Halifax.
The ships were mainly built at Hantsport,

Meet

}■
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j

from

a

to

&
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water, and the
steamer was finally worked olf and headed seaward.
It may be said here that it
was afterwards learned we had been on
out

gathered

three.]

at

performed

>"

two

on page

10th.

every place, why the few smart spirited
ones that’s left
are too
few to do anynothin’ is done.”
thing, and
That is severe: luit whether true or not

That the

|

Its

Driscui.[.-Merrill.
William
James
Driscoll ami Miss Annie Mae Merrill were
united in marriage in St John’s Catholic

when you add their numbers to the timid
the stingy ones, the ignorant ones,
ami the pooi olu s that are to be found in

to

1 TRUE’S

0
0
0
©

September

ones,

as

© Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them fori
everything else. The best Worm Remedy made, and likewise!
g nearly
the best Remedy ior all the complaints of children, such as Feverishg
@ ness, Costiveness. Indigestion, hour Stomach, etc is

Cobb

o'clock. Kev. Edward McSweenev
The marriage rites.
William
(i renter was groomsmau and Miss Mary
Dris> oil nf Belfast, sister of the groom, was
bridesmaid
The bride were a pretty white
gown and carried pinks. Miss Driscoll wore
white muslin trimmed with pink and carl'ied sweet peas,
In the evening a reception was given at the home of Mrs. Sprague

as it was by perils of the sea both
going and returning. In the spiing of 1>'T

[continued

for Mr and Mrs.

church, Bangor, Wednesday afternoon,Aug.

ed

THE MATE.

wishing

any-

no

f WO R M SI NC HI LDR In!

extending

ulations and

the people of Halifax, and said of them, half a
century ago, in “The C'lockmaker”:

<

heavy southerly.
As we could
About a mile out in the big Fast Penobscot Bay the fog shut in.
neatly fetch Hewes’ Point, live miles away, we laid our course by compass for Islesborough harbor, just inside the point. Aftei a sail of about an hour in the fog we
made out the shore and beat into the iaibm. v here we decided to spend the night,
We had been all around this part of the
and not start into st range waters in a fog.
coast before, but never east of Cape K zier, b-\oml which we had to rely on government charts, our good spirit compass, and out trusty lead and line.
Before reaching Ilewes* Point, during the mate’s trick at the wheel, I had stowed
my small auchor as well a* possible and out of tin* w av. aud got my large one onto the
how; aud never aga n did 1 depend on a light and handy one. I was never disappointed

She has many friends, not only in her native
hut in the several places where she
has taught, who unite in
congrat-

town

uot make the mistake of judging by the
outward appearance. Many of these un-

stocked wine cellars.
Sam Slick was pretty hard

j

JVASHIMOPOWDE!?

eminently successful. Recently she has been
slgus of “For Sale” aud “To Let” are teaching in
Massachusetts, and at present
frequent. Modern dwellings are sand- has a position in the schools of Whitman.

wiched in with those of earlier days; aud
as to the latter the casual visitor should

history may he in orclei. The writer retains a very vivid recollection ot’ h
visit to tin a].itol of Nova Scotia, attend-

..

in the

thing but cent, per cent. : they deaden
public spirit: they han’t got none them
selves, and they lari' at it in others: ami

In writing

turn of the tide, aud l did not want hei t<» foul it and g<» adrift, towing it flukes first.
I then landed on out- of tiie islands, aud as it w as low w at.ei. soon had
pail full of
clams for chnwdet and bait.
Thejoceasioiic 1 tog showers prevented on r going to dmivh: so we put in our time
reading Noah Brooks1 tales of the Maine coast, which an mostly tales of Castine, and
make mighty gout, reading.
About noon I thought of the bait clams, and also that fresh toincod fried with salt
pork would be very good with our lunch. >■* into our oil clothes we got and rowed off
in the tender to hunt foi a likely cove where tomcoil gather at high water near or in
\\\ found out afterward* that "'«■ had happened upon Tomcod Cove,
the eel giass
which accounted l< oat good luck in catc-hing a dozen in a few minutes.
After lunch the fog lifted a little, ar, i runtr.ng out my sixty-pound anchor so that
We found our friends at
the yacht would stay theic. wc locked up and vent ashme.
the A id; in. and t !n«*:igh them h id t he pleas;,n* of meeting Mr. A. B. Frost, the artist,
and ymiug .I n k Frost.
In spite of the last named we had aj
hi* wite. Arthur.
a tting.
As tin Acadian House was full j
warm reception an
pas*i " .1 v«*r\ jde is.u;!
we found the Pentngoe: n u c*•infor< able tor the night.
il t. gg\, baromerei statiouai y. thei mometer haieiy bO.
August l'lth
Luckilv, !
on a loi mei visit t, old t'a-'.ine in glmimis weathei, ;%e had done the town, taking in i
the
Witheile
Woods
drive
around
Dice’* Head, and other interesting
the old fort,
point*. This morning we imaged, getting *uch additional supplies as seemed good to
W’e lunched with our lriends, and then as the sun broke
our hearts and | abates.
through the fog 1 id a g -od breeze was blowing we boarded the yacht with 0111 suphad to clear our hawser, a* the fScanclia had boxed the compass
plies. Of course
several times, am; atei finally getting the huge auchor stowed I expected to hold uii
while
making sail, as it was handy to get up. In clearing the two it
by 011 small one
had been broken < at, and when [ got the big mainsail up a puff over the island got
stern way on her. and s.,e rowed that kedge as fast as a man could row a boat.
The
puff .vas ihe first of a small squall, aud 1 decided to ieef, as it was blowing harder
1 paid out scope ;.nd tried to get the little book to take
and harder every minute.
hold, but the yacht was too heavy a id the a ichor too light; so in anger aud disgust I
vank.*d in twenty t; thorns or so of hawser, a id running up the point of the jib I paid
Then, though she rolled about on to her beam euds, 1 beat her up to an old
her 1 tl.
mooring aud put a ioubie reef in tlie maiu-a i aud « ue in the jib. Slipping the mooring
we got fairly under way and tore out of the harbor, beating to Cape Kozier against the

produced.

has

partly

POWER

GOLD
DUS

She prepared for her work
Maine Central Institute and
afterwards took a full course in the Eastern
State Normal school. Soon after her graduation she was offered a
good positiou in the
schools of Fairmouut, Minu where she was
roe

WASHING

1

pale green trimmed with white horn.
She carried a beautiful bouquet of ilowers.
Mr. Cobb was formerly of Middleboro
Mass.,
hut has recently been doing business in
Whitman. We learn that he is well and
favorably known in both places. The bride is
one of the most accomplished teachers Mon-

Fires have swept away many of
the old wooden buildings and they have
beeu replaced by substantial structures of

DUST

!

over

course.

futhei inshore,
lucboi at each

r-MPPFii.

GOLD

will bring hack to your hair
the color of youth. It never
fails.
It is just as sure as
that heat melts snow, or that
water quenches fire.
It cleanses the scalp also
and prevents the formation of
dandruff.
It feeds and nourishes the hulis of the hair
making them produce a luxuriant growth.
It stops the
hair from falling out and gives
a
fine soft finish to the hair
as well.

With

TIN-;

muzzle up, another sight that greatly interested me.
When the time came for departure 1 took passage on the propeller
Eastern .state, which had formerly beeu

weathered the gale, and, leaking and disabled, made a harbor at Yarmouth, and
eventually reached Boston.
Halifax has changed since then, of

TVt»

visiting.

blanket <t dripping i.g was east -\. r
a id
n
n
!
St 11* k ay dead nil o; the
g
i:!; •! ii t ui w.i v .-arl\ !••'
>w s;
Beii.. a i uftiane
g an. 1 din eot waken lit mate,
boom. oii -skins and s-m' wester. and n
rid
i nt
'he >. mdia
mug ».ireiu!iy.
i did this be*-ause site swan
■t'tci so
around In
mi

Bells.

Cobb-Fletcher. A very pretty wedding
occurred at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albion Fletcher in Monroe Sunday
mpruiug,
Aug. 7th, when their daughter, Ma Belle B.,
was united in marriage with Mr Abiather
R. Cobb, a young business man of Whitman.
Mass. The ceremony was performed
by
Rev. Frank S. Dolliff of Jackson in the
presence of the immediate
family and relatives.
The bride was prettily dressed in
organdie

first visit t * Halifax. It is not worth
while to tell the story now.
Xo one on
board expected to see land again, but we

vigor

<

1

Wedding

ou the Boston and
Bangor route, and had
she uot beeu au excellent sea boat that
would have been my last as well as my

What does your mirror say r
Does it tell you of some little
streaks of gray?
Are you
pleased? Do your friends of
the same age show this loss
of power also?
Just remember that gray
hair never becomes darker
without help, while dark hair
rapidly becomes gray when

mate.

size in this
country. There were then no
paved streets or sidewalks, and at the
street corners old cannon were planted,

“Nor I,”
with

a

were

soon

VAPOR
STOVE
an

indispensable requisite

Representing

saw

Over

Twenty

Winterpori

Me

Million Assets.

HRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, I>1 ATE (il.ASS,

to

IDRN ADO l\^

EL-S^STEA M BOILER INSURANCE \Nl) INSPECTION. *1 Securitx B.d I-i
or*, Administrators and I'rutsei s.
Real si
Correspondence solicited

household comfort.
There
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of efficiency, economy, and cleanliness.
Over 2,000,000 women are
using it to-day.

i
*

If your dealer does not sell Vapor
Stoves ami Stove Gasoline, write to
the Standard Oil Company, New
York City.

THE COMFORT
or

\

ni:a\

The

Burgess

JOB PRINTED

Mom.ii.s

Water Pad Truss

one
or

j

INSURANCE and REAL ESTA

still younger.
And
for escort they
off to the opera, despite the

matron

rain—and
was

said

remembrance.

FRED ATWOOD

Opera House Block,

1

two

the devil,

IS

for the opera

Faust.

We have the latest

BUCKS PORI', 31 AIN E,

Rev. J. Frank

Pe-ru-na Cures IKarrhcea.
DIARRHCEA is
catarrh of the bowels.
Pe-ru-na because it always cures catarrh is a
wonderful remedy for
this trouble.
Mrs. George W. Taylor, of Eaton, Tenn.,
writes: “I had chronic
^
diarrhoBa for six years.
Tried everything and several physicians,
without avail. My husband bought me
I began to ima bottle of Pe-ru-na.
prove at once. I am now entirely well.
Pe-ru-na is sold by all druggists.

liKKAT TO Till. WKAKKlt.

Haley,

A.

many.

improvement amt

Try one, they tit like

a

are

n'n
V.X*

glove.

H.,

PRESIDENT,

He

can

supply Rubber Web Water Pads,

Link Fit-tiny it, Etc.
your old Truss

so

You

can

ser-

Poor tfc

Son,

DRUGGISTS.

The store in Johnson Block

by

H. H. Johnson & Co.

PAMPHLETS.

And all kinds of

Leg«»

I A fllTC Who Have Used The71.
LHUIlO Recommen l as the QES•
DR. KINC’i
Star Crown Brand

TO LET.

Hair Goods.

|

neatly and prompt i>

Manufacturer of and dealer iu

prompt attention.
Office 400 Main St., (up stairs)
3m21*
P. O. box 139.
ROCKLAND, ME.

LETTER HEAL

patch up

it will d<> yood

vice at sliyht cost.

(FORMERLY MRS. W. P. CLARK)

Mail orders receive

ROSTERS,

(billheads
(PROORAMS,

FALL TKK>1 OPENS AUGUST 39.
Send for Catalogue.
Gw29

Mrs. E. A. Rhoades

I CARDS,

selling

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. O. POOR

PENNYROYAL PILLS.,
/

Immediate relief,

no daneer. no Dam.
useuror years Dy leading specia.isi*
monials. Atrial will convince you
in case of suppression. Send ten
book. All Druggists or by mail *

KINS MEDICINE CO.. Sox 1930.
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THE CRUISE OF THE SCANDIA.
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two.]

is

^bVfhted
blown

rose

is

to
MTJceptible
■Er !1”<1 disease

\

more sus-

weakness
that will

wreck her in a
womanly way than she is after
she has attained to
hea'thv
womanliood. Thousands of
women
have their lives
.wrecked by troubles of
this
V delicate
description be\ cause of their own iKnorand the
\\\ ance
prudery of
\ their mothers.
I \ Whenever the wanderdemon of in iu.alth
\1 \,ng
V finds a ship adrift
upon

\ the sea of ignorance, lie
\ \ steps on board, takes
I J the helm, and steers

\

Wil.!>HH-

INDIANA,

llAIiUOJI, 1S'.)7.

IJAli

atterwnids that the “1 unkin
Island Light keepei owned most
tve gotten along in the world and be
quite a nabob. In the cove
U
perfect
protected from tin* wind.
:
and the little lieet we squared
away down the Reach on a
il,id the wind abeam, and bail a most
delightful panorama
^ e pa»eil rocky points, and
sloping meadows, and high
s and ins. and
o
small islands scattered along the shore.
Wo
1,1
and tlii’n another.
Hi re tike chart told us to look for a
1
1 a spindle.
All this time we had a rising breeze till
finally
\i:i_ jib and turl it, the matt* meanwhile
steering. We made
t»'d boulder with sin illei red boulders on
-1.
top of it. further
Ciip.eiit wit!) a triangle.)
lying in the middle of the Reach, and
Inland i:id ran out past Naskeag Point into Blue Hill
Bay.
Viskeag ILtibor we saw a big sea running in Blue Hill
Bay, anil
■■at 1 thought we would diive her into itand we did.
The tide
'!U* silcug;h ot the ebb, and the wind
direct against it and
up a very nasty chop, so that with the full force of the wind
uandie
the
eraft.
I
ran
down the jib, got aft my maiuri>
sail bu a double reef, and with my mate
holding the wheel
il out the earing.
1 have done set vice ou a
tug-of-war team.
s
■:anier but it was uo go.
] .slacked the sail
do.vn; the mate
■'
"bid tor L ite Hill Bay Light ou Green Island while I set
e- lfii
.’o' mainsail, with the boom in the crutch.
1 soou had the
"be •'■ "1 the wheel down 1
swayed up the sail, and then we
u
All this, time we were pitching' and
wallowing at a great rate,
:lI>' it eight feet high.
Harbor Island was asteru and Channel
o
a white mass of
breakers, was ahead oil the starboard bow,
\a>
-n our port bow with a wrecked coaster oil the
southern end of
iu not much time to
study the chart while reefing, etc., the mate ,
uneasy least we should mistake the channel, especially on seeing
tn
might expect good water. We were much relieved when we
ii.innel lo-ck anil shot through between Green Island and Sami
rter was a
gravel bank just awash ou our starboard hand. The
i

■

1

straight fnr
.,,.,.,1
strom of death. Tluvoung
woman who has not been
taught the nece^sity of taking care of her health in a wornanly way is a ship adrift upon the
of
ignorance. Diseases that will wreck her future happiness will soon
assume command
Noting women who -uffer from weakness
and disease peculiar to their -ex
live under
a
terrible nervous tension, and if
tr.
escape death are always threatened with
I he whole nervous system
insanity.
iafleeted by the constant
drag and drain
upon the delicate and feminine organs.
Dr. Pierce
Favorite Prescription i- t atone perfect and unfailing
specific for v- v
derangement and disorder of tin- d.
p.
lion.
It fits a woman for wif, ]
;.ui
motherhood
It is the best ,,f
U(,,vn
nerve tonics.
It is the disc v-a\ of ;i,
the most eminent and
ei di-tin disease of women.
«

skdlfuT-]h

I w

trout

:•

Uhre vears.
ness
writes Mi-- Ml’.en « >U\
p, ;•
Bedford Co.. V,a
] had in-,
phv-i. ni- ’ait
neither did tin oiv
»od
I w
tr- a-1/' u
.j,
pam- r.i my left side all lit ton\\
;•
time for i:iv nnaiihlv perio Is i t hoi,-, at
u.
die with pains in my liav k-tn 'i -t ,h.
had chills
I could not
no wiO
Finally 1 took thr
yorite Prescription an-! iw-.■)( hi- < Men -d. 1i-

...

tcal Insc

n-erv

and am m ’u
in my life."

1
tter

lua

n.;• lVt
ili n-.\v

than

■•

..

w

How to preserve health and !>eaut\ are
told in Dr Pierce's Medical \ ivi-ei
It is
tree.
For a papei-covered .-.r,>v send
one-cent stamp-, (n
e
>nll
cloth binding, w
A Id res- Dr.
tups.
R- V. Pierce. Buffalo. N Y

Fashions at Newport.
Yachting Cost limes. Military ( apes. New
Brooches, Bicycle Hosiery. Bathing Suit■-ilk Waists

■

Fronts.

and

[Correspondence

The Journal, j

>t

The Newport yachting suit is

linen, ph.jue or
trimmed by few

a

simple

costume, the skirt
many contrasting cloth
bands stitched on, either spaced or in
serge

ov

clusters, and the short jacket
lined with

usually

is

color

which extends into
revers, pocket flaps and cuffs.
As regards material, pique is in the ascendency and with crimson baud, on the
a

skirts with

military

jacket

match, presents

to

appearance

peculiarly

a

attractive

the present moment. As a contrast, lace
fronts are universally worn with these

at

styles,
Alpines take

and trimmed sailor hats

severe

A

is

w !•> J

u:>. .‘1

1!A V.

ivres, and he and his \vi e ami four children stood in
hat wa-uid become oi the
sloop w ith only one man find a
doubtless expected to see ns pile up on a
‘‘laidge,*’ as he would

:i

"in

tc

i

!M.N

c

mam-

>ee w

the place of

MILITARY

A 1 M Os*I’II KI! K

apparent in short, cloth capes
trimmed with gilt or passementerie frogs,
gilt buttons, or else entirely plain, except
a

band of

military

braid

on

a

plain

velvet collar.
white

Asamattei of course, red,
blue .ire in the greatest demand,

or

lined with handsome contrasting plain or
brocaded silk.
Many such capes are

dead before it and rolling in great
shape, the mate did hot
'■k
and so took a trick at the wheel while 1
got dinner, and she
"'I'-i, though it was a man's work, while I w ill modestly state noticeable on Bellevue Avenue in the
taste Octtei thau the one 1 ate, that da\ on deck with
one hand
afternoon. Stout mammas, however, must
wheel as w »• U-r hei drive while the
go d breeze lasted.
avoid them, and continue to conceal their
i'inkei
Island, leaving < ow-aud-Calf Ledge to
starboard, !
'n"!',l|
h um Island: passed that and came
portly outlines beneath the friendly
up with
>:lu M11 ite a dock of
1)arbor seals on a half-tide rock shadows of chiffon or lace rutiles.
1
v
;-'v v 1'1 > yhy and difficult to approach, and as we had had J
TUOSK WIIO CAN Al
OKI*
■"
f’llr we uceded to iorego a seal hunt, although my -hi-90 !
’’’n m-iu
it ah til;- moic tempting.
It would have meant anchor- ; such elegant trities, buy dag-brooches
1
":i 1,1 *r>‘
" *' were
aiming to call on friends < where the white stripes are represented by
’V'1 V
I his :s a luidgc across Ml. Desert
Narrows, ! diamonds, the red by rubies, ami the
ai ,:ili mainland. and the -uiiv bridge.
Hie islaud is separatstars by sapphires.
:‘s
ll> iiT 1;"u water, with a blind channel tall
of eel grass.
One
I'he newest belt for ladies is of very
al -"w water with long rubber
boots; but at high tide there is
i'ci ten or twelve feet
wide re I, white and blue ribbon, with foul
deep.
> Maud J
.,>'ok oi.i tlm reefs, md keeping the Mt. Desert shore
large clasps--at front, back and at either
wv 1:1:1 !’as: A
hey's Islano, which runs otf very shoal for over half
To such an extent is the use uf the
side.
tliis i>la:c; til! w.* could steer west
west
i>y
up liuosc t'o.c. and
1:"' !l'- we shut in tlio
loug bridge behind 11 ivue’s Point, when by national colors carried, that t is not an
Wi‘ uaiv it the cud oi our
string at low tide, which it then was.
I unfrequent sight to see a fat i ug or
‘t
iathoms, which was the deptii oil the chart for oui
poodle dog wa ddling along with a red,
t" at nice and anchored at 7
m., having made a run of eh-ht
white md blve ribbon bow tied on its
warers.
:i"! a: 1
Oil ill
*;nd, however, for we wanted to visit our friends, and
was

>

■

x

■

liH Y< l.K "I I 1"

here are quiet in color, and usually
the skirt and waist do not match, alw< m

though

a

white,

pique

or

linen dress al-

Who

PKNK1.0PK.

that, though we were as near in as was salt, we were still a
We soon had supper over with, and started
>"'aj from tlie bridge.
nk. leaving the Scandia locked up witli
riding light set. A half
'iue we struck the eel grass, and then hunted for the
channel in the
it tender
along with much difficulty, in spite of the fact that she
inches of water.
Once at tite bridge we climbed the li-foot
iiof the pier, and in live minutes more were with
our hospitable
"tnpany had foregathered to this charming spot—charming that
isinan s point of view—and we ltad
a very pleasant
evening, and
d invitation to
stay all night.
■:
wed clear and bright, and we took in the
surrounding country
t o
the tioe to rise so that we could get tite
yacht through the
bridge, t me of our friends told us the course through the narrows
the water on the east side of the bridge is as shoal as on the
west!
■1 never was intended for an
island, tint was meant to he a peninsula.
er
just where we left her, its 1 hud taken the precaution to put out
on to keep her from
swinging under the |pier as the tide rose and
1 sunk.
About 11 a. M. the tide was about half up. and the ni ;i t <-*
""
lo uie vc!cut
against a very still southwest wind. Several
" t|h' "aiei to
see us fail to make the mile ami a
quarter. It seemed
'■ tomler stood
up and pounded her Hat Hour down with resounding
i:
that
rolled
in
over
the
Jl
Imp
its, but we made it.
Once aboard
" I. as we were
going to take a party sailing down to Frenchman’s
M il With mainsail furled
and jib loosed the anchor was
brought
le jib set and we ran
past the point and kept off nearly before the
We had gotten landmarks to
g ,ide us to the channel—and we
lie eel grass reached to the
top of the water, and it looked as if we
"l‘ 111 tlle nnifl every minute. However, all went well, and we
ist, before reaching the
draw, and snubbed the yacht and brought
°
''

I

■

■

1

Me

ran

distance

to caribou

braid

:,!

fCONCLUDED

NEXT

WEEK.J

d40

Pensions.

con-

though
n.) one

he has made his fortune,
to go there on account of

Alhe advises

privations

large collar,
a

WHITE

either iu shirt

or

SILK

CARTERS

WAISTS.

fancy styles,

are

extrem-

cords running crosswise are a
dition to stylish costumes, and

new

generally

NEWPORT RESIDENTS

especially punctilious on the subject,
gloves, aud for driving or riding during
the early morning, a one-button white
buck glove is in order.
Later in the day,

are

of

I PILLS

Catarrh

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Every horse should

be covered.with

is one

b.

>.

a

ml :»l

never

entirely new principles. Can't slip or slide -The horse can t
on the road or in the stable.
5/A Bias Girth Blankets are
made in all styles, at all prices, to suit all needs. Ask vour dealer for
them
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the
subject free.

Constructed on
work it crooked

WM. AYRES &

Maine Central R.R.
On and after June 27,1S9S trams connect mg at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and Bos
ton will

run as
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follows
FROM

BELFAST.
AM

PM

Belfast, depart.
7 on
17 "5
Citypoint.
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

I'iiity.

SONS, Philadelphia.

Biggest Offer Yet!

TIME-TABLE.

7
7
7
7
7
8

..

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.

8
8

1-5
2d
38
45
5 3

15
35
45

Bangor..

FARM*

PM

i 20
tl 25
1 35
1 45
1 58
2 "5
2 13
2 3"

4

<10

,4 "7

4 25
4 50
5 15
5 32
r?

m

Specific

cures

is

a

real blood

The Best Farm and Family l’aper in
the United States, Both One War

4 30
8 52

15

7 15

6 30
pen
0 15

1 4o
5 57

3

FOR ONLY S2.00.

AM

s

Believing that every
have

4.1

most

1 E. D..
\V- D.—

Bo&ton,

{

..

11
A

Warerville..

•

Bangor

7

7

A M
0 0(1

on

F A KM

send

1 M

1 2o

0 55
0 4"
A M
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!. 1

were

t

remedy,

sra-«

For Boston, via
land, Mondays at

Fan-ycb
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j) Men’s
;;

§•>
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Furnishing,

Hats, Caps,

jj

Gloves,

[J

Neckwear,
CHirfc

aniris,

ill lea\*

!

Temple, Belfast,

Me.

Northporr. CanoVn
i>.

o.nn

>i., .aher <1.*>

~

|>«

<

(1

lisa
antl

Techni-

Catalogue and Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK.
23 Warren St., New York.
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BELFAST,

I

MAINE.

REMEMBER THE

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent. Bellast.
('ALVIN A CSTIN. Oen'l. Suj*t.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. C.en'l Manager, Boston.

A\A1\E

CITY OF BELFAST.
Be it ordained by the Mayor. Aldermen and Common Council of the City <d
Belfast in ( tty
Council assembled, as follows:
Section 13 of chapter 18 of the ordinances of
the city is hereby amended by adding after the
word “shrub" in the twelfth line the following
word.-: “No person shall construct or maintain a
| bill board nrotherdmu e for advertising purposes
on or around any shade ( r ornamental tree within
j
j the city limits," so that the section as amended
shall read as follows
Section 13. No person shall wantonly or 111aliciously break the glass in any building not hiII own, whether inhabited or not. within the limitlid the city; nor shall any pi*ison by throwing
stones, naubing with pain: or otherwise injure,
-mb building, nor shall be
mar or deface any
break down, destroy, injure, mar or deface, ny
making indecent figure-, or by writing indecent
or obscene words, or in any other way, any fence
or fences, or buildings, ot cut down and destroy
or by tapping, girdling or otherwise; injure any
fruit tree, or other tree or ,-h ub. -tamling or
growing for ornament or use. >; take away m
break down any stakes, po-t- or othei proteenm
\
t -uch tree or -drub
for the preservation
person .-hali construct or maintain a bill imar
j other device forad\er'ising ptirpo.-e-on oi aroum
i;>
any shade >u oruamenta! tree within the
I a
limits. Ami any person who -hall be guilty
I viol at ion ot any ot' t lie pris ions ot t it is sect mu
shall be 1 iable not only t > lie penalties hereina I el
I provided t herefor, but shall be responsible also a1
common law to the owner of such property bn
the actual damage done thereto.
1 hereby certify that the foregoing isa true copy
! of an ordinance which was finally passed at
| regular meeting of the City Council ot Bellas!
held August 1, 1838.
3w31
Attest :-L. H. .Ml lM H. City Clerk.

j

j

BUT DON’T FORGET
THE

i New England Fair
-AT

Portland,Aug,22-27
ADMIRAL DEWEY
is all

ri^ht, and

so are the Attract:for the BIG FAIR.

s

Reduced rates on Railroads and Stea
boats. Excursions from all parts of \

v

England.

For further details,

see

local columns.
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SUBSCRIBE

Indus1.Mechanical,
trial

«

-,

one at

v•

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
1897—ly45

calin,
Books.
Free.

dat*

A-blress all

October.
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

I
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GEO. F, EAMES, M. D, D. D.
jj

WK CAN
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Dwight P. Palmer, j
Masonic

i’< •.

c«

White and Colored

1 .-»<».

1

"

•’ r. v.
From Boston, daily except Sunday a:
From Rockland, via Camden and Ncrtbp-ut.
daily except Monday at o.cii \. m.
From Bangor, via Winterport and B'mksport,
Mondays at 12 00 noon, other days, e\<vpt sundays, at 2.00 i*. m.

1

j

Come in and seen the latest

million readers.

a

RETURNING

®

thing in

tiiai

<-

contain-no lex ;ban 20,000 articles,
m .u--wei
i'UImI ot tin- greatest
sands ot j11t*—t Cms :li.-:

Sundays at f> oo n. m.
..; v
For Buck-port. W interp.c t and Ban.
F”
except Monday, at about 7.4."» a. m.
For Searsport and Haiu]'den, Tuesdays, that-days and Sundays at about 7.4f> a. m.

j

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.

!»

--

natelv:

I

!i

PAGE BOOK FREE.!

a

S.S.S. The Blood

2

tin

A 700

a

limited linn

cases.

If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER.

.j

liv

the

w

<n-

<

am--iig ds

10 rents
Immediately
mailing expenses.
$2.1 IF In all,
send t hamher's Popular Fin y
'M-di...
1.000
T«'0 pages ..mi

m i:a.

'bun-;-

a

d

1‘:

■

territoty in

a!.-!

ho not

is Purely \ egetable, and is the only
hi iod remedy guaranteed to contain no
dangerous miner:»is.
Books mailed free by Swift Specific
Ctmpany, Atlanta. Georgia.

(•

tl.*-

;pti*-i.

v.

being read

No

Commencing June 24,
scot ami City "t Hangor

both

~

to

w.iich other remedies have no effect
latever upon.
It promptly reaches
Catarrh, and never fails to cure even the

•Look Here,
1 Young Man!

«'*•*•>

t.

and

own

hold Features, etc.
C III 1 -III- >?! h'y
F A K M AM- HoMt 1
tlm.- living yon 21 numbers a year.
v
'".me
over
a
.*»«|t»
pages.
making
wit h
he a :c>t aim m-*- r-- ia
\
i:
-::-i
that experience and .-< --m e

no-

obstinate, deep-seated diseases,

aggravated

na

"it

t**i i:\ai

;•

y

tien-by

m.-. a.r>.
\v

■

i.

many departments may be mentioned tin Farm
and (turden. Market Heports, Fruit culture. Plans
and Inventions, Flic Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the blohe. Livestock and hairy. The Poultry Vard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers. Fashion*- and Kan y Murk. House-

4 3d
4 47
5 "5
5 22
5 32

**

mirs
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_• 11.• •;•
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Summer Season of 1898,
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1
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Lark of space b reels a
d F" \»’M am- il -MI
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i" 45
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1 1 35
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4 30
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pulilication, Tm: Ki
full year tor only $2.00.
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Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

(iiliicult
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one

least one g*-*-.i ax:;
we have perfected arm:

at

journal,
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7 00

Portland.

w

most
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d 25
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TO BELFAST.

of the most obstinate

!*-w

a

a

©BIAS
GIRTH
BLANKET

ticed a pererpi: hU fmpn>\' inent. ('-eitinuing
the remedy, the disc.i-c was forced out of my
system, and a complete cure was the result.
I advise ill who have this dreadful disea-e to
nhindon tlieirloc.il treatment, which has never
d< ic them any good, and take s >. S.. a remedy that can reach the disease and cure i\"
To continue tin* wrong treatment for
Ctttarrh is to continue t<> suffer. Swift’s

•>

pe

J. R. Williams Go., llastonbury, Conn.

The

remedies winch onl y
I'caciici rii- -arl’acc. I
then dechic,i
rrv

TRY GRAIN-0 !

cents

b-'

-•

J,

distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25
package. Sold by all grocers.

I

fnt inhaiui!X remedies—
ill fa-t. I cm : !', ■.
!:.1
1
-h w in;was w,,i-I lla
th<- ; ar ] n*. vi ms.
1' u a ! i y
w a s
to my notice
brought
Lila 1 ala rrl» wits a bhi,j
'ii'-'ii -•■. a till after t h tu U11,IT
t!i- math 1. I
saw i; w t- u ii
a-, m »!,!**
to c x !>. (•; »..!,» m la-, i
by

_Small Price._

TRY GRAIN-0 !

1T

get. rid of.
I'nity...
There is -but one way to cure it. Thorndike.
* 57
The disease is in the blood, and all the j
5
5 52
12
0 18
sprays, washes and inhaling mixtures i Brooks.
d«<3
in the world can have no permanent Waldo. 0 20 I 2 33
"0 4"
"'13
12 5"
Citypoint.
effect whatever upon it. Swift’s Spe- Belfast, arrive. 0 45
'■ 2"
1 *
cific cures Catarrh permanently, for it is
Flag station.
the only remedy which can reach the
Limited tickets for Boston are row '•old at $5.<'O
from Bel la-t and all stations on Branch.
disease and force it from the blood.
Through rickets to all poin’> West and V 1" 1
.Mr 1
I’. McAllister, of H. rr. >d
>bnrg, west, via all routes, for >aie bv I V. Bi -'C.k.
C l-o ». F. EVANS.
Ky.. had Catarrh fur years, lie writes: I Agent. BHtam.
I i**>uhl see a.i
\ 1
Prevident .;!;■! < b-tioval Mauagci.
\v h.t !<• v. r,
improv iiv!
F. F. B. "Tliuv-. iiri.' Pass. ..ici TicU-t Agio t.
v.
h
though 1 was constantly tr.-a ••
\\i
wa.-n,
ann
Portland .1 u< Id, 1808.

i

fect

soap the
needs. W ashing Powder for
binds of housework. .Also a cake
of White Glycerine Toilet Soap in
every package, for the toilet, bath,
and nursery, both are guaranteed
par excellence by the world-wide
fame of Williams’ Shaving Soaps.

family

,,

to

g
Positively

Strawberry

diseases, and hence the

Jj

SICK HEADACHE

Ivorine supplies all the

»\*j| MP**-!?*'

Portland. 11 5o
4 on
) E. 1).
Boston, W L).
4 02
,

Catarrh.

g

rr

Herald.

nmflWft

Waterville

Foul-Smelling

•j

castohia.
Be.™ the
.yyThe Kind You Have Always Bought

iu 1897.
If this does not prove prosperity it proves nothing. Only those who have
money to spare buy diamonds. [New York

|

—

we ean

•;

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a
package
of GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes th
place of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it
like it. GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains
ami the most delicate stomach receives it without

as

Fowler’s Extract of Wild
fails to conquer them.

•j

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perremedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsisuede gloves with four buttons appear, ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
and the mousquetaire style is rapidly
They
the Bowels.
Regulate
Purely Vegetable.
Verona Clarke.
gaining favor.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Proof of Prosperity.
Imports of diamonds into the United States
for the year ending August 1,1808, arnouued to $12,143,395, nearly five times as much

only Pay for the Ivorine
*^1e Toilet Soap Costs Nothing

}■ M

g*

ad-

smaller cords ornament the collar.

You

A M

regret it.

never

Three spectres that threaten baby’s life,
Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrlm-a. I>r.

•)

Tiver

occasions lawn waists, either tucked or
plain, look cool and fresh.
White shirred silk trouts with large

and you will

I]

Bittle

ely popular, soft taffeta or China silk
having the preference, and for ordinary

line

’^'Se

and

vest, revers, sleeves
blue flannel suit is very
pretty, without being loud.
on

and belt of

pier.

■■

was

miles and the remaining (37 miles was
made by team, one being taken to Fort
Kent and another to M Francis.
Last
Tuesday morning the officers arrived at
Nadeau’s home.
The man, evidently not
expecting any trouble, was in his hay field
getting in hay. Mr. Norton stepped up
to him and asked him if he
was George
Nadeau, and received an affirmative
answer.
said Deputy Norton
“Then,
“you are my prisoner, for J hold this
warrant for your arrest.
I have only this
to say:
It you choose to come with me
peaceably and quietly, there will be no
trouble.
If you resist then you will go
as prisoners go, foi
go you have got to.”
Nadeau said that lie would go peaceably,
but wished to step into the house and
change his clothes and tell his family.
Fids was permitted and then Norton
and his prisoner started for Portland.
They passed Tuesday light at Caribou
and lett Bangor on the 1.07 p. m. train
yesterday afternoon reaching this city at
'>••10 p. m. Upon arrival Nadeau was first
taken to the United States Marshal’s
office, where he met Marshal Saunders,
ami Deputy Marshal Smith, and the representative <4 the Press, and after a
brief talk he was taken by Deputy Norton
to Portland jail.
It is rather odd that Nadeau who is un
educated, but can write his name is suppervisor of schools in his town, and also a
constable.
He is about live feet eight
inches tall, with dark hail and heavy
dark beard, a muscular build, and a pair
o: dashing dark
He is a thorough
eyes.
Frenchman in manner and exceedingly
He has a wife and four children
nervous.
in .St. Francis. [Portland Press Aug. lltli.

spicuous ones are of white mohair, or to be encountered. [Cape Ann Advertiser.
colored flannel, showing vests as carefulAccidents come with distressing frequency
ly ornamented as if they were intended on the farm. Cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
for an afternoon promenade or drive. Dr. Thomas’ Eelectric Oil relieves the pain
instantly. Never safe without it.
Colored soutache braid, with au intermixture of white is the preferred trimming for such suits, or waving white

■

dinner with our hospitable friends, at which we
nearly cleaned
>st i
speak for myself,) some of the party went for a sail with us
in
bridge we had to dodge the wreck of a small schooner that had
”ot 100 yanl» from the draw.
Our friend, Mr. Thompson, is one
iwners of the Mt, Desert
Bridge, and has seen a great many vessels
■Haw.
When the skipper of this little coaster asked for the best
-’upson told him.
But, instead of following the instructions, the
t" a man on the other
side of the draw and said: “I know the
course,
: "<• y See what that d- old fuel Would say.” In two minutes he
ledge, and stayed there. His vessel was left by the tide and became
‘n<l wrecked the man’s
fortunes, too.
J'°“I was «lad to Set into deeper water again, and we were soon
past Thompson s Island.
We gave several points a good berth and
to port.
This is a dangerous obstruction, as it is
l
right in the
.!* Eastern Bay; but it is well marked by spar buoys on eacli end. in
”e 11 ad run out into
Frenchman’s Bay.
We stood in near Sandes
u,
Desert Island to see the Ovens—caverns hollowed out
by the sea and
ease of the cliff.
Lying at anchor near the Ovens was a very prettv
yacht—not
a
beautiful
ei."
modern, yet
craft and one to go sea in with
mg around her stern she proved to he the old America that brought
6
T so
'eug ago from England.

elaborately trimmed,

POWDER

j

investments in claims made his pile.

very

"

|

Spanish
ways looks well, .'stout lisle thread stockings have entirely replaced wool, and gay
The Rockland Opinion says Gen. ,T. P.
silk stripes, now form the ‘‘cuff top,'’ or Cill-y of that city has received two applications for pensions in the Spanish war. Thr
in a very long stocking the stripes are
first was made by Mrs. Addie M. Higgins of
placed just above where an ordinary boot Koekport, mother of Ralph L. Higgins, who
died at Chelsea, Mass., National hospital,
top would reach, or they look equally June 2 last,
of meningits, supposed to have
well with a low shoe.
Never before was been induced by shock sustained by falling
such an array of colors and combinations overboard. The other applicant for a pension is Patrick Joseph Maloney of South
seen in hosiery as now exists.
No color Thomaston, who enlisted April 12 last ami
is too gay, and plaids or stripes are fore- served on receiving ship Wabash. He was
discharged on May 2(5, by reason of epileptic
most for afternoon 01 evenings, coming in
fits.
D cannot be ascertained that lie ever
had
expensive silk, which alone determines his a fit before he enlisted, or that any of
ancestors ever had one.
their status; the clan plaids also being
Made His Fortum* in Klondike.
favorites.
For early morning, white or
black are in great favor, and slipper 1. jsCharles Welsh of Salem returned from
iery is in endless varieties of open work, Klondike yesterday with a fortune, it is
said, which amounts to $100,000. He went
or lace insertion on tl e instep is bordered
to Alaska 14 years ago, but made no
step
towards a fortune until four years ago when
by open-work.
he plunged into the Klondike and by lucky
KATH1NO SUITS
are

Ill IVORI
NE?‘
WASHING

|

War

water

The Blockaders.

Nadeau, tlie Aroostook Desperado,
Shot Deputy McNally, Arrested by

She lay in the midst of a
strange-look
fleet.
A few men-of-war, with thei:
I ing
Norton.
tall
masts
and
Marshal
squared yards, lay oppo
Deputy
I
Six years ago, on the 20tli of March, j site the fortress, but all around and abou
were vessels like herself—all
S. Marshal William H.
V.
painted
lg92, Deputy
dull leaden gray, all
a warrant went to
1
Hying over their taffMcNally, armed with
| iM> Francis, Aroostook county, to arrest j rails the Hag of England, side-wheeler*
of selling liq- ] and propellers, twoscore and
more, block
George Nadeau on a charge
without a United States license. j ade-runners every one of them.
And ii
uors
the
a
terror
harbor
iu
of
the
island
of New ProviI Nadeau was reckoned hisperfect
far
were
to
the
when
passions
deuce,
southwest, anothei
j that viciuity
j
aroused, but otherwise was a perfectly I stronghold of her Majesty the Queen, of)
I peaceful man engaged iu the avocation of the peaceful town of Nassau, lay a similai
was reported, had
fleet, engaged in this same precarious
j a farmer. Nadeau, it States
officers in- calling—feeding the Confederacy.
heard t hat the United
Theii
him
names
and
and tonnage, their speed, theii
to
tended arresting him
bringing
was
he
also
and
said
even
to
their
trial
Portland for
owners,
commanders, were
have declared that he would never be known to the government of the United
One hundred and twenty-seven
taken alive. He had a good many friends States.
in that locality, and it was stated that vessels ran from the rendezvous to Wilthey gave information when an officer mington and Charleston, outside of whose
that way, or any entrances lay the grim cordon of the
was noticed coming
stranger iu fact, so that Nadeau could be blockade. For three years hardly a night
This plan for warning Na- passed without four or live ventures slipon his guard.
deau was the easier since the country was ping their anchors at the same moment,
sparsely settled and it was sixty-seven and starting with the promptitude of exmiles by wagon road to Nadeau’s house press trains for their destinations.
The runner had a name now'. In
at St. Francis from Caribou.
gold
When McNally arrived at Caribou he letters on her stern was painted the word
took .i double sleigh for St. Francis and Falcon. And of all the vessels there at
was
accompanied by Deputy Collector Hamilton she was the newest, the fastest,
l Foxcroft and Mr Garner, the and the best equipped.
Her captain (an
Miller
proprietor of the Fort Kent hotel. Upon officer on half-pay of her Majesty’s navy,)
as
soon as his vessel came to
anchor, ailreaching tin- vicinity of Nadeau’s house he
found the man, but lie had barricaded all ed away his gig and went ashore to see
He had little to say,
the doors and windows and refused to sur- the owners’agents.
When McNally tried to get at but there was much to report on their
-ndei
Three of their steamers had been
him lie let drive at him from his gun and part.
shot McNally, making two wounds in one captured by the Yankee watchers. Two,
leg and one in the other. McNally made however, aided by thick weather and
the remark: ‘‘Well, that beats hell,” and dark nights, had slipped into Wilmington
lie only got a little and ont again successfully. The profits
the;: started to run.
distance from the house when he fell, and on these two runs made up for the total
just is he dropped a bullet whizzed loss of the other three vessels. A temptthrough the aii where his head would ing business this, despite the risks involvhave t>een if he had not fallen.
McNally ed. No wonder that Great Britain’s
was borne off and Nadeau remained safe,, purse-strings loosened!
Harper’s Bound
Table.
in 1. s own castle.
Severn; attempts were made at other j
An Important Announcement.
times to get Nadeau, but so well was he
posted of all the enemy's movements that
We
desire to call the personal and immelie escaped arrest.
So time passed by.
When Marshal diate attention of each and -*very one of our
Saunders came into office he thought it readers to the exceptional terms upon which
would be well to bring the desperado to we are prepared to offer the
representative
justice, if the thing could be done and | journal of agriculture, Farm and Home, in
on
the
2Uth
of
last
June
a
accordingly
connection with this paper.
Everywhere
warrant
was
issued
against Nadeau
the country Farm and Home is
charging him with assaulting and wound- throughout
ing au officer in the discharge of his duty. known and recognized as a journal of the
Owing to the pressure of business and highest standard. Its sound common sense,
the fact that several of the officers were practical
teachings, terse paragraphs, origisick, the warrant was not served for some nality and pluck, have won for it a
place at
time.
Finally it was decided to put the the head of the
agricultural press. Its imwarrant in the hands of Deputy United
mense circulation, exceeding 250,000 copies
States Marshal Bernes O. Norton of Belfast.
Mr. Norton is one of Marshal each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
Saunders' new appointments, but he has of its practical value and intrinsic worth.
proved himself a very efficient officer. ! Our subscribers will do well to read the an
The other day he arrested and took to nouncement and avail themselves iff an
opAugusta a gang of live men, and has got portunity to secure, at a trilling cost, a
paper
about a man a week wanted by the govwhich will return them a thousand per cent,
ernment since his appointment. The waron the investment in the useful hints and
rant was sent to Mr. Norton on
Thursday
evening last, and upon receipt of it he teachings to be obtained from its perusal.
started at once for St. Francis.
To all we say, try Farm and Home a year
George

*
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Feet treated by a
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

Boston

visiting

are

Which

Stanton and Miss Palmer of

Miss Hattie

Impure

Belle Pemlergast from Massachusetts
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Mrs

The

Lane.

two week's vacation.

Testify

tage

LLEWELLYN POWERS
OF MOULTON.

The tug Herald went up the bay Monday
afternoon with three very large coal barges
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culture

HENRY

Mrs. Stv

LAWSON.Monroe.
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I.

A, 1

tirsi foieign power to con
giut ‘date tin- Umted States upon the sue
\\u-

ussf-d Tei
tnd

(nation

of the

wai

with Spain,

i-nginl illations were coupled
hopes for «mr lutme prosperity.

tin*

Ail’

lu-wspaj-ers take Spain's
El Pais
crushing defeat much to heart.
say : "Sp i; ;i without colonies is reduced
i'lie Ma'ilid

U

ioh of

tic

a

third-rate

Prob-

power.’’

ably they will remember the Maine.
By the way. where

the Cape Verde
Be**tv
Its \\hereabouts have not been reported of late. It is all that is left of the
S)»au!sh Iiuvy. and that country should
glass case foi safe keeping.
\ "t it i’t
Administration has

Tin

:i\:re

in

acted

wisely

keep the army and navy on
looting, n-ady to resume liostilities

a wai

to

>ho; o' Spain ju'ove treacherous, a not imj-iolaiblc contingency. Spain surrender
ed so <juickly and conceded so much that

people generally will question hei good
faith in the matter.
There is to be anothei Brain trial, alin the Massachusetts

though Biam is

State jms'-n uncei a life sentence. The
Unitui State> authorities have ordered
him to he tried

charge of murdering
scnd mate Bkmberg of the Ileibert Fuller, and tlie witnesses in tin- former trials,
who have been in confinement more than
two

on a

years, aie again
like a senseless

seen s

T'e l. uidon
unanimous
X tha;
the

in

wai

in custody
proceeding.

This

entled.

The comments

id; turned on the fact that the protof..l leaves untouched the hardest problems
now lacing America.
The Loudon Times
ma

be.ieves it will be a real peace, adding:
‘We trust it is no violation of neutrality to express the satisfaction of the great
majority ot Englishmen in America’s success, and we venture the prediction that
< iiba, twenty years hence, will be a
prosperous and tranquil island.
The news that peace had been declared
between Spain and the United States did
not reach Manila in time to prevent the
bombardment of that city Saturday by Admiral Dewey,and its unconditional surrender General Augustin, Captain General of
the

Philippines,

carried in

a

Kong. JIe
and family.

made his escape and was
fast German cruiser to Hong

was

accompanied by his wife
Hay is coming
take the position of Sec-

Ambassador

from London to

retary of State; Blanco has resigned as
Governor General of Cuba, that he may
have to surrender the island to the
United States; and the officials at Wash-

not

ington are arranging for the civil administration of affairs in our newly acquired

territory.

That

sums

«•-

:tli who listen

•*

that sh

and retinement.

is

up the present sit-

uation.

Monday morning

again spoke, jirefacing her rt
mark by reading a poem by Lizzie Doten
entitled "The (fond Time," wli eh she also

subject

took !"]■ tin

of her discourse.

Sun-

heard
go.,,1
lecturer ;-.nd then search the Book for

f< nnd
the

the

in

lbu-k sh<

verification.

At'..* \
Barrett of Bust ui, the

m.

ill have

Mr

Harrison

president

place.

this

Mr

lb

of the Na-

tional Spiritualises Association, who
his
first visit here, spoke for the
Barrett is

an

cn

rirst
elo-

quent speaker, and To hear liiin once is a
sure
guarantee that you wiil hear him
twice.
It was felt by all to be :< veiy great
misfortune that Mr. Barrett
Id only be
<

present to give two lectures, and Tuesday
afternoon was his last one.
It is fervently

hoped

that next year lie will be present durthe entire meeting, hut as :t was, the

ing

the camp here are very thankful
that bis sei vices were secured for even that
vis.tors at

brief time, as lie is a very busy man and in
demand throughout the country.
great
Thus far, up to Monday night, everything is
progressing Knely at the Heights The attendance
success

increasing every day, and tiie

is

of tl

There

Kith annual

meet'ngis

evi-

people than ever before
stopping on the grounds, and nothing but
bad weather will deter those from coming
the latter part of the week by excursions, by
water and by land, for a more delightful
place to spend a day in does not exist out. of
do. rs than Temple Heights, and everybody
dent.

knows

time they
mid-summer
the shore of the lovely Penobscot

it.

come

to

visit

on

are more

now ;

enjoy

and this is the

the

beauties of

a

hay.
Plunney of Belfast has a tintype
gallery on Bay street.
W. K. Brown, formerly of Belfast, has
charge of the South Shore store.
S.

A.

C. Thompson of New York, who ha!
been spending a short vacation in Bel fas
and Nortbport, returned Monday.
Win.

offer
and also have a
we

SHALL WARES.

entirely

department we have many new and choice We will offer the coming w.
things, and to price them all here would not
leotii »ns in fine laces ever.
allow us space to mention any other articles,
cost not considered.
so we quote but few for comparison.
Oriental. Point D'Paris, Vabu
3c. Wire Hair Pins. 2 bunches for.§ .01
chon and Cotton Laces,
Hooks
and
Former
Hump
Eyes.04
price.12 1 2c., this
10c Side Combs...03 Former price 20c., this sale
25c.
silver tops..10 Former price 37c.. this sale_

new

patterns
good stock of the excellent
heretofore mentioned during this
some

Fast Black. Seamless, 4 patterns, pe: pair...
.05
Fast Black, spliced heels and to^s, double
feet..10
Black seamless and stainless, spliced heels
and toes, dropped slitched.10

is

trips

one

Wilson
Estate of
Dickey, Swanville
license to se!' real estate issued
inventory
returned; petition for allowance presented
Estate of Mary E. Gilmore, Monroe; order
of distribute «n issued.
Estate of Elisha II Carter, Montville.
order of distribution issued.
Estate of Nelson P. Gould. Montville;
1:1st account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Annie Childs, Liberty, secon 1
and tiual an cunt «»f guardian allowed.
Estate of Clyde L and Arthur L. Piumsc mid account «-f guardian
mer, Palerm
allowed.
Estate of Hiram T. Black, Palermo; bnai
account of executor allowed.
Estate of Lavinia lv. Baker, Belfast; inventory returned.
liEstate of Laura J. Roberts, Belfast;
ve ntory returned.
Belfast
order
;
Estate of Mary A. Cottrell,
"f distribution issued.
Estate of Temperance M. Colby, Liberty:
allowance of >hmi granted to the widower
Estate of Jane H. Blaisdell, Palermo. Wn
A. Blaisdell appointed guardian.
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe; license to
sell real estate issued.
Estate of Bedeelia M Pendleton, Belfast.
will approved; letters testamentary issued
to Martha M. Pendleton.
Estate of George Amos Nichols, Searsport :
license to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Joshua Thompson, Monrville:
letters of administration issued to Cl as. E.

Temple Heights.

to

Chester E. Perkins has a supply o! rusticanes which he makes at odd tnonients durTin business of
ing the winter season
making and selling this kind of canes was

leave them until the next year. In
that way he made a variety of queer < rooks,
knots, etc
ed

and

The facilities for reaching hereon campmeeting week w ill l
excellent. The Boston steamers come from Koekland and Camden every morning except Monday and
from Bang: r, the river ports and Belfast

afternoon, except Sunday:

ever\

M

the M.

the morning
ami returns in the afternoon, the Castine
will run from Belfast in connection with
trains, and also from Searsport; the Catherine or Sedgwick, or perhaps both, will run
between here and Bangor; the Silver Star
will come from Castine and Islesboro every
comes

down

river

forenoon and return
there will he
near

in

numerous

in

the

afternoon,

and

Thompson.

excursions from all

The

j

final

••

25c.. 20c.. 17c 15c. and 12c. Side Combs...
.It*
10c. Horn Hair Pins, per doz.05
42c.. 37c., 33c. and 25c. Hair Pins, per doz..
.17
37c. Horn Hair Pins. 4 in. long, per doz.
.12

recent arrivals at the Ocean House
Archibald Pattiuger, Capt. Wilkins,
William Hallet and Mrs. Georgie Chapman,
The

here

on

Ira M.

A

are

getting to

large party enjoyed

it

Cobe left last Thursday for Port-

They spent
en

afternoon excursions from

the steamer M. & M.

land and Mrs.
route to

a

body

Cobe

went to

few weeks

Sandy point.

here and

are

now

their home in Chicago.

Crockett, Mrs. George W. Carletou and Mrs. George R. Bond of Boston
and Miss Lillian Williams of Bangor are
visiting Harry Carleton on Griffin street.
Mrs. M. E.

Visitors from the interior are much interin the marine growths and shell
fish.
Large numbers of star fish, snails,
mussels, etc., are gathered and carried off.

ested

New arrivals at the Northport Hotel from
outside the State include Miss DeVinne and
Richard Herbert of Boston; F C. Dole ol
Brookline; Henry McIntosh of Jersey City

Capt. Fred Coombs is to run the stean
launch Orca, campmeeting week, between
Sprague’s or Coombs’ Cove, Islesboro, and
the Camp Ground. He has put a new shafl
and air pump into the boat.
Aug. 10th was a busy day here. Th<
steamers Salacia and Sedgwick each brough'
large excursions from up-river, aggregating

gathered at this charming
The regular sessions of the school

of teachers

resort.

Saturday

be

Teachers. The summer school for Sunday
school teachers at Nort.hport Camp Ground,
under the auspices of the Maine State Sunday School Association, which (dosed its
sessions Aug. 12th, proved of much interest
and practical helpfulness to the earnest

opened August 1st. From ‘J.JO to 10.00 a. m
each day a devotional service was conduct
ed by Mr. Geo. H. Archibald,'the General

Secretary

of the State

Sunday

School Asso

ciation, or by Mr. St. John of the Bible Normal College, Springtield, Mass.
From 10 tc
12 each day one hour was devoted to Bible
study, following the outlines in Prof.
Hamill’s Normal Bible and Training LesUnder the scholarly teaching of Prof.
sons.
St. John great interest has been taken in
the study of the books and writers of the
New Testament, the Geography of Palestine
the Holy City, the Temple, the Growth ol
the Church, etc. The second hour in the
morning was devoted to a study of the prin
ciples of teaching, led by Mr. Archibald. Sc
clearly and forcibly were these principles
presented that each teacher was given £
foundation on which to build in all future
work. From 4 to 5 p. in. studies in Child
In a
Nature were led by Prof. St. John.
most delightful way Prof. St. John led the
teachers to understand the intellectual and
moral development characteristic of in
fancy, childhood,| youth and manhooc
and the means best adopted to teacl
the truth to these varying ages. Throughthe
the
sessions of the school
out
aim was to present the work in a logical

•

The tine

Club,

I’

|
|

of cod liver oil ‘with hypophosphites does just as
2; much good in summer as
#3 in winter. It makes flesh
23 in August as well as April.
•; You certainly need as
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some
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And your weak

strong nerves in
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throat and lungs should
be healed and strengthened without delay.
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meeting Aug. 11th unanimously voted to acchallenge of the Koval Lister Yacht

Club to
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for the America's cup.
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Thoroughh Prepared

The steam yacht Ocean Gem, Capt. Asa
Haley,from Boston, lauded Mr. H. M. Lm:iss
of Everett, Mass., here Thursday to spend a
day with his wife while the yaclit went to
On the way

return.

|

Chestnut Coal.

The

KfJS

The

33, 33 & 37

modern

Pho*mx of New

Her

owner

cruises

the year around iu home and
For years he owned aud

foreign

waters.

cruised in the

yacht Intrepid, but sold her aud
built this larger craft with auxiliary steam
power.
Monday afternoon the Intrepid ar-

schooner

port, her first visit here, aud
She
Tuesday morning.
Her
came iu and went out under steam.
owner was on board, with two guests, Col.
John S. Crosby and l)r. Haight of New
York.
rived

at

this

remained

1

until

To

the

Editor
while

of

The J>

visiting

i:nal:

■

in

Several

Belfast

and

Rockland, Me., I bought from the man who
canned them lobsters put up in glass jars.
There are people here who would order
of such goods if
a considerable quantity
they knew whom to address. Will you kindly inform me if such an industry is carried
on in Belfast now, or in Rockland.
L. F. Kkow.n.
Lake Pleasant.
j

Mass.

industry in
Belfast, but may be in Rockland. Those
who can furnish such an article should com-

[There certainly

is

no

such

Ed.

municate with Mr. Brown.

Hook

honeymoon with relatives

iu

Belfast.

,,,,,

-.

lltli
will

ninth anuual

reunion

of

annual reunion at

the

Mixer

anuual reunion of the Shermans will
be held Thursday, Sept. 1st, 1898, at the
residence of Judsou Sherman in Appleton,
Picnic
If stormy the next fair day.
Me.
dinner as usual. All relatives invited to
attend without further notice.

|
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tions
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were

ami
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sponded unanimously,
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aud
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foot, .ml
1 lie presents
oil
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numerous, and strange \
duplicates. The an pally
w.th

music

ami

Mis.
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ream, cake
Later
for

a

May

and

1

spe*
wi'iiti-

s

fruit

pm

the company went
little trip of th* du

Mr.

and and Mrs \\
the evening tlmy

returns of
to make

pleasant

evening

a

;il

for their f:

party of friemls

Mrs. A. S. Nickerson's

v
w

Goodhue's

and rake.
borne
Kate

in

unsuri

Chelsea, Saturday

Taylor

of East Belf

the town for Racine sto.
traet

>

Mr. Harveudet

powders

i

:•
1

t~

k

o.

last week

Cuttings grove, Warren,

The

Swanville.

K

anniversary *!
Ri-.-kw.Mid, their summm
day evening. About motifteentli

Lewis Harvender and oitu-:-

Sept. 1, 1898, if pleasant; if stormy, the next
fair day. All bearing the name or related to
the same are cordially invited.

Burnham. At a town meeting called to
if the town would vote to raise a sum of
money to build a woolen factory, held at
town hall August 13, the town failed to
It is
raise any money for that purpose.
willing to give its water privilege and exempt a factory from taxation for a term of
ten years, if any parties will build a factory

see

Mrs. M

ami

bv Mrs.

family will he held at Silver Harvest
Grange Hall, Waldo, Thursday Sept. 1st.
Come one, come all, ami enjoy a good time.
The Young family will hold their eighth

Free.

L. C. Morse of Liberty went to Portland
Monday for an official visit to the Reform
School, of which he is a trustee.

St.,

Family Reunions.

Journal.]
The

Valuable Cook

Front

will follow with literary and musi al selections. Selections from the great American
composer, William Billings, will he sung
All should take with them this music.
The gathering at the dinner hour will be
specially attractive, as the members of the
family will be unitedly assembled to enjoy
the social interviews which will there be afforded. Correspondence from all who are
unable to attend the meeting is solicited by
the secretary.
Any failing to receive circulars are urged to notify the secretary without delay He desires the post office address
of (‘very one. Those specially interested
in these annual reunions can assist greatly
by forwarding the names of those who have
All denot been accustomed to he present.
siring tickets should no'ify the secretary on
Remember the
or before Saturday, Sept
date, Sept. ii. Come, rain or shine. An excellent meeting is anticipated.
Howard B. Bilungs, President,Lynn, Mass.
Sanford Wai krs Billings, Sec. and Treas
Shari*u, M iss.
Sharon, Mass., Aug. 5, is'.'v

Canned Lobsters in (ilass.

years ago

CAR ELI I. 0

Messrs.
Sw anviU K.
I
Mi Keen. Herman Bavinannual reuuiou of the Billings
Robertson went to Detroit
be held at the United States
family
m.
All i wheels ami returned the s
Hotel, Boston. Sept, t*•, 1808 at
or
marconnected with tile family by blood
James H Huh' of the B
riage.in any degree,arc most conlially invited
Dept., No. 4U Purchase str-•
to be present and will be most heartily welhis brother Alphonso of
comed.
Business meeting at 12, noon. The
publishing of the genealogy of the family friends in town last Tlr rsd a
A report of
will receive special attention.
Nickerson and Capt. Ned
the committee chosen at the last reunion is
expected, and definite action is anticipated tended the G. A R meeting
child:
Dinner at 2. :>0 p. m. Tickets, SI
W irreii
Mr
last week..
ren under twelve years of age, 7"> <a-uts.
Luity is canvassing this
The dinner hour is placed as early as possiMrs
ble.
During the day, as time permits, towns for sprayers
literary and musical exercises will be intro- Somerville, Mass ■* the g
duced. Miss Bertha Fullamof Lynn, Mass.,
euts, Mr. aud Mrs. J W v
will give a recitation, and it is hoped others
The

at

convenience.

5 or

Billings Family Reunion.

three-masted auxiliary steam yacht
was

5.TO

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY

the channel to The

Gardiner last week, her tirst
visit to the Kennebec river. The Intrepid
carries a crew of 23 and is fitted with every
York,

5.xr«
r. <i.~

CORRECT WEKiNI.

PROMPT DELIVERY,

an accident m the Kenfour-masted sch. Florence,

Intrepid, Commodore Lloyd

ir

.i 4(1

Furnace

v

here the

with ice for Philadelphia, had a line
shore, which Cant.
Halev did nut see until too late. The pilothouse of the Ocean Gem was badly wrecked
but no one was injured. Repairs were made
at Bath.
The yacht goes from here to Nova
Scotia.

1

l-'i
1 *:.11.

8.">.<50
5.(50

“.

loaded
across

*•

Stove

Ocean Gem met with
nebec river.

C<;.

lil GEORGE'S Gil fill

other details.

and

*»

Buy Your Winter
I’ri. i*s at
Wharf.

12

W. H. GANNETT. Publisher.
Augusta, Me.

Children's Handkerchiefs
and 1< >c. eacii.

com-

select the yacht
which will represent the club, t" arrange
the date, and place of the race, and all the
mittee

;2

bandwriting to

a bargian at 2.V., our
prin
2 for.
l‘» do/. Gent- Hemstit* bed. w

103 & 105 Main Sire.

cept the

•i-T..aMMMtitiiift

Apply in

■

Now is the Time to

ar-

<

copyists.

1

COAL!. COAL!

sailing parties.

Tf you will send the N. Iv. Fairhank Company, Chicago, 111., your name, address and
one 2-cent stamp to pay for postage, they
will mail you free of charge a copy of "Home
•
•
All Druggists, 50c. and fi.
Helps," a practical and useful book of
•
SCOTT & DOWSE, Chemists, New York
recipes, with much valuable information on
cooking and serving breakfasts, luncheons
dinners aud teas, table decoration, invitations, etiquette and many other subjects of
special interest and valuable to the house)
wife. "Home Helps” contains 100 pages, is
handsomely gotten up aud illustrated, and
is edited by Mrs. Rorer, the eminent lecturer
PORTLAND. AUGUSTA AND HOULTON, M3 s and authority on pure foods and household
Actual Business by mail ami railroad. Office
economy, and principal of the Philadelphia
Practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks ant
Cooking School.
to
business
men.
Frei
furnished
stenographers
3ui33
catalogue.
Dr. P. H. Greeley and bride of FarmingF. L. SHAW. Prin., Portland. He.
ton arrived by train Tuesday to spend their

Good

Fancy Kml'roidered Hai
yon This week ten
and sell them during this
lot lancy embroidered, with

urn

►•

WANTED AT ONCE.
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w.n

•pn-r. two j.
No,
Press Hats, rriinmeu
materials, that s• i.i f..i o
N
S''
2
t bad- wd.ite
.1,

in

Ml waists that SobFfor si.5". >] 27. si.25
and >1 15, we sell now f >1.

they

e.

low

corre-

tina! maik-down ou shirts waists, mi
ask y.ct T-. call early in order to secure .•
waist at ai out 1-4 the cost ot materials.
Ml waist.- that sold for $1 .<>• *. S7e.. 7-*»« and
we now sell for.
07i
.40
t~

low that

we show

.im

SHIRT WAISTS.

.55

■.

•

[2

ami every article is
low in price.

In l'

so

Boats.

•

a

colors am: all sizes, per do/.,
have in stock at all times everything
aii

small wares,

us

Skinner of Boston, who has a handcottage on the shore of George's Pond,

Liberty,

||
||
3a
;2

Stays,

We

schooner yacht Thelma, Lmumo<>f the South Boston Yaclit
at North port last week and took

launch for

32
;•

►

Dress

prices

P

MILUNERN

offer to close, at each,.05
Brush Binding Braid, all colors, per yard
.05

Prof.

>a

Scott's
Emulsion

terns, and we have a good assortment
left for you t-> choose from.
1 job Ji t Ladies’ Leather Pulses that were
2o<-.. 25c.. 37c., 5uc. ami 7. .each, we

..

number of

out a

3*
;•

feeble digestion.

__

Lansing,

dore

3*
32

to those who
have poor circulation and

33
Leather Belts, that sold tor >l.ne. 75c. and
50c., vie sell now tor.
_37
50o ,37c.and 25« Leather Belt.-.17
Our Leather Belts are extra good pat-

;>

Yachts and

3*
;2

13
| ily chilled,

Reman Striped Fringed Ties.
Regular
all fancy colors.

WELLS & CO.,

12
3*

Coughs

HANDKERCmi
This week we have received
chiefs and placed them

Choicest Sty]

;•

2‘

tin,

sale.

Lowest Prices,

until 4 o’clock.

e;
23

prices to-day for the first

..

pairs for.-I .on

Bangor

*persons

Former price 42c .this sale
All the above laces will be

Largest Stocli,

INSOLVKM/Y COURT.

23

street.

|

|

23

Myra Hayden of Waterville is havouting at Northport with her aunt,
Mrs. Boothby at Buckeye cottage on Maple

o

1

T, l Dav. The Waldo County
C. T. I
held an afternoon meeting at
auditorium Tuesday, Aug. bth, the Sunday j
School Association postponing its sessiou

.lo
Regular 25c. Dressing Comb.
15c., 12c. and loc. Dressing Comb, .03
50c. Shirt Waists Sets
..as
75c. and 50c. Metal Belt Buckles.
17
10c. best quality Lawn Ties.
.of,
25c. string Ties, all colors, loc.. 3 for.25
10 duz. Fancy Bows, all colors tmade up
.13
2 for.....
25

.othe best Children's I!..-■•
made, former price 33c., 20c. and 25<
our sale price.22

veutory returned.
Estate of Ellen M. Fowler, Cni y ; first
; and tiual account of guardian allowed
Estate of Lizzie W. Allen, Troy
nventory
returned.
Estate of Horace L. Bragdon, Waldo, report of commissioners m insolvency filed
; and ac< epted.
Estate of A. Cutter Sibley, .1 r., Belfast;
inventory returned.
Estate of joizzie E. Colcord. Seaisp ut;
will presented; Chas. A Colcord named exj
editor.
Estate of Joseph E. Nichols, Searsport:
\V.
will
Chas. IT Nichols and Forest
the W. presented;
Treat named executors.

years.

..

o-,

now.

2 pairs for..
styles of

..

Tliree

of executrix allowed,

account

2
2;

an

quality,

Estate of Samuel L il.ibbs, Monroe ; secj
; end and final account of executors allowed.
Estate of Ann S. Sheldon. Searsport; ;u-

J

M’ss

75e Fum y Lisle Host-...
Niw line Children's Hose, all size', m g*

of Nathan
Parkhurst, Cnity.
administration issued to Sarah E.
Parkhurst.
Estate of John Cain, Palermo: first and

Jt

ing

pairs for.
A15«m.-, 11''.sc, plain, fancy, striped, plaid.
ri non* lisle or silk
plaited, ou the line
over our Hosiery dept., for this sale

B.

Estate
letters of

by points.

familiar form of Uev. S. If. Beals of
Camden is again seen -n our streets. Mr.
Beals is the oldest resilient proprietor on
the grounds, as well as the oldest member
of the East Maine C-nfereine.
He i>
years old and is still r- bust and erect.
He
has been in the ministry since ls;;t;, and a
member of the trustees of the Campmeeting
Association since
His last pastorate
was in I’nity. bss7, but he still continues in
active work in other lines connected with
the conference.
He has not missed a meeting of tlie East Maine Conference for _*0

2

LACES

In this

sale.

Probate

Si.

quite popular.
last Saturday.

da.

This week

Courts.

and Insolvency

John B. Thombs, Belfast; tirst meeting of
Eight cities and towns in j creditors held ; Geo. F. Ryan appointed asLTll
HI*
Maine were represented and there were
Clias. 1>. Wentworth. Freedom; petition
Mrs. J. M. Jordan of Pittsfield, Me., is at white ribboners present from Massachusetts.
for discharge tiled.
The exercises opened with a devotional serthe Emery cottage on Maple street.
Newcomb Brothers, Monroe ; objections to
vice led by Mrs. John Patten of Bangor.
debtors’ discharge tiled.
Percy Poor and Lou Wood cf Belfast are
Belfast. on motion
Cream Publishing Co
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher of Belfast sang "The
at the Hunnewell cottage on Broadway.
of debtor proceedings dismissed for want of
Remarks were made by the
Holy
City.’
jurisdiction.
Freeman Wood and family of Belfast are
|
County President, Miss Emily F. Miller of
having a two weeks outing at the Ash wood. Searsmont, and a
The official ballots for the September elecpaper ou the W. C. T. U. I
L A. Brown of Belfast has his fruit and
was read by Miss A. A
Hicks of Belfast. tion have been received by many of the
coufectiouery store on South Shore near the Mrs. Fred Savery of Belfast read a paper on towns.
south gate.
“Temperance Teaching in the Schools,” and
Wheelden's photograph rooms on South her little daughter Ethel sang “I'm Going
Shore are open. This is one of the oldest to Run Away.” Mrs. P. S. Staples of Belfast read a paper ou “Social Purity,” and
establishments on the grounds
say
Mrs. A. E. Clark of Belfast on "Heredity.”
is natural for
In addition to the steamer excursions here
Miss Beckwith of Hampden recited "Drift•
last Sunday there were a number of yachts
them to lose flesh
ing Out to Sea.” Miss Hicks read a magaand small craft from the islands.
during summer. >a
zine article on “Table Culture" which was
But losing flesh is losing
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy of Rockland ami Mrs.
discussed by Miss Winnie Simmons of
ably
•^
D. S. Berry of Hoboken, N. J., are visiting
ground. Can you afford
Morrill. Miss Lelia Patten of Bangor sang
at W. E. Brown’s on South Shore.
to approach another w in- 3*
a solo and Miss Cleora Haney of Belfast reFred Savery
ter in this weakened conbrought 20 people from cited "The Street Minstrel.” Music was
Belfast last Thursday, by his backboards, furnished at intervals
dition?
by a quartette and
to attend the Sunday school meeting.
and colds,weak -a
chorus. About 50 white ribboners were in
The Sedgwick brought large parties from attendance, and the additorium was well
throats and lungs, come
•
Bangor and river ports last Thursday and tilled with interested spectators.
; quickest to those who are
Friday and made excursions to Camden.
thin in flesh, to those eas- -a
Summer Suhool kok Sunday School

master-General Wilson

da left here Friday morning for Bangor, arriving there at 10.20 a. ru. The party landed there and took a carriage drive about the
city. Mr. Cleveland was recognized by
many and returned the salutations. But
little more than an hour was spent in the
visit, the yacht leaving as soon as the party
were on board, bound for Bar Harbor,where
she arrived Friday, to remain several days.
The Oneida was built at Chester, Pa., in
1883, is 141 tons gross, 125 feet long, 20 feel
beam and 10 feet deep. Her owner is a verj
close friend of the ex-President, and this is
not Mr. Cleveland’s first cruise in the Onei

The

W.C

all of Boston.

guests of Commodore Benedict, left Buzzirds’ Bay Aug. 10th
for a two weeks cruise along the New England coast. The yacht was at Boothbay
Wednesday night and arrived at Belfast
Thursday afternoon. The officers of the
yacht came ashore on business, but there
was no social communication between the
party on board and our citizens. The Onei

Following

the

a;

Commodore Benedict’s steam yacht Oueila, with ex-Presidcnt Grover Cleveland,
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Carlisle and ex-Postas

HOSIERY.

an abstract of the business of
and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, August term, 181*8:
Estate of Benj. G. Herrick, Belfast: first
and final acccount of administratrix pre-

was
con-

aftern

Bibo

Among

Maine.

completely

our

bargains
Probate

“><*re

out on some items advertised, but iu every instance we substituted a better article for the
saine”tii"ti
customers found everything as advertised and in some cases even better. Our store lias been crowded
month, the people came, saw, appreciated and bought, and all acknowledged that our bargains were genuine muapproached. This week we have received several new lots of goods to take the places of those soTd out. ami
the same low tigure for the balance of this month, viz: 1 :: to 1-g less than regular
price. Space forbids our iten
but we would draw your attention to these, as they are our most conspicuous leaders for this week.

l»y

members of the executive committee.
The sessions of the school closed Friday
noon, Aug. 12th.

Remember this
And get Hood’s
And only Hood’s.

started many years ago by George Snow ->f
a
Mr V A. Wiggin lectured on
Spiritualism. Mr. Wiggin is an Newburg. Mr. Snow, in bis trips tlirougli
earnest and h-rcilim speaker, and those who the woods fur stork would fasten saplings in
have any doubts as to Spirit ralism being the position t" make s*.ch canes as be w ant-

day

are

Ex-President Cleveland Visits

sold

«e

J

—

other

Feeling.

f

lady

a

M'HTHl'Oin CAMP OKOr.ND,

-apersof Aug. 13th were
expressing gratilieation

was

e.oiv.i

time at

is

And That Tired

begin the third week of our successful midsummer clearance sale, and as the sale ad.
tempting with even greater values, for we are determined to close out every artic
summer fashion and all surplus stock of staple merchandise before
August1st. to make
ami winter stock.
We prefer casli rather tlian merchandise, and besides, space is needed, not
only for oiir fall a„,i
but for several NEW departments we are going to add to our establishment
the
during
coming seasou. Darin" i,
A If

I f f\
TO^'V

opening dance at the pavilion anin tow.
Among them was the Ringleader. nounced for last Thursday evening was sented.
Black boots, fancy tops fast colors, dropEstate of Isaac Walker; Swanvilie, first
Capt. Hopkins, who spoke a party from the
ped stitched, always 25c., now.15
given up. The steamer Merryconeag, was and final account of
administrator preCove, saying they were the first ^ ankees he to
2 pairs for.
25
bring the orchestra and an excursion, and sented.
had seen since lie left Newport News, and
Estate of Lavinia B. Whitcomb, Searsport; Jersey ribbed
top fust black, very wide tops.
when it became certaiu they were not comwill presented; Frank E. Whitcomb, named
he was so pleased to see them he wished to
never sold less than 2<>c., now.15
ing there was not time to get other music.
executor.
be reported. Capt. Hopkins is a Yinalbaveu
2 pairs for.25
Estate of Chas. F. Robinson, Winterport;
the
steamer Laurena took a party
Monday
An
out
size fast black hose, very nicely finishman and lias several acquaintances m town,
Julia F. Robinson appointed administratrix.
with
on a
and
returned
fishing
trip
they
Belfast:
C.
Estate
of
ed,
Charlotte
Rankin,
and as it lias been some time since he has
high spliced and double feet, always
about loo cod and haddock, weighing over
Elmer I. Raukiu appointed administrator.
25c., for this sale.
.15
been in this vicinity lie sent his regards to
Estate of Martin Colson, Winterport:
2 pairs for..25
300 pounds. The party consisted of State
them. He was glad once more to see bis
for
distribution
presented.
petition
1" doz. Hermsdorf Black,
Treasurer F. M. Simpson, A. J. Chaffe, .7.
high spliced heel
Estate of John P. Nickels, Searsport:
native soil.
and toe. double sole, extra long, very
Parkliurst, N. F Bragg, M. Smart, A. Baker petition presented for sale of real estate.
TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
heavy and durable, an excellent Hose for
Estate of Julia A. Sullivan, Searsport:
and others. Tuesday the Laurena went to
autumn and the late fall, never sold less
will presented; Chas. F. Gordon, named
The Spiritualists campmeeting at Temple
Camden with a party.
executor.
than
5<>e.. mir sale price..25
Heights began last Saturday at 2 p. m. The
Estate of Geo. W. Bailey Knox; first and
Last Sunday w is another lively day here,
A line 42c. Black Lisle Hose, fast colors,
regular services were opened by Mrs Kate
final accouut of administrator presented.
like the t\\.. or three previous Sundays.
Hermsdorf dye, high spliced heels and
Estate of Warren B. Hathaway, Troy:
Styles "f Bostou. The attendance was fair
toes. ...22
The steamers Salacia and Catherine from first and final account of executor
presented.
for the opening day and those present listen5 pair for.
*i .no
Estate of Olive Black, Palermo; letters of
Castine from Belfast and Sears pert
Bangor.
ed
a
Mrs.
very interesting discourse.
I Lynch
1 lot Black Ingrain Lisle Hose, white hee
to Thomas
aad Silver Star from Castine and fslesbnro administration issued
Styles is a splendid speaker anil holds her
and toes, high spliced and double leet.
each brought large parties. The Catherine
Estate f
am enct- spei moumi ny me
Hardy. Wmterport; letters
ex
never offered less than 50c., now.57
masterly
the Brewer band, M. ('. Knowles, of administration issued ro Sally C. Hardy.
brought
f her tl,mights, and the graceful
Fast Black dropped stitched, four thr.-ad
press;,
Estate <-f Laura A Handy, Liberty letters
leader, which gave a tine concert.
The
manner in which she handles her subjects
cotton, double feet, always gne., now
Iff
of guardianship issued to Thomas J. Lynch.
Castine made two
from Belfast and

oF.L E. S I'll ATT.I'.tlei mo.
EMERY N LINKER.Isle.-diom.
1

Midsummer Clearance Sale this- Monti

cursions, and tbe delightful hospitality of
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald, were much eujoyed
by the members of the school. The register
indicated an attendance of 152 teachers,
mothers, and others interested in Sunday
school work. Various parts of our own State
and several other States were represented. Wednesday, Aug. 30th, a meeting of the
Executive Committee of the State Sunday
School Association was held at the evening
service at which short addresses were given
by Rev. Mr. Whitcomb of Bangor, Mr. Cook
of Yarmouth, Rev W. W. Ogier of Thomastou, Dr. A. T. Dunn of Watervilie and

that Hood’s

about 700 people. The Brewer hand
with tlit* excursionists and gave a line
cert on the Park in the afternoon.

:____ • • •

freshments were served. It was not forgotten that some time should be given to recreation; and buckboard rides, steamboat ex-

your

Sarsaparilla cures
Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Catarrh, Rheumatism,

Last Sunday forenoon quite a gathering
assembled at the shore of the Cove to witness the baptism of Mrs.
Etta J. Dickey.
Mr and Mrs. Orriu Whitmore, and the
Misses Annie and Beulah Rhoades by Rev.
G. E. Tufts of Belfast.

FOR GOVERNOR,

on

Drains your system.
Thousands of people

Clifford Browning and daughter
Charlestown,Mass, arrived Monday evening and are stopping at the Roadside cotMr. R.

of

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

pimple

Face to the great
Scrofula sore which

Mr. Forrest Pendleton came home from
Boston the, first of the week to enjoy his

Mr. C. S Elwell is at home from New
York,and probably no man of his dimensions
can get more pleasure aud enjoyment out of
so brief a time at his disposal as he.
If anyone doubts this statement let them take a
day off and take a stroll with this happy-golucky, genial fellow, and see.

absolutely

Cures every form of
blood, from

Mary Sprague's.

at Mrs.

I
I

Blood Purifier is

Mr. William Whelpley of East Boston
arrived at the Roadside last Sunday.

and systematic manner by competent teachers, knowing the needs of the pupils, rather
than to provide a large number of speakI ers who must necessarily present the
I work in a disconnected manner. Evening services were held three evenings
of the week. Mpcday evening, Aug. 8th, a
social gathering of the members of the
school was much enjoyed. A short program
of readiugs and music was provided and re-

j

The World’s Great

j
Malden,

Mrs. William Trafton of

Mr. and

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

NEWS.

Brooks.

lyu

Mrs. A. E.
of

Miss Ethel, daug
Belfast, is vn;;

j

Woods of

Waldo

Miss
Mrs.

Miss 1-

Kilgore.
visited

her

|
!

frien.

Brooks I-

Chandler,at
Blanche Roland aud .la
>

l|

Medford, Mass., are visitin,
Cora is attending the Bostm.
Dr. P. E. Luce and friends ar
port Camp Ground-Burt"!

|

Billerica, Mass is visiting !■
Grace and Alice Dow
Calvin Reynolds aud wife of "
the family of A. B. Stautiai 1.
_Miss Jones of Pittsfield
1
frieud. Miss Mabel Rose.
Misses

aud wife of Auburn are visit
of Mrs. West’s father, Capt. Si

i'!

j
\
j

ji

he

Fred G. Spinney will rnauage his second
hot-weather dance at Belfast Opera House

OF BELFAST.

rrlK NEWS

to-morrow, Friday, evening.

band concert this week,

no

The Journal is indebted to Miss Bertha I.
Bird for a patriotic bouquet composed of
red, white and blue sweet peas.

trty at the Methodist parson*
lt
of Aug. 10th, was a very

The grounds

r.

were

prettily

The

Helping Hand Circle of King’s
Water Co. has recently taken Daughters will meet with Mrs. Mary A.
v
pipe on Grove street and Libby, Bay View street, Monday evening,

-•

Johnson will have his

E.

Horace Smalley and Miss Flossie
a lawn party at the home of
Mrs. John Smalley Wednesday evening. Ice
cream and cake were served to a large comMrs.

Myrick

new

’•attery ready for occupancy
liix‘20 feet, and one and a
Mlth an Moot piazza on the

1-tl«.
are

posted for the
Board of liegistra-

session to add

Sept. Otli

revision from

ii

and

names

to

;us:ve.

party from this city last week
53 years old, who, al-

:

loan

considerably

been about

i*

i

In

and

a

as on a

At Portland

Aug. 10th the

came up m the law court:
S hrieren & Co. vs. The Bel\ Power Co.
Exceptions by
Ku )wlton for plaintiffs, Dunit
Presented in briefs dur-

.*<•

■.,••

victory

r, a

city

by

That one score, however,
,n
by Delano. Berry of tlie
a handsome tiy catch.

Healey’s bowling alley
week, but they were heard by
when the proprietor and otti-

-•

;nt"

Attention, Co. H., 2nd Cavalry! Every
surviving member of this company is requested to be present at the coming reunion
to be held at Bangor Sept. 7th. Comrades
will aid the historian very much by their

light

new

ol

a

house

-b
y

!

the

o'

the

ti

7

Wateiville at

North])ort.

t>

The

returning

train

will

p. m.
Very low rates of
fare are given for the round trip... .The Sons
"f Veterans will make an excursion to Banleave

Belfast

at 3

close the work

Wednesday, Aug.

Castine

from

He is

S.lo;

43, and arrive in Belfast at lo.
The steamer Castine will run from Belfast

gor fair

,tson

st

at

repairs to

ini

oiling

by

1st.

Liueoinville,

steamer

Nothport

and

Belfast.

work, relaying the conI JM. Cottrell of Laconia, X. II., has leased
I: oit. resetting the granite
i the Moulton Opera House of that city
The
:’o and south entrances, and
i Press of that city of August 11th, in coml broil:uug the steam pipes
menting oil the transaction says ‘‘Mr. f. M
Cottrell, the popular proprietor of the nightn
\k.
lu addition to the gtn- lunch cart, the Pearl-street
grounds, the Cotng and improvement of the
trell building, and who has otherwise made
k

|

rt u.«• nt

ti

m

si

of

ui

*>tat

telephone service,
The Journal, there has
the local exchange.
A

of tlie

in-d

o’clock

1

a. m.

i'

hardson has given us a copy
Advocate and Independent
■■•
ii 1 y paper printed at Belfast,
Mr. R.'s father, Mr. Lewis
a as the editor.
An exauiinaishows that it was conducted
deal of ability, and with an
ami randor that are refreshing
after this lapse of time.
Editor
is an anti-Vau Buren Democrat
into the party leaders, taking
1
Whig victory in Connecticut
.s one
of the clearest political
-•ver read.
[Rockland Opinion.
vo

Voyage.

vug

lady

on

be steamer
gave it
bi

off Fort Point,
Her sur-

lost.

as

ashore

fully 10
and

near

Little River

miles from

veiK-ard.
'be

over-

mgiued when on Saturday
ought her tlie hat safe and

ft* d

ni

was

up

The

kuew

hat at

of

once

the

place

finder was on
the loss, and
when

it

was

shore.
iiEMs.

Sch. Geo. B.

Ferguson
few days last week, Bangor
with staves and heading..

",

Edith arrived Aug. loth from
general cargo-Schs. Volant
Webster loaded casks the past
klaud....A. M. Carter loaded
with hay last wee.c for Mt. 7>esMornmg Star arrived Aug. l-.th
ghI with Aorn for L T. Shales &
Isaac Orbetou loaded ice last
Light X Power Co.’s wharf, for
't Le Co, for Norfolk, Va_
Brothers was uq Burnham's ma&

Bostou, last week, cleaning
Sch Anna Pendleton was
marine railway Monday. She
‘Miauled and re-classed_Sch P.
»s been throughly
repaired and
t her packet business between
'• ualhaven.
Her first cargo for
included a large quantity of
"•ails

tr >m

Merriam

s

mill

m

Maynard Sumner and Adelia
'• ,j,i
Monday from Rockland to
-•

Rockport
Twilight

Ice Co. for
arrived

Portland with

Steamer.

•'

corn

Virginia
Tuesday

for Swan

Manhattan

The

has established
^

a

route

be-

rk and

Bangor, touching at
"iiden, Belfast and Bucksport.

Pentagoet went through from
Bangor direct, arriving Saturft Bangor Monday
morniug at
•i

arrived here at 1 p. in.
The
•Ttcseinents announce«l that two
•Vl,uld run, leaving Bangor and

Mondays and Thursdays, but
Pentagoet came in the other boat

<

The Pentagoet will
P"*ngor Mondays and New York
Her officers are as follows:
’’
Cates; Purser, Wm. Mellen;
Webster and C. E. Sprague;

secured.

^rmk Kelsey; Engineer, P. W.
*
Pentagoet was formerly the
steamer Geo. M. Bibb, and
‘n

Philadelphia

She is of
gross.
She was once owned by
^
uibalI,who brought here east from
-‘kes about 10 years ago. She is
s,‘a boat and of
good freight carryl:
lly, hut her passenger accommoda'h
not sufficient to warrant the comPa,,v
d,lvertising her as a passenger boat.
oil,.
dl Lewis’
wharf, and F. G. White

toku*11'ls

agent.

most

our

is

the

business-like and
new

opera house

he has previously, and
very successfully, managed other like estabhsliments. He will endeavor to give the
theatre-loving public here the best attractions possible.
Everyone wishes and anticipates a successful season for him, and also
an attractive one for theatre goers.’

thing

I

to

new

him,

as

Plblishixg Co. On July 23d
certain New York and Boston creditors of
Thk Cream

the Cream

Publishing

Co. tiled

a

petition in

insolvency against the company, and on the
same day a warrant in insolvency was issued
by the Insolvency Court. On the return
day, Aug. loth, the company claimed that
the Insolvency Court had no jurisdiction,
Wednesday, because insolvency proceedings were suspended by the new U. S. bankruptcy law,
the Methodist

lost her hat

ex curs -u

of

As manager of an opera house
manager.
Mr Cottrell will not he undertaking any-

ion has been established at

II. Jackson. The central office
at

one

up-to-date citizens,

use

:

ken

himself

and instrument." put m at
R. H. Coombs & Son, Alonzo

i(

in 1864.

L. M. Burrington,
N. S.

en

is

route to

Dean
Rev.
Grand Pre

ga, Ga.

pleasant party

very

Friday last

took

place

on

home of Mr. and Mrs.
Knowlton, Citypoint, in honor of
Mr. Ivnowlton’s sister, Mrs. H L. Kocliersperger of Chicago.
C.

at the

M

The Twenty-Sixth Maine Regimental Association held its aunual reunion at Winterport yesterday. The steamer Castiue made
an excursion
from Camden, Lincoluville
Belfast and

Searsportaud had

Mrs. H. L.

Kochersperger

a

of

which it

claimed went into effect Ju'y
1st.
The Insolvency Court sustained the
position taken by the company and ordered
the proceedings dismissed for the foregoing
was

The

reasons.
a

bill in

Lora

H. L. Woodcock has returned from Matiuicus and opened his studio m the Savings
Bank building, where lie may be found un-

for

rugged

and

petitioners have commenced

equity

in the nature of

an

appeal,

which will be heard before Judge Emery at
the Supreme Court in Belfast next month.

visitors aud people from everywhere
have space aud be welcome. Prospect
has had, and will this time, in this favored
localitj' between cities, villages aud towns,
have a large crowd of people aud all will be
pleased as in the past with a day spent at
the fair-Mr. O. B. Gray aud wife are visiting friends in Jackson-Mr. Seldon Clark
got a piece of steel in his leg on the mounmer

will

we

for tlie

veterans; and

guess.

Climbing

reached

a

tain

picturesque

coast in storm and calm, to all win.
call, and it is hoped our sun mer isitors m
particular will avail themselves of this invitation. Mr. Woodcoek’s pictures from tin* ncent Jordan exhibition, Boston, may he seen
in Starrett’s window, on Mail, street.

man

Mr. Albert

question

to when the

as

the

Police

the

and

charge

of

cruelly beating

a

horse.

He

was

$10 and costs, from which he appealed.
_Saturday Albert Wyman was before the
Court for assault and battery on Susan Rob-

fined

Wvinau is a very small man, quite
lame, who goes about mending umbrellas,
and Mrs. Robinson is an Indian woman.
The parties live in two of the small buildings at the eastern end of the lower bridge.
Friday afternoon, according to the testimony* Wyman started to come across the bridge,
when Mrs. Robiuson met him and forbade
him walking in her path. The path from
inson.

bridge
the path

his house to the

leads past her door.
with a child on one

she stood in
arm and the other raised threateningly towards him, Wyman struck her in the face
with his cane, knocking her down. This
As

laid up

a

health.

in

Larrabee, who has been in poor

near

was

invincible

be got for any nine
and then Nos. 1 and 2 nines, good
as

can

fur

common down to rattled players.
Prospect and Frankfort can muster a host of
right arm wielders of the stone hammer, and
among the number are some solidly made
up and skilled play ers.

go al

■

Thor.M'IKk.

low

the

served

drama.

seats.

.5

Adu
cents,

ssiou

cents:

for sale at the

A.

l>rug Store.
Steamku Notes. The Maine Coast Navigation Co., owners of the Salacia, have had
the channel of the upper harbor at Belfast
buoyed. Three spars, each with a small

Hillings

called the

the

and

store, 56 High street, aud openedan entirely
new stock of boots, shoes and
clothing. He
also has a line of domestic goods woven by
Mrs. Littlefield, such as carpets, rugs, stand
scarfs, etc. His motto is quick saies aud
small profits. Give him a call_Benton W.
Lenfest of Newport gives notice of his intention to

apply

at the

September

term for ad-

the Waldo county bar.
Chat. Sheriff Norton came to the front
again with the first produce of its kind in
the market. Last Friday he sold a lor. of
& Pauls.A. F.
pumpkins to Swift
Bowen is building a new foundation and
making other improvements in the William
Reeves house, which he recently bought.
W. F. Triggs is using a new stump lifter on
his lot on southern Congress street.
It has
a very powerful leverage aud a mau can,
by
mission to

..

the

use of very little
strength, take out the
most obstinate stumps without cutting the

happened at about 3 o’clock, and at *5, when
roots,
a physician arrived, she had not regained
shape
consciousness.
VVyiuan put in no defense.

was

|
j

a

Scraps

Carrie
M.

we

live

until

around it will find

us

Early History

fS.

I

A. Littlefield

*
4'

W mild

^

lie that he has taken the

*

56

4c

respectfully

announce t>>

the

panv where
stock..!

jl.

|

vou

\\

entirely

an

J
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l
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Also a line of I miestie Goods woven
Mrs. Littlefield, Cedar street, sm-h as
>

I

Jj

v

>
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CARPETS, RUGS.

f

SLUMBER ROBES,

f
^

All the above goods will he sold
p.
prices to suit the times. Hi- mot*.•••:•■
>
-lit<.
“(ptick sales ami smali
h
UXi
her the place and give him a

stimulate the

cattle

empty.

20 cities ami nearly 1O0
tions in the State.

towns.

XTT7\A7
IN Hi V V

Let Mr. Hamstead tell the story: “Alter

CLOTH,

township map, showing
ap t}ie new railroads.

over

9(H) pp.,

of

price postpaid, $2.00.

Office hours until U a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

CON NKi'Clov
in Hellas; ev,-rv Tn.-1.lav fr.cu
over ,!. W. Fci gu-.-np
'.Mu

OH:

p

pp

DR. W. L.

1-4

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

*

liraduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
onh

c

and

!*harmary

Kesldcnce and

m Belfast Livery ( 0.
llospltul 17 tongrr** street.

I Office Telephone

s-u

h-mi

■

ep!

r

1■ t.*

2*1

N'dice i< hereby given that a dis• omit of 4 per
cent, will be made on all t.ixe> lor ISPS
paid m
me before August loth.
I shal: be a: th-*’ Aid-Room m Memorial 15 11'. i:: ug >n
August 1st, daily, until further none,-,
a. m. to 12
aiid from 1.30 to 4 i\ m
t H AS.

Will be sold

to

the

highest bidder, THURS-

DAY AFTERNOON, AUG. 35. at 3 o’clock,
the barn on what is known as the Henry H. Carver
A. M. KANE. Auctioneer.
place

Searsport, August 18, 1898.—Iw33

II.

>AK(;lM

and after
from s
(»Ue< to.

;u)tf

Me Nnrsery Company,
BOSTON, >1,VSS.

Hardy trees and sh-nbs of a!, kinds Kvery
article fully warranted Our nurseries are ii HorJ
Chester and Belmont, five miles from Host m. in-r
salesman is now m town soli-ring orders.
Home Crown stork for

State of
Clerk’s

I

1

Office. Si

Maine.

me .Irnrn
Waldo CoiM v.
cri

\r.

Bleak New

Belfast. August 17. 1898.
)
Notice is hereby given that BEN TON \V\ LENKKST of Newport, in the County of Penobscot,
has this day tiled in this office notice of his intention to apply at the Scptetnbeer term 1898, of this
Court, tor admission to the Bar.
1 w33*
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

2m3l

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera
Special

attention

House Block.
-riven

ihroat.

At 188 north High, street, 1 1-2 story house, I.
and stable connected; cistern and well of goo l
water; 125 fruit trees, also small fruits; 2 ben
bouses; 15 minutes walk to postoffioe.

APPLY AT HOUSE.
Belfast,

Fiiglaml.

Court. )

to

diseases of
Iv2

m»>.

,ii-l

haw in store 1<". barrels November, is: 17
-round Hour. Snow White, Albion.
Hyperion amt
l’lllsbury > Be-d. Ibis i> superior to winter or
spring made fl..nr. Also hay h\ the arg.., e.ir ,r
bale. Straw by the k-t or bale. I vvili make low
prices. Call.
;i|.|
>

July 28, 1898.—4w3<>*
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1 Let Us Set Acquainted, i

I

m

MAINE.

1 Ki KPHO> F

Wi.i

for the

! CHASE &

m.
to S p,

R.SPORT,

Belfast, .fuly 28, isos.

The Churches.
leaving tlie ground in better
price by Foster Millmrn Co., Buffalo, N. V side
plow.. ..Swift & Paul have a
agents lor the United States.
One class in the Methodist Sunday school
fine exhibit of Middlesex Fells Spring waHe was ordered to give bail in SoOO fur apRemember the name DOAN'S ami take no sublast Sunday contained three Methodists,
ter in their store window... The] Belfast
stitute.
pearance at S. J. Court and was committed
one
of
and
each
UniBaptist,
took
a
Co.
Universalist,
Livery
large buck board party to
in default.
Camden from the North Shore, Northport, tarian, Congregational and Presbyterian
Card of Thanks.
Fish Facts. Sch. Cora Etta was in port
churches.
yesterday-A shipment of potatoes went
We wish to thank our kind friends and neighlast week with a cargo of dry pollock. They
from here for the soldiers at Palatka, Fla.,
bors for their assistance ami sympathy in our late j
There will be a praise and promise meetfound a ready sale....The steam smack
ami for the many beautiful Moral
Tuesday, via the Boston & Bangor and ing at the North Church this evening at 7.30. bereavement,
j
Mrs. J. T. ROWK.
tributes.
Sadie & Emma was in port Aug. 4th, with a
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. ROWF.
Clyde Steamship Co.'s.... A grip-sack re- Each one is expected to repeat one or more
lot of lobsters and corned tisli which were
Frankfort, August 10, 181)8.
ceived at the American Express office TuesI
Bible promises. Sunday there will be only
.At the Bicknell & Hopsold out at retail
bore 31 steamship and express company one service. This will be at 7.15 in the evenday
kins weir, Murphy’s Point, the principal
labels-John Dolloff lias three sample ing, with the
topic, “Practical uses of the
catch for some time has been blue-backs,with
potatoes on exhibition in Swift & Paul’s,
Bil le.” Ps. 119; 97-105. A large attendance
an occasional mackerel.
One tide, with the
weighing 1,112 aud 2 pounds. The larger is loped for.
wind off shore, about 50 mackerel were
one has four “bay windows.”_The Misses
taken-Mr. H. L. Woodcock, who has
The services at the Methodist Episcopal
Wells on Bridge street are repairing and
just returned from a sojourn at Matinicus,reChurch next Sunday will be as follows:
their house.
ports the waters there full of mackerel, painting
Sermon by the pastor at 10 45 a. m. ; Sunday
but the tish are wild and will not take the
School at 12 a. m.; Junior League meeting
Deafness Cannot be Cured
has
hQpk_Sch. Fairy Forest, Capt. Smith,
at 4 30 p. m. ; song
league and prayer service !
hauled into Dyer’s dock and is fitting out for by local applications as they cannot reach the dis*
at 7 15. leader, Miss Nellie
Grout, Jassisted
eased portion of the ear. There is only one way to
a mackereling trip down the bay.. ..Augusby the Pastor; topic, The Duty of Cheerfulcure deafness, and that is by constitutional remetwo
tine Colburn caught
good sized trout in
dies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition ness.” Rom. 12-12, Phil. 3-1, 1 Thes. 5-10.
Swan Lake Sunday. .The first Grant} Banker
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
Services will be held this week as usual
of the season to arrive at Buckport, the
When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
at the Baptist church:
schooner M. B. Stetson, Capt. Mclnnis, sound or
Thursday evening
imperfect hearing, and when it is entireFort Point Sunday afternoon
came in by
ly closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the | prayer meeting, subject, “Gilboa.” Rev. E.
and up the Thoroughfare to Bridges’ yard.
inflammation can be taken out and this tube re- A. Capen of Watertown, Mass., will preach
She brings a full fare of cod, some .‘140,000 stored to its normal condition, hearing will be de- Sunday morning. Sunday school directly
are caused
after the morning service.
Come to the
pounds and nearly 40 barrels of oil. Capt. stroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
but an inflamed con- pastor's
Mclnnis reports an uneventful and success- by catarrh, which is nothing
young men’s Bible class and help
dition of the mucous surfaces.
in
the discussions.
The evening prayer
ful trip. Nothing was lost or damaged as
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
but little rough weather was encountered. of
meeting at 7.15 o’clock. Teachers, every
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
He|reports all the other vessels doing well, cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars; Friday evening there is a meeting at the j
with prospects of full fares. It is expecte d free.
vestry for you!—to discuss the lesson for
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
X
4w33
that the Stetson will make a second trip.
Sunday and the needs of the school. Come!
4^-Sold by Druggists, 75c.
thus

of Glasses and Diseases of
ihe Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

135 Middle St., Portland, Me.

lated the annoying urinary difficulty. Whenever
1 feel an attack coming n I take a few doses and
the progress of the trouble is at once checked.
After what Doan’s Kidney Pills have done for me,
1 endorse them heartily.”
.lust such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. 1 all at Kilgore A Wilson’s
Drug Store and ask what customers report.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents a box
for sale by all dealers; sent by mail of r. ceipt of

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

mens

G. M. DON HAM, Publisher,

with me that L almost got used to it, and the secretions from the kidneys were scanty, irregular
and annoying, particularly at night. Doan’s Kid
nev Pills gave relief to my aching back and regu-

spent,
another year rolls
again at Windermere.
One of the Boys.

s

planta-

routes

Hard work in the woods for years and on the farm
doubtless accounts for my kidney and urinary
trouble. An aching hack has been so common

well

an

Complete Business Directory
of the 415

suffering for years and having used everything
that was said to be a cure for disordered kidneys,
i: afforded me great pleasure to tell Mr. Libby,
the druggist of Pittsfield, some time ago, that if
I was not sure I could get Doan’s Kidney Pills L
would not part with the stock I have at any price.

home,

>.51)

and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and fr-• r.• the
vaults.

♦

( os
I SKFl L in every office anti lion..TAINS full statistics of all Maine interests.

on

53, 55, 5

year.

J | ^Veterinary

MAH REGISTER.

that never
jaded
to-be-forgotten trip, and two or three boxes of
Doan’s Kidney Pills. The reader can thoroughly
understand why the goad was used, and we will
trench long enough on his time to inform him
why the said boxes of Doan’s Kidney Pills were
to

a

v.m’t i- me>pia!ed m Eastern Maine
-u.
fire
UNEXCELLED
:,rity

i

STAND SCARFS,

fur rent at

our new
an

j

<

used

deposit boxes

J''

|
|

CLOTHING.

4^

and for miles around, and everyone knows him
Among other curiosities whichjare kept in Mr
Hamstead’s inner shrine is the ox-goad his father

Sate

^
>
*

l BOOTS,
SHOES

SOLI Cl I KK

"

*

Cm

i'1 tmd

$33,000
OKPOM I

t

pul

>t<*re at—

I

^

a

SURPLUS,

High St., Belfast. f
J
(formerly occupied y the K\pre»

*

of Maine

Interview with
Pioneer.
an

Established in|l>x3n.

CAPITAL STOCK, Si 50,01111

S.

^

isfaction of hearing those who came for the
tirst time say they were much pleased with
the place and all connected. I wish to say
to those who have no share in the building
that $2.50 worth of stock entitles you to all
privileges. Nature has done much for this
spot, and what she has not done, Dr. A. J.
Billings and the comrades of Waldo county
and others have done.

and if

*
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in every respect, more
We had the sat-

our

LISTEN!! iiiBiiui
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Sixty-six years ago. toward nightfall, in the
spring of the year, a patient, yet weary yoke <>i
oxen plodded onward along the road between
*
Pittsfield and Palmyra. They had drawn behind
!
tin in a big wagon all the way from Skowhegan
containing all the earthly belongings of a pioneer
of northern Maine, who had chopped and logged
in Somerset and Piscataquis counties, and finally
selected Palmyra as a home. In the wagon sat a
4>
boy of some seven summers who, if not destined 4c
to be a governor of the State, was to live to become a representative citizen in and around the
4*
vicinity where he lived. Seventy-five years is a
long period to look back upon, and when sixty-six
f them have been spent in one locality. Mr. J.
B. Ham stead now knows everyone in Palmyra

couples attending.

Saturday morning we left for
feeling that the time had been

from the

Recalled in

Southard sang The Army

success

MANUFACTURER, PHENIX ROW, BELFAST.

*

Bean, which was received with pleasure by
the comrades. This closed the program, and
all called it a tine time. The ball in the evening

Mrs.

William A. Clark,
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than 120

aud
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top, are located on the eastern
side of the channel between Goose Iliver
and the “Rag Wharf." so called. These are their white uniforms and soldierly appearance on the march to escort the Department
to be left on the starboard hand, close aboard,
coming in. At the third one change the Commander to the hill we could hut excourse direct for Lewis’ wharf.
The spars clain, “Well done, Monroe Band!" On the
were set by John McAuliff_The steamer
way they stopped to serenade the widow of
Cast me hauled into Dyer's dock Monday to
Gorham Clough, who took so much interest
have her bottom cleaned ami painted. Yes- in and for our home ami gave his money
terday she took The 26th Maine excursion- freely when it was most needed to carry on
ists to Winter port. To-dav she will
carry ! the work. Mrs. Clough was equal to the octhe Nancy Hanks Theatre Co. from Castme casion, with a line collation and a financial
to Ymalhaven, aud to-morrow will take a ; gift lor the band which they will long rebase ball team from Searsport to Castine. lnember. First on the program for the day
was the presentation of portraits of the late
Next week she will run from Searsport and
Belfast to Nortliport Camp Ground... .The Gorham Clough and of I>r. Billings, the fathsteamers Salacia and Catherine had a race er of the Association. They w ere accepted
from Nortliport Camp Ground t > Verona by the Association with much
feeling. Hon.
last, Sunday, hut the latter was not in it
Warren C. Philbrook of Waterville was then
with the speedy Salacia, win. can show her introduced and gave an able oration which
heels to anything in these waters, the
City was highly appreciated. Then came the
of Baugor aloue excepted.
dinner call.
At 2 o’clock J. O. Johnson of Liberty was
New Advertisements. For a
clothing
bargain go to \Y A. Clark, Ph i-uix Row, [ called to preside at the afternoon exercises.
Comrade Johnson made some good remarks,
and for particulars see advt.
All clothing
bought in this store will he pressed free of and introduced Dept. Commander C. H.
charge for a season.. .Don't
that the Southard of Lewiston. Words cannot ex-

forget,

visited Mr.

«

♦

....Mr. Hamilton of Bangor was in town
last week buying veal calves and lambs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Feruald of Troy called
on Mrs Sarah Gross last jSaturday.
..Mrs.
Emery aud family of Watemlle are visitM r. A.
ing Mr. ami Mrs. A. S. Higgins.
L. Ward aud family spent last Saturday
ami Sunday with friends in Winterport..
Mr. Otis Coruforth and wife of Unity called
on
Mrs. Sarah Gross Aug. Kith... Mrs.
Lottie Files was the guest of Mrs. F. L.
Philbriek Aug. 22d-Mrs. Millard Gilmore and children of Burnham are
v;siting
at Mr. A. L. Ward’s.

meeting to order. The
Monroe Baud furnished music for the occasion and tilled the bill handsomely. With

hush at the

25th... Miss

JOHN W. SLEEPER, flanager Retail Dent.

♦

if

Stiles in Jackson last Thursday and Friday.

Friday morning dawned thick. It looked
stormy, and some thought the gathering
might not he as large as formerly; hut all
doubts were dispelled when the crowd beAt 10 o’clock President A. J.
gan to arrive

City

Ferguson

Aug

INTERMEDIATE RROFITS.

♦

I

season, all

a

BUY OF THE MAKER AND SAVE

$

The East

Windermere Park

grounds

n

♦
♦

Thorndike Sunday school will unite with the Thorndike
Station Sunday school and have a picnic at

■

low price to clean up stock.
f»er’We will press, free of charge, for
clothing bought in this store.”

X
X

the

extant,

we

absurdly

♦

improving_There is no
political stir or any discussion
now

same as elected now....We will
learn what the boys will do about the
base ball nines for the fair, and report.
Here is expected to he a picked mile as

new

Court. Charles Walker was bePolice Court last Thursday on

improving

soon

jauiter, .Tie Libby, known to
Girls’ Home, Belfast. Next
Wednesday everybody in the western part of Waldo
evening an entertainment by local talent of county, and to some in the eastern part by
Belfast aud Nortliport wii' he given at the h:s .vt rd in the 4th Maine Volunteers, was
Belfast Opera House for the benefit of the
•n hand t.
show the ladies to their room.
Girls' Home. Tile first part will he a min- I N' w 1 am not going to
praise Joe any, as he
strel act. followed b\ tw■ one-act c-.medies, would not like it, bui he ;s certainly the
right
and ‘‘My Neighbor's
My l ncle's Wi
mail in the right place
Mrs. Libby, bis
ife.
Dr. G. 1’. Lombard and Mr. and I wife, ha^
charge of *he kitchen, dining aud
Mrs. H. G, Carietou will liave the leading s.e«q ;ng rooi is, and w> ran but thank her
parts in the latter. A social hop will fol- for the many favors shown while on the

Rockland for the company.
fore

a

is

There are all wool clay worsted frock suits
single and
double breasted sack suits, stylish covert top coats, handX somely tailored, simply odd suits and coats placed at an
♦

candidates or parties among the scattered rural population. The bosses and the
caucuses have done the work and the sure
candidates are always on one side in Maine

Comrade
masterly speech
midsummer sale of Wells & Co. is still on. press
See the new bargains advertised for this Southard. He held the closest attention of
bankruptcy
his
audience for about an hour. Then came
week... .Barn on the Henry B. Carver place,
law went into effect will probably then be
remarks by Past Dept. Commander Gilman
decided. The ablest lawyers differ on that Searsport, to be sold at auction A ig. 25th at
2 p. m-Mrs. J. T. Rowe aud Mr and Mrs. of Oakland, Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom,
point. Williamson and Thompson are atJohn H. Gordon of Brooks and A. Stinson
B. F. Kowe, Frankfort, publish a card of
torneys for the petitioners, and Littlefield of
of Searsport. The band gave excellent music,
thanks-S. A. Littlefield has taken the

The

is

Cole

|

about

rested awhile and then left for
tne Park, where we arrived in good season
for supper.
The

Mrs. Ida

health,
sign of

brother Grangers

after the inner

drawn upon, and

satisfied

stone work and he will be

at

spell.

somewhat past noon. He was away from
home, hut his better half, who is a good
Granger, was equal to the occasion and soon
had tea and coffee and cream ready for five
hungry pilgrims. Our lunch baskets were

the middle of September.
He will he
pleased to show lbs latest work m water
*11*

is

Leathers lull

til

views «>f

always out
everybody else, I

string

$5.00

specimens will be all new, and
wonders are expected in that line.
All the ladies in adjoining towns are invited to exhibit,and also outside of the county,
in Bucksport, Orland and Hampden. Sumnew

some

«

refunding committee have bought here >20,700 of the old bonds, the amount to be retired, making the new issue of 4 per cent
bonds, §478,000. The refunding is progressing satisfactorily.

colors,

and

Doiliff hill, so-called, until we came to the
lively little village of Brooks, nestled among
th
hills in an excellent farming region.
B.ooks is noted fur its manufacturing ent-rprises, and as we passed the pant factory
f John H. Gordon we wished that Brooks,
ami « ther towns, had more such business
men.
It was about dinner time as we were
passing Mr. Gordon’s beautiful residence,
and out came John with liis mouth full of
'Stinson, are you going to Winderpie.
John’s latchmere
was his salutation.

and Leather National Bank of Boston will
redeem the (I per cent. Belfast
city bonds,
due Aug. loth, and the coupons will be
paid
at the First National Bank of
Boston. The

<

left

village, which passes through a fine
farming country. We could not help noticing the well kept and nicely painted houses,
the beautiful lawns, and other evidences of
We kept on over the
thrift and enterprise.

Mayor Fletcher returned from Boston
Saturday, having completed arrangements
there for refunding the city debt. The Shoe

as

particular specimens; and this year
highly favored with good specimens of
horse flesh anti bountiful farm crops. Besides the time has been so long since our
last fair that the ladies’ quilts, tidies, rugs

Monroe

Russ.

1 hen come to our store to-morrow morning as earlv
you can and take your pick of fifty and odd all wool
Z plain and fancy cassimere, serge, clay worsted and cheviot
♦
suits for men, size ‘i2 to TO breast.
You can have your
of
in
the
lot
for
pick
any
$
♦

we are

our home in North Searsport Aug
attend the anniversary of the Clough
Veteran Association at Windermere Park,
Aug. 12th, and took the road by way of

Heal; gentleman’s first prize, Mr. C.

X

some

11th to

White; gent’s second prize, Mr. R. F.
Russ; gent’s consolation prize, Mr. Fletcher

.
♦

Come from every town ami everywhere.
of speed will be shown by the
I. F. Gould stallion, Blue Wilkes, aud the
colts of his get-Mr. Howard Grant and
family of Winterport aud his son-in-law,
Mr. Charles Moody, aud wife, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Gardiner Clark last week_
Above I meant to have said more about the
Prospect fair. Our fairs come only when
circumstances and surroundings get ripe on

Over the Hills of Waldo County to
Windermere Park.
We

Buy a
Clothing Bargain?

Sample copies

**

as-

You want to

cutters

Nickerson’s.... At the coming Prospect fair
Sept. 21st, all the speedy horses and colts of
all classes, and all who are threatened with
speed,jwill have a chance to show which can
outfoot aud show the best clip in a fair race.

KAFKA,
JRemedies.”
33 Schole St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
March 4,181)7.
Bold throughout the world. POTTER D. ai»dC. Coep
Bole Propfc, Bouton. ilow to Cure Skin Dueuea, ties.

by Miss Sara Russ and Miss Bessie
Knowlton, gave an informal euchre party at
the home of her mother, Mrs. W. H Knowlsisted

stone

Clark cut his wrist quite
badly last
week... .Mrs. Bertha Page of
Malden, Mass.,
is visiting her home at Mr. and Mrs. C. K.

you?”

large partv.

Chicago,

more

Henry

I suffered with Eczema of the worst kind,
to my shoulders were
my face and neck down
out of
one inflammation, was not able to see
and was unable
a
while,
my eyes for quite
to sleep for weeks, on account of the severe
pain, w hich nearly drove me insane. My face
and neck were swollen and made ine look
hideous. Bad three doctors at different times,
and not one of them could relieve me of my
I used three
pain, swelling, and blotches.
bottles of CrTicrRA Resolvent, four boxes
of Cuticakes
three
Cutictra (.ointment),
ctra So vp, and my friends and one of the
W
ho cured
asked,
and
doctors are surprised,
and I tell them quickly, “Cuticcra

News has been received of the death from
malarial fever of Fred
W.
Hinckley of
Brooksville, who was in Co. I, Massachusetts
8th Vols. and in Camp George,
Chicbamau-

and nine

from this section went at the same time_
Miss Laura Hubbard of Massachusetts is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant....Mr.

ECZEMA

of

visiting

Maine
The

at s

Burnliam

72: restoration and addiWanlwell, plead) Cbnton,
-'-at work

B. B.

rusio.vs.

Dover and Foxcroft

■lease, Adoniram H. Hotf-

-•

to com-

Maine Central R. K. Co.
will run excursion trains from Dover and
and
Eexcroft and Watervi.ie to Belfast
Xorthport next Sunday. Trains will leave

granted as follows.
\;u
L Roberts, V ualhaven,
g ual. widow's, etc.. Aureiia
"20: L a A. Wardwell,

s

[E.

Em

been

■

is uesireu

history of the regiment, that canbe obtained otherwise. Come and have
good time with your old Comrades of the

war.

more

'lie.

1

miormation

not

perfectly

is

2.“i, per cent,

as

presence,
plete the

igli' X Power Co. has chaug:ght in Custom House square
d.vle 120 <
p. arc to the l*ptlie latest improvement in
about

have always proved correct.

the mills.

near

found that the intruders
i.ed away before getting the
p. u enough to get at the

The

Burrington

E.

fine penman ami accurate accountHe has been Treasurer six years and

a

The County Commissioners are holding
their regular August term at the Court
House, and will continue in session until
Saturday. Bills for approval at this term
should be in on or before Friday noon.
They have one highway petition before
them, from the Selectmen of Swauville, to
locate the bounds of certain highways at and

1.

_• :

R.

he is

his accounts

last

for the former

Howard

ton, on Miller street. The prizes were won
as follows: Ladies’ first
prize, Mrs. C. M.
Knowlton: ladies' second prize, Mrs. Fred
ladies’
Mathews:
consolation prize, Miss

ant.

Satur*
Belfast Juniors and Sears-

game in this

•

Prof.

Acadeipy, Franklin, Mass.,

noticing the Republican candidates
week we unintentionally omitted our
candidate for County Treasurer, Mr Alfred
A. Small of Belfast. Mr. Small is a native of
this city and has held mauv positions of
trust, both in official and business life, and
last

good many social
buckboard before.

:u

Hampshire,

Saturday.

A

Remember Miss Fannie ClitT Berry’s
grand musical at the Opera House on the
evening of Sept. 6th. The many friends of
Miss Maude Johnson will be pleased to
learn that she will participate, and other
local talent has been engaged. A very fine
entertainment is assured.

now

The

t'ou.
i!

gave

Inst of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Aug.
13th: Ladies—Miss Ada Blood, Mrs. Charles
Fay. Gentlemen—Frederick Mason, Mr.
Warren Haynes, Mr. Joseph A. Sherman.

misunderstanding
.•••
of the opening of the fall
Be,fast schools. Superintends that they will open Mon>ts

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. cast
five uian-hole covers for the city of Belfast

pany.

some

••eii

Prospect. Miss Nellie Young of Jackson
visiting her sister, Mrs. Brown of Prospect-Mr. Marshall Clark has gone to New

is

next.

instead, and extended
clge street about 100 feet.
tin

■:

The Kindergarten will open Sept, 6, Miss
Alice C. Weeks, teacher.

▼

B-

Front St reef

M.

ami

< \ K

L. FITCH KB’s black mare, weighs about
lbs., 7 years old, at a bargain ; also one car-

♦
♦

1400

♦

riage horse.

Apply to
WALTON, Burney's
address, Belfast, Me.
W. H.

P.

l:.

SibleyWharf.

o

M

lls.

♦

♦

We are making ♦
.way down prices
I on all our watches ♦
'Just drop in and*
♦
look at them.

|

D0AK,J^LV.EAE!5i I
♦

FOR SAUL
The building and land, No. Ill
PtuBnix
known as the Andrews store, In Belfast.

R„w,
Apply to
JOHNSON, Belfast, Me.,
Or JULIUS ANDREWS,
GEO. E.

FOR REM.
Brick

house, known' as the Tliurlow house on
Congress street
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, June 1, 1838.—22tf

A1AR\

CHANCE.

HALIBL RTOVS

I believe I can
will not think

*T wonder if this is a chance," mused
Maiy Haliburton. The cares of the day
were over, and she sat alone in a tiny city
Phe was very tired of being a
loom.
cleik—something her employers would
have been sony to know, for whatever
Mary did, she did w ith her might and suc-

“Push and presume all you like,” said
Mrs. Patrick cordially.
“Only don’t
waste yourself on a task 1 v an hire a child
to do."
So Mary began to “push and presume.”
Nhe was deft-handed and open-eyed. She
sorted and packed berries for market, and
owing to her painstaking, the Patrick
berries stood a little higher, if possible,
in the estimation of buyers.
She helped
with the canning and preserving for home
and
oue day Mis.
Patrick said, “I
use,
declare, Mary, 1 think putting that advertisement in the •Evening Herald’ was
the most fortunate thing 1 ever did. You
seem to belong here."
Behind the glad look that answered her
in Mary's eyes a certain wistfulness shone
And it set Mrs. Patrick thinking.
out.
But she did not at once formulate her
thought, if that could be called thought
which was a passive opening of her mind
to all that concerned
Mary and her life on
the farm.
She noticed that all the Jerseys loved her; that when she stepped out
towards their y ard the chickens crowded
to welcome her: that the sheep were always ready to follow her; that the flow rs
seem to thrive under her touch ; that every
dumb thing on the place trusted her.
“Shut up a girl like that in a store!”
exclaimed Mrs. Patrick to herself one
morning in August. “A girl that has
sense enough
to enj »y
living close to
nature! Foi she do*-s enjoy it.
>he’s
gained m every was since she’s been
here.”
Tlieie was a
Yes, Man did enjoy it
time every day foi her to lead and vest,
■ad plenty "t reading on hand.
How
o dd she
stand it to go back? she oft u
asked herself.
To live alone in that little
cooped up room at night and through her
small leisure time to stand all day and
minister to those win were too tired and
in too much of a hurry, or else too idle
and seltisli to care for her more than they
did the cash-box that ran on the wire to
the cashier’s desk with their money; to
heai always, when she was awake, the
rush and roar of the city.
Here the very
wild birds were friendly.
And how could
any one call liens uninteresting when they
had such confidential ways of casting up
one eye and talking to her?
And then
she fell to thinking what Bound Top
Farm might be like in winter.
She knew
that there was little snow, for the farm
was not far north enough for much of
that.
And one day she asked Mrs. Patrick.
••wen, smiiea Mrs. ratncK,
perhaps
you ought not to ask me, for I own I am
in love with Round Top Farm.
W inter
isn't summer anywhere, you know.
But
why don't you stay and see for yourself
just how dull and disagreeable Hound
Top can be*.’''
“Oh. Mrs. Patrick!” exclaimed Mary;
and her eyes tilled with tears.
‘T mean it,
said Mis. Patrick.
**I
don’t see why you mightn't as well help
me for money as to wait on customers in
a store for money.
All the accounts of
the year are to be gone over and balanced.
You could help me iu my business correspondence. which is quit! large, for Mr.
Patrick hates business letters.
I will tell
you what 1 do not speak of generally—
Mr. Patrick is not strong.
Things wear
on him and annoy him that do not affect
me in the least.
He likes to supervise
the out-door work, and it agrees with
him to do it.
But he hates business, and
so 1 attend to that.
You are the one person that
i have ever had about me that
I will give you
needs no supervision.
forty dollars a month and your board the
year round if you will stay."
“Mrs.
Patrick!" called one of the
maids, putting head in at the door.
And, with liei ucustomed promptness,
knowing that sin* was needed, Mrs. Patrick obeyed the all.
Left t<> herself. Mary slipped up to her
-otn and put on
her hat and gloves.
Then slit went quickly down egain. and
out and -.'.way through the d >w;
garden,
she si<q
1 ly t <
pick ht neat
f'.T hit *ss 11 in and then went on.
She wanted t
be nioni io think over how good,
1: »\\ vc-iy good (.. d had been to her when
he gave her the gift of being particular iu
little things the _iit that lies at the bottom
every -Mat success m life, no matin what line the >access may he.
Her
heart was tilled with joy, for, under her
calm exterior, Mary was very emotional.
She had not gone far from the house
it was only out of sight among the trees
behind her and at her right.
Vud hark!
from a tree in tire row that bordered her
left, a bird began to sing. As the liquid

Phe went back over the story ui her life
>he was
that evening as she sat there.
so tired, and there was no one to care that
she was tired—there h d been no one for
The girl sighed as
three weary years.
she turned again to the paper and read
once more this item:
“A girl who is willing to make herself
useful can tind board and lodging for the
with Mis. Jennie Patrick at
summer
Hound Top Farm."
“It seems as if it might be a chance,"
And the next morning she
said Mary
went down to the store still thinking of
it.
•Where A Hound Top Farm?" she
asked a fellow-clerk.
••>o you have seen it. too,
have you?"
said Nettie Burcbavd.
*l
habit
wore in the
reading
Both
11
whatever paper
the udvenAemeut>
came theii way.
“Where is it? Do
“Vos. smiled Mary
yon know? 1 thought it might be a
chan, c to gci out of tin city for the summer.

answered
deliberately,
may be a chance, but it's not the
I've known
chance I'm looking i'"i.
ub<
H mud '1 >p Farm for several \ears
itA .ibout fifty miles our. and they say
it*s a beautiful place.
•Tiicu''
m-gan Maiy.
>aicl Nettie, lndding up her
“WaP.
haio!
I’lu ’.- A everything <n that farm
sin-ended
ami everything is first- ia>s
Net lie

■

'*

impressively.
Mary looked puzzled.

“The eggs are iaiger and fresher, the
fowls ;o e fatter, ;Lo butter is bettei
grade than you can ;ind anywhere else,*’
a
fruits are simply line. I wonuei vo fve never lmard of
Bound Top Farm before.’
Mary glanced down m the item which
she had .dipped aim brought with her,
and now held :n her hand.
“1 don’t seeshe began,
ti mod Nettie. “What
Don’t soo !" ex
do*-- hist-cl ass clown to the smallest detail mean, but that Mrs. Jennie Patrick is
as
might
you
particular—cranky.
1 wouldn't go there for lifteen
say:
minutes *to make myself useful,'* let
And with a positive
alone all summer.
nod of her head she turned from Mary to
wait upon a customer who had just come
in.
Now the word “particular*’ had no
>ite was particular
horroi for Mary.
herself and came of a line of particular
people. As far back as she had heard
of her family, and that was for three
generations, she had heard stories of this
ne
and that one being hard to suit.
Long ago tier grandmother had said to
her, “There's two kinds of particular:
the fault ending kind of people who like
to make trouble and the kind of particular
people who want things right, even if it
does make trouble. All oui folks are of
the last kind.”
.'.11 the morning Mary thought of these
th’ngs: and when she went to lunch she
said to herself, “1 believe 1*11 tiy Pound
Top Farm.”
A week later she went to try it.
And
Mrs. Patrick, having had notice of her
arrival, was at the train to meet her. For
Mis. Patrick had suddenly developed what
was
a
new
phase of philanthropy foi
her.
T
ui: a
busy woman," she had replied w hen the minister hud come to her
o Solicit board and lodging for some unfortunate child of the city. “1 cannot have
a
-Juki here— I don’t undeistand children.
The miuistei hud seemed disappointed
seeing which, she ha 1 repented or her
di v ided woii's a ii: tm.
“Pet me d«.wu
foi nothing,* she had said.
and then.
'i i see my way
cleai t.o do an vidua 1
will do 't my own way.
1 su] j use a
child of tile city might he of almost un>
she
ud'.ed
age?"
interrogative!v.
The minister smiled.
He mew that
this “busy woman" was iik» Im., as of
old. “full >i good works md a!ni''dee<is
which >iifc dhi." and in answeieu
or
diall)*, “To be sure. Mrs. Patrick.
Any
And
he
rose
to
age, my age.
go, unite
satisfied.
week 1 it-, the advertisement that had
caught Mar *s eye appeared in the “Evening Ileraid."
"We sha 1 see," said Mrs. Patrick.
“I
believe in iic jiiug. first of all, those who
u.e willing to
themselves.
We
shall
help
see who eon.es.
i fancy 1 shall not have
<

—

uuica

applicants."

>n that lat

summer

morning

when the

train lolled in to the little station, deposited Mary and her luggage and then rolled
out again, Mrs. Patrick stood
waiting on
the platform. He r strong face lighted with
pleasure as the looked ;*t the girl’s erect,
slender form, the delicate, sensitive face !
and tlie plain bur tasteful dress.
“She’ll do,” >lie thought.
And the
next moment she was
leading the way
to her light <>ad wagon, into which the \
fetation agent was already bouncing Mary’s
j
trunk.
It was a spirited pair of horses'
that Mrs. Patrick drove and they weie
soon off at speed on their
way to the farm.
Mary, who had no self-consciousness,
looked about her with enjoyment and responded readily to all Mrs. Patrick’s conversational advances, so that the two were
like old friends when the hill came in

sight.
“Ah! Now I see the meaning of Pour
Top Farm,” said Mary. “What a pretty
background the hill makes to these fields!
And the rail fences—how much better
they are than the barbed wire ones I saw
from the car window!”
•‘Decidedly, on the stock form,” replied Mrs. Patrick. “Think of one of my
beautiful Jeiseys mangled on a barbed
wire !”
Kail fences were old-fashioned, but beMrs. Patrick liked them, easy-going
Mr. Patrick kept them in good repair.
J he house, almost hidden among trees,
was
old-fashioned, too, but Mrs. Patrick
liked it, and Mr. Patrick was grateful for
that liking.
It was his boyhood’s home,
and he would have been sorry to see it
changed. Am lastly, Mrs. Patiick herself, though a comparatively young woman. was old-fashioned.
.She cared nothing lor women’s clubs, and, as to dress,
she wished, liist of all, to be
comfortable,
and after that stylish.
Now, before Mary’s arrival, Mrs. Patrick had sa'd to herself, “This is an experiment. I shall not set her, whoever
she is, to do anything. 1 shall simply
watch to see w hat her idea ot being useful is.
And if this experiment is not successful, J shall not try a similar one
cause

j
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iici

eniuiuceu
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and clasped lier hands that still held the
flower and gazed earnestly up to see as
well as hear,
she felt as it that were her
bird, and she knew that he voiced the
ecstacy in her own heart. No more for
her the city and its crowded loneliness,
but always, as long as she did her best,
the wide fields that were full of compan-

ionship.
But Nettie, when she heard

of

it, could

understand.
She could on y wonder
what Mrs. Patrick had done to “get
around” Mary and make her stay on “a
horrid old farm.”
As for Mrs. Patrick, seeing from month
to month Mary’s contentment and her
proficiency, she said to herself, “The
only true way to help anybody is to help
Per to get where she belongs.
I’ve an
idea that Nettie Burchard belongs in the
But Mary—Mary belongs here!”
store.
[Gulielma Zollinger in Wellspring.
not

The

Soldiers’

Vote.

The soldiers of the State of Maine will
be able to vote at the fall election whereevei they may be.
The oid Civil War 1 iw,
enacted in 1m>4, which provides that
wherever there are 20 soldiers gathered
they will be able to vote, still holds good.
The three ranking officers act as a returning board to count and send in the ballots. In case the 1st Maine had been sent
to Porto Rico or some other port of attack there would have to be a special messenger sent with the ballots and return
them. In case of the battery at Fort I’opham, there would be an election there
and the three ranking officers would be
the returning board.
It the batteries
were at Camp Powers furloughs might be
granted the men to go home, or the election might be held at the camp.
The
ballots will be counted in with the returns
from the town of which the man is a resident.
The

Journal

and

It

Tribune.

explain frequently

necessary to

our

seems

clubbing

arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those,

who

Journal

pay

one

their

year

in

subscription

advance.

to

The

It is not sent

requested by the subscriber. The
correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
date

a

full

ber is

Easy Food

The
Easy

to

Buy,

Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest
uaker Oats
|

At all grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. onl>
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j
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Deep

ater

Vessels

and

Mrs.
Joseph Lancaster of Jamaica
Plains, Mass., are in town for a short time.
-Mr.
Edward Moulton of Roslindale,
Mass., is visiting his mother, Mrs Henry
Moulton-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stover of
Bluehill are visiting Mrs. John Randell_
Mrs.
Mattie P.
R.
Marr aud daughter
Jennie Frances of Somerville, Mass., arrived Sunday morning aud will remain two

l

j
I

j

Brooks.

Y< rk •) uly do for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York May 2b for Sail Francisco; spoken
July b, lat S, Ion dd W.
A .J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from
New Y.»rk May 10 for Yokohama: spoken.
June 1 •"•, lat 7 S, Ion 28 W.
K B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Honolulu June 2b from Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Shanghae July 2'.* fur Hong Kong and
New York.
Emily Reed, 1) C Nichols, arrived at Zanzibar June 4 from New York.
Gov Robie, B F Coleord, arrive.il at Hung
Kong Aug 1 from New York.
Henry B Hyde, T P Coleord, arrived at
New Y..rk July 17 from Honolulu.
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New
York April lb for Hong Kong; spoken April
27, lat Mb 2d N. hoi 4b 4s W.
Maiy L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Hong Kong June* from New York; in
port J lie 2d.
Mav Flint, E D P Nichols, at Hiugo June 14
fo New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Fram is*
Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1* Rice, Carver, sailed from San Francisco July 2b for Comox.
Reaper. O C Young, arrived at Honolulu
July 2d in*m Naniamo
R R Thomas, C (4 Nichols, sailed from
f.-i New York.
Hong Kong May
Saclmm, Sew a:: Nichols, arrived .it Boston
July Is from Singapore.
s ij Carlet* n.Amshury. cleared from Now
York Ju .y s t.• i- Hong K.mg.
St
F YV T roi;. sai'u d Iron, New \ rk
March 20 for Japan
St Nil'll, las.
F Carver, arrived at Sail
FiutUcisio Dec 17 In :u SeaiTle.
!1 (i Curt:s. arrived at
Slat.- ..i MamHong Kong May 1 in m New "S ork in p. it
June 2d.
Tillo
F. Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia du!\ o for Portland. O. ;
7 d7 N, .on 50 }o \Y
sp. ki n Juiy Id, iat
Wui II Ma« y, An -bury, sailed fiom Yokahauia July Id lor Port Townsend.
Win li Conner, J T Eiskine, sailed from
New York April 20 0m Shanghai.
W J Kotcii, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Seattle June 4 for New York.
o

place,
I

from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithn, cleared
from Boston July 2 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Turks Island Aug. i» from Barbadoes, to
load lor Boston.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Boston Aug 7 from Washington, JL> C.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Philadelphia Aug 4 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
New York July 21 from Carrabeile, Fla,
John C Smith, Kueelaud, arrived at
Boston Aug 5 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Belfast Aug 7 from Hoboken.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Aug 5 from Booth bay.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
Aug I) from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Boston

Aug 1) from Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, Hichhoru, arrived at Baltimore June 5 from Port Tampa.
Sal lie Fun, W H West, cleared from Carrabeile, Fla, July Ml lor New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Philadelphia .Inly 21 for Santiago.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Perth Amboy July 22 for Boston.
For Over

Filly fears.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cuies wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
over

ask for Mrs. Winslow’s

take

no

other kind.

Soothing Syrup,

“Itching hemorrhoids

and

the

of
Oint-

plague

Was almost wild. Doan’s
my life.
ment cured me quickly and permanently,
after doctors had failed.” C. F. Cornwell,
Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Y.

CASTORIA.
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Pumpkin Stfl

Jtx. Senna
P MU S,l!s
shun Seed
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Care jneur Soda
ft’jrm Sctei
(e-fui/ Sugar
liar
i. tn&n/n

farm.

Mrs.

ist

week

I

spending

is

tin-

summer

with Mr. aud

Am

!

granted

1

visiting

then parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Flye.
.•••Mrs. A. Small is visiting her son, Dr.
Small
Mrs. Emen of Belfast was the

which

<>i

the must

for

were

in

week

town,

iu

Sawyer

Ida

shooting

and

were

successful

plans,

patents

remarks

are not

complete;

Won’t be till Merritt takes his seat,
Backed up by Army and by Fleet.

wete

temperance

as corner

lots.

A

made

by Messrs. McAllister, Lan-

cause, as

but

s

of the town's

possibly we'll

take those

Isles,
Whereon sweet peace so rarely smiles,
And give them to our men of wiles.
To Croker one, and one to Platt,
men like that—
And one t*> Bryan
So that we’ll know

just

where

they're

at.

But one thing's fixed as any star:
We will not move, those Islands far,
But let them stay just where they are.
We hope, dear Concert, great and square,
This answer strikes you as most fair.
Il nut, wlij—well, old Dewey’s there.

[Harper’s Weekly.
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Will
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Tell

Swan
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vires was
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by Rev.
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Mr. Francis French has been ill fertile past
| week ...Lucy (,'hapin of Deer isle visited here
several days of last week... Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton
t Boston is occupying her cottage at the
Mrs. Margaret Darling aid little son,
point.
and Walter Bice of Provide': c ami Mi" Sarah
B. Rice or Boston, are at their father-, ( apt B.
F. Rice, tor a vacation..Mr. and Mrs. Ira M.t'obe,

j
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BUY YOUR WINTERS COM
F. G. While Compam
Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Lattimei Leli

Seafaring men, with babes at home
Asleep and rosy in their cribs,
Beat inward through the curdling foam
That tosses to the shivering jibs.

the

wistful wives who cannot sleep
Feed little hearth-fires warm and red,
And comforted their vigil keep
With that great star-dame overhead.

And

apace; the blackest night

Wanes when the womb of morning breaks.
With lance and spear from heavenly height
Her conquering way the new day takes.

The future is uncertain, but if you keep
your blood pure with Hood’s Sarsaparilla
you may be sure of good health.

It
Pot 1 I.mil .O
Vi1..HUI- .1 I
■
Sal iimay
a
it; s \. m.
< >11 Ill'l
A
oil x
liar! r. H
i,
iAl U-.eklait
M.l
an-1 stot ii.tit.»n.

ltf

t O>lK

From dusk to dawn a golden star,
Hung steadfast between sky and sward,
across the morning bar
The smiting of its two-edged sword.

('ommeucinn 1 ticsilaj. .1 ti

Hatttlor.

Belfast, Me.

PILES!

i;. L. SThRNS,

Sends forth

And one by one the weary boats,
All drenched and spent, are beached at last;
The children hug the wet sea-coats;
The good wives sing of perils past.
[Margaret E. Sangster, in Harper’s Bazar.
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IMITATIONS.
X
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

Maine Coast Navig

siramet

I>r. William-' Indian Pile Ointment wiil cure
Blind. Bleeding, ricerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tun. .rs, allays the itchina at m*.
acts as a
poultice, jrive.s instant relief. Dr. W ,;
Rams' Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only
Piles and Itchin*r of the pri\ate parts, and me himr else. Every t•• *x is guaranteed. Sold tiv druuftists, sent by mail, for :»(>«*. and >1 ou per
Mil.1.1 AMS' M p<, ('()., Prop’s, Cleveland, ohr
or sale
t v.'is
by K. H. Moody.

<*r
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>1

Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for
CRAM PS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS, v
NEURALGIA.
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TELEPHONE 4-2.

(’apt. Samuel French’s... .The sixth party
at the Mersey Retreat
July 12th.

A Medicine Chest in Itself.

them

■

DO r ro>I

Steamer SAL

BORDERS PROMPTLYIFILLED.

arrived

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

the tines t

in

Blacksmith

tavia Stowers left Monday for her home in Weymouth, Mass., having spent a week with her relafives here—Harry Willey of Hampden is visitat

am

l'. >i-11 a

Anthracite and

<

Mrs. McKinnon and son Jack «d rhieago, and
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Keating <•! Belfast came
from North port last Wednesday in the steam
yacht Idalette with ('apt. Uroeschner and spent
the day with Mrs. Wealthy Watts and family
The Castine Alumni held their annual camp from
July 27th to Aug. loth with a large attendance
and only two days of clear weather... Mrs. Oc-

make
or

GROCERIES.

wli.iui remain Mrs. Octavta .stowevs .d Weymouth. Mass.; Mrs. Sarah Willey of Hump b n

•••

A !'

..
Hoi lx I.« ml
I .1st
Hli. IvSporl
Hri urnr:-,
!.••.,. ,■ I;

Importers

Odom
four

j

ZKKS

I

in bi;i

SEEDS and

ser-

! Miss Mary French of Medford, and rapt. Sam ml
French of Sandypoint. Three were present at rim
j tuneral..Mr. and Mrs. Fred l’erkins of 1 is•. h, ’i♦
| are at their home here—Mis- Louise Partridge
M-.
| of Lowell is at Mrs. Perkins’ tor a var.irimi
i Althea Dram was called to Dover last Monday
by the death of her son’s wife, Mr>. Frank < ram.

t

KIM.KS,
A ri)M

FEED.

O. Fisher, with two sekvThe deceased was the daugh-

ter of the late ''apt. Everett and Mary
j French and was one of family >t seven,

S\

GRAIN,

Samlypoint, and the remains laid beside her hastnneral

v

V

A GLOUK sl'i:

JOHBftllSi OH

The tuueral was held the Sun-lay following at the
home ot her brother, Capt. Samuel French, at
The

ijuarts, ounlime.
att
-fintent

I

Every si/.e, style and *;rade

<£Sibley Co.

%

.ears ago.

to

l.o I 1 I I

It

poor & son.

i-ited Mr. and Mrs.
-oh Higgin- last
week
\t i-s Carrie \. Fei
I si ted a!
Mr.
diaries \\ hit.
m-l M. 1'. Palme!
iast Week
'Mr. Ben
Stewun and Miss Nancy Prentiss

win* died live

...

-•

proveutetit

...tii

nesota

band,

L’

tn

I I

Ask for “L F.," and see
the Red Letters before it
is wrapped up
35 certs.
Avoid imitations.

iss
Lulu Godin,
who has been in Bangor i-w a few months past.
returned
to her homo
last Sat inlay
Mrs.
Annie Cole passed last Tuesday afternoon with

d

m

m .1

FOUNTAIN SYRIY
tn

Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Purify your Blood and keep well.
“L.Fe’ Atwood's 'Bitters make
good blood.

Higgins last Wednesday.... M

Mrs. V. \
Vest
Higgins.V
Baim-T is visiting at Mr. .1. F. Heath's
Frank * base of Cutty and Mr-. Ballard

)■

OLD PRICES

-——

Guard.
Mattie Small, Sentinel.
Mrs.
Tannic Swett -U
Hampden is visiting hei -ms,
James and Fred c..le_Mr. ami Mrs. M. s.
Stiles ot Jack-on visited Mr. and Mrs. J->sep:i

we

IK KAT VARIETY ill'

I

The Beacon.

wears

NCWYOo-

sharp advance

m

is concerned.

people

of

has caused a
hut

Is a true expression where health

Chaplain: Fred Higgins, Marshal; But it Snail
Will
Marshal;
Deputy
Treasurer.
Hasty,
Fred
Hun:.
F.
Secretary. Henry Small.

K

And where the Spanish foe now loots
Mayhap you’ll find some substitutes,
Like vaudeville and cliuting chutes.
And

COMPANY,

The War

Blood

■

.Bethel Lodge lias elected
responded to the call
the following «Ulmers for the ensuing -planer:
Ellen E. Small, ('hief Templar: Bessie 1.. Higgins,
.1 ilia
V. T
D. Small,
Secy.; George Small.

ing

done, we’ll choose the fairest spots.
Divide ’em up in city plots,

That

And sell ’em off

™r CENT»yq

fishing.... Miss

caster, and Sherman of Burnham, Mr. Etskine ot
Muitville. Mr. M-Taggart and Pille\ <f [{rooks.
The visitor- could hut fee! that the people of
Thorndike were not very much interested in the

ever

tell your marines.

of course,

CflSTORIH

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER.

temperance conference was
held in the Good Templars Hall in East Thorndike last Thursday evening and very interesting

simple improvement*,
they were s<>

shall we do with the Philippines?
Well, Europe, peep behind the scenes,
Our

You Ha

is

Tiiohndike.

Co.

What

see

I

X_w

spending the summer with
B. Sparrow.... Mr. and Mrs.
Marsh of Quincy, Mass., called on l)r. and
Mrs. Billings last Saturday.... Mrs. Bertha
Sharp and child, Mrs. Leunie Howes and
child and Mrs. Grace Haven of Boston are
speuding their vacation with their mother,
Mrs. Lafnrest Wiegiu.

partly because
anyone could per

And what you

IV

'jAlways Bough'.

KDV YORK.

Billings last week...
Prof. Ruelah of Providence, R. 1., is spending a month in our village and enjoying tine
sport fishing.... Beacon Light Club held its
last meeting July 25, at Windermere Park.
Dr. J. Allen of Providence, R. I., spent last

Ulankil-.

Hoim'

l|

guest of l»r. aud Mrs.

1U.

ui]iiovemeiit

■

lac Simile Signature of

1

j

perfect Remedy inrConstipa-

A

Mrs. O. H. lit eu ...Mrs. Mott Small aud
child of islesboro, aud Miss Elbe Five are

tations of the company were fraudulent
J and that the shares are wurtaless, and Spent la.-t S,;mlay w r h friends in i'ltt.-lieid_
pi ay > that the defendant, \\. A. I'sher,
.Mrs. K: a Harmon and tami!> '• i-:v<; friends in
treasurer of the company, and also the
Montv ill.- last Satc.rda>
Mr. ami Mrs. E L
:
orpoiation itself, be enjoined Horn trausBartlett
and children are in Bangor for a few
,
ferring <»r negotiating the note.
*he also asks the court to oi ler the re- works.. Mrs. Day of Brooks visited her dangle
turn of her money and note upon surreu- I ter, Mrs. Miunic Gross, last Thursday.
| der of t!;e stock. The injunction was Saxdyi'oint. Margaret A., wife of the late
issued as prayed for, the case will be heard Capt. C. 1 Stower.-, died in Hampden July guth
later.
ot valvular heart disease, aged t'c years, y months

j

|

j

••

lion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishj ness and Loss of Sleep.

gin.. .Mrs Garter B. Keen of Washington,
I). G

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulness andRest.Contains neither I
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.

<

promissory note fin S2,00O.
The plaintiff, after citing the facts of
; the investment, alleges that the represen-

Night
were

scars

Bears the

Mr. and Mrs. A.

Reed, A unison Ford, arrived at i
that
-e.ve their useWeymouth, N 8 June MO from Providence. ! simple
fulness at a glance. The. latest improveC P. Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
meut.
in
horse
of
is character.
blankt
ts
is
tl
|
Natal July 12 from New York.
The patent is on the girths, which are on
Edward May, .sailed from Vladivostok |
the
the
bias,
girths attached to the fore part,
j of the
July M for Port Angeles.
blanket crossing under the. horse's
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo I
belly and buckling to the girths attached to
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
The hind
These bias girths prevent
Evie
Heed, A T Whittier, sailed from most of thepart.
blanket troubles ol horse owners
Auckland, N Z, May 2M lor New York.
and stablemen, keep the blankets always in
Harriet S Jackson, arrived at Brunswick,
position without binding the horse,and save
Ga, Aug 1 from Key West.
all the blanket wear ami tear caused by
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
slipping and trampling. Even by rolling
Rosario July 11 from Buenos Ayres.
ami kicking ahorse cannot displace thebiaslola.iii, McClure, sailed from New York
girth blankets. A glance at a horse blanketMay 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
ed with a bias
girth will show how
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
the blanket is kept in place,
beautifully
Buenos Ayres June Id tor Barbadoes.
very much on the same principle that a
Matanzas, arrived at New York June M man's
suspenders keep Ins trousers evenly
from Philadelphia.
The patent, is owned by William
hung.
Olive Thurlow, J () Hayes, cleared from
Ayres & Sons, of Philadelphia, and bias
Pensacola July 20 for Boston.
are found oniy on the famous 5-A
girths
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong horse blankets made
by that firm. A postal
Kong June 28 from Newcastle.
card addressed to them will bring an iuRebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
book
on the horse blanket question.
eresting
Bridgewater, N S, July 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
To The Powers.
New York Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
Suggested Text fur an Open Postal Card to
Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
Emperor William, the Czar. etal.
Alice

Some

Always Bought

^Vegetable Prcparatior.for Assimilating thcPcod andRcgulatmg the Stonuichs andBowels of

Waltham,

Gorham (Gough of Rockat Hot,., Maine.
Mrs.
Oden Kellogg and hi hi ot Boston are hoarding at Hotel Maine... Miss Etta Sawyer of
Boston is v;s;i;ng her sister. Mrs W. Wig-

The first suit in the
supreme court against the Electrolytic
; Marine Salts o. has 1 een entered in the
1 Mitb>lk county supreme court by Sarah
1
M. Kimball of stoueham, holder of 10.; 000 >haies of the stock of the concern,
1
foi which she gave >S,u0u in cash and ;t

bonie
BARKS.

S.

dog recently.

KKi-inoM

land

|

M.

«f

spent a few
weeks at her farm here while the
hay was
being cut.... Roseov K Webber has bought
the Benjamin Leathers
p ace and has hits of
haying to do, as that, added to the home

|

Suit Against the E.

a

Betsy Ham of

Mrs.

The New England Agricultural society
wiii hold its thirty-fifth annual fair and
exhibition at lfigby Park. Portland, Maine,
August 22, 23, 2-4, 2d, 20, IS*is.
The fair has stood at the head of agricultural shows in New England for many
years. At the last exhibition there were
nearly one thousand head of neat stock,
| embracing all choice breeds anti the best
| that can be found in New England. As
j to quality the same can be said of the
I show of horses, sheep, swine and poultry.
The trotting for the present year promises to be inteiesting and exciting.
Fifj teen thousand dollars is offered in purses,
insuring the entry of the fastest horses.
and Rigby Park has tlie best track in N'ew
England for making fast time.
The entries in all departments warrant
I the expectation and confidence that the
coming fair v. ill be equal to any ever held
by the society in the great attractions
that have made former ones uniformly
highly successful.

IJnsTox, Aug.

Edwards

main to tell the story..
Fred Richards aud
wife of Boston areal Finn s M. Forbes’..

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New

by

ten

Fair.

England

Lizzie

has sold his farm in Brooks to Oshea Johnson of Burnham-A. B. Stantia! is in New
Hampshire for his fertilizer company
Miss Jessie Peabody 1ms recovered from the
effects of the wounds received by being bit-

long time since The Forum lias
number so varied and generally
The
interesting as that for August.
topics range from the Spanish War to
Spiritualism: and. without exception,
the authors write with the force and
freshness ui men who are thoroughly
The table of
interested in their subjects.
contents N ;lS fold \vs: “The Spanish War
and the Equilibrium of the World." Brooks
Adams; "The Anglo-American Commission," Edward Fairer: “Austria-Hungary
Under the Reign <>r Francis Joseph”
(second paper). His Excellency Albert von
New < onstitutional AmendSchatfie;
ments, “James s. holder: "The Development of the Policy of Reciprocity,” ILm.
John Pall Osborne; "The Future of Great
Telescopes." T. J. J. See; “Our Need of
a Permanent Diplomatic Service,” lion.
George L. Rivers: "Ilow a Savage tribe
is Governed," Major John W. Powell;
“The Repetition ot History in Our War
with Spain.” >. Leonard Thurlow; "The
Problem «.»f Immortality: Some Recent
Mediumistic Phenomena,'’ James ILIIyslop; "New Trials for Old Favorites,'
Prof. Brander Matthews.
New
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Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. E. C.
Boody-It is said that Nathaniel Eanies

a

The

----.

weeks

—

]

I

ohxler

It gave immediate relief and prompt cure. She
al-" -nv* it h a great cure f-*r 1*.It is -imply
-i ■1
tUt.
ill -km t mu bn
.6 ami Uk

will not

year from the time the first numreceived. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.
for

It is
had a

For a hurn on her hand and humor on her face
Mrv ,J. i,. Lord, of Northampton, Mass., used

fomfort

County Correspondence.
Stockton Springs. Mr. Frank Colcord
and family of Brooklyn, X. Y., arrived on
Tuesday of last week-Mrs. Almeda
Whittemore. aud sou of Bangor are visiting
at tlie residence of Mrs. Ralph Morse.
Mr.

Of all the pirates known to history none
has left a more grewsome and romantic
reputation behind him than Captain William Kidd, the New York ship-master.
To this day searches are made for the
vast treasures he is supposed to have
buried in various places along the coast,
but they are never found, for the simple
reason that all the money Kidd buried—
not more than seventy-five thousand dollars, according r.» Rowan Stevens, who
writes of Kidd as "an overrated pirate”
in the August number of Harper's Round
Table—was recovered to the last penny,
shortly after Kidd's execution by Lord
Bellamont, the then Governor of Barbados.

one.

I think it is the best medicine for
female weakness ever advertised, and
re* 'inmend it to every lady 1 meet suffering from this trouble.
Maternity is n wonderful experience
and many women approach it wholly
unprepared. Childbirth under right
conditions need not terrify women.
The advice of Mrs. Pinkham is freely
offered to all expectant mothers, and
her advice is beyond question the most
valuable to be obtained. If Mrs. Paxton had written to Mrs. Pinkham before confinement she would h ve been
saved much s iffering. Mrs. P lkham's
address is Lynn, Mass.

News and Notes.

In the
August number of Harper’s
Round Table will be found an interesting
sea story
by James Barnes, entitled “The
Blockaders.” It is an account of the life
and adventures of the blockade-runner
Falcon, which was captured by the
Federal navy off Charleston, while that
port was being blockaded by the Yankee
licet.
The storv is not so much an account
of battles and sea fights as it is a plain,
straightforward narrative of the deeds
performed by this oue vessel, which had
many Adventures during its brief career.

•-

unless

again.”
There was abundance of hired help on
the farm for both outdoor and indoor
work.
There could hardly have been
regular tasks assigned to Mary. The girl,
quick to perceive, saw that and felt it in
the atmosphere of the farm before she
had been there twenty-four hours.
“I hope Mrs. Patrick’s offer was not a
delicate way of being charitable,” she
said to herself anxiously.
“I should not
wish to accept charity.”
It was June and there were berries of
all kinds to be picked and taken care of.
For Mrs. Patrick kept of each berry, the
very earliest and latest varieties known to
horticulture. Mary offered one morning
to go out and pick.
“No, my dear,” was the kind but positive reply.
“You have small physical
strength but I should judge you have
skill.” And she gave Mary a smile.
“Not much skill,” answered Mary,
‘except in selling silks and ribbons. But

i«-•

Literary

PINKHAM,

Mrs. W. E. Paxton. Youngtown,
North Dakota, writes about- her struggle to regain health after the birth of
her little girl:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It is with
pleasure that I add my testimony to
your list, hoping that it may induce
others to avail themselves of your valuable medicine.
“After the birth of m\ little girl,
three years ago, my health was very
poor. I had leucorrhoea badly, and a
terrible
bearing-down pain which
gradually grew' worse, until I could do
Also had headache nearly
no work.
all the time, and dizzy feelings. Menstruations were very profuse, appearing every two weeks.
I took medicine from a good doctor,
but it seemed to do no good.
I was
becoming alarmed over my condition,
when J read your advertisement in a
I sent at onee for a bottle of
paper.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. and after taking two-thirds of
the bottle I felt so much better that I
send for two more. After using three
bottles I felt as strong and well as any

■

■

jauv

AIDED BY MBS.

ing."

cesstully.

Wo

develop some skill if you
me pushing and presum-

Stow
Chest n

Delivered and

put in (in barrels)..$.000
in^Dunip Carts.. 5 S."
Prices at Wharf...
5 <50
I.Hiigh 2o<*. per ton extra.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

we Guarantee it

CUMBERLAND COAL
i

WOOD OP ALL klM’-'

All Coal guara nteed satisfactory in weight, quality ami delivery.
HOP**Special att ention given to delivery outside city limits.

a
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fpe

build these unformed lives into strong
and noble men and women.

the Kindergarten.

of

to

_____

The Journal:

Onr work is

A

u;

of

m

Friedrich Froebel edunot hold.
No other

simply playthings,
amusement,

does

:

preach

cupation of every child left

forth from his face,
lift one selfish aim, his

*m

glowing love for hu-

a

liiood in
lest

:

humanity,

that

quiet.

Such

nor

“the tree in the

saw

telv great in the small,”
in the poorest human
about with the

went

perfect child.”

a

and with this

own re-

know the external

thy

Play

has

a

use

world,

the

grace of Cod,
1; thou slialt take care

mage be not defaced;‘and
all thy strength work to

forms the basis of that which will be his
permanent stock for life. Tlrrough play

testation of the Divine

form,

the

as

pledge

of

unless, tne

s’iape

it more

involving associateship

beautiful-

and

quenches thirst

as

sacred

Froebel called

upon the
many to undertake the :
trusted to them of rnould-

account of the
way 5t nourishes the
nerves, weariness will not mar the enjoy=
SoItl bv druggists and grocer*.
ment of the ST&me
Get the

guarding
w

■

ith

a

that Cod

and

gfhe
ithui

lint

|
I

mother's influence
and should be

arc

in

1 'lay

ci

home,

Hook— his

and
I

s.i

warn

tlieii

•'•it—of which he repeat
•■vi
•"!
laid down the

they

1

•1

seen are

not

u>

Know

eliairs.

It is tire source

a

a

late issue of

movement

editors of

a

Harper's

Before the battles at Manila and Santiago
many foreign naval experts thought that
from the lark of homogeneous nationality
among the enlisted men in our navy there
would be missing, when a fight came, that
spirit of unanimity “team work" they
call it «»n the foot-ball field—which is

undertaken Un-

Methodist papei in

Kindergarten training declaring that it
health and a develop- indeed to sneer at

is

<

iucinnati,

very cheap thing
the order of the W’iiite
Ribbon.
“If
you dare.
says this
gentleman, “smite the saloon and 'lie
“a

saloon-keeper." Another letter,
Georgia, disapproves courteously
paragraph in Harper’s Weekly in

from
of

a

which

opinion was expressed that the mure
moderate ideas of temperance reform re-

an

fully appreciated.

presented by Lady Henry Somerset were
preferable to the extreme opposition to
drink

which seems in favor with the
American brand, of the W
C. T
U.
This lattei correspondent assumes that
alcohol is a poison, and that a law to prohibit tratlic in it is quite as last and

quiet and order in
is a universal law,

means

Tli.it

to

all sit down at the signal—here
a simple lesson in obedience.
Then
miirbe is jdayed till a husii comes

must

far

!

i

the bowed heads and the tone of the voice

I s\ mpat hy to
she has not al-

(

Don't quit work because
the devil.

more

T.

I

an*

turn,

suggests reverence, auil at such times I
believe the grace of Hod comes to little
hearts.
There is a reason for beginning
the day this way: reverence lies at the

are

not

nu
•<

essenthii

it

may he observed that they
inconsistent with a desiri for the

: ah spanm.fi>
mi.U 'imncil

tni.

hannkh
atvh *fj- thf

our.iue

and

ti». ?

victory.
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THE HOMELIEST MIN IN BELFAST
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Everybody surrenders
There

prived

Always Bought

is

no

Battle Ax.

to

hardship than

greater

to

be de-

of your

BaJUffe
PLUG
w

and any one who has once chewed Battle Ax
will give up most any thing to get it. 10c. buys
a larger piece of Battle Ax than of
any ether
kind of high grade quality.

the name

\

Old people cannot act cute,
should not try it.

Remember
when you buy again.

hascairied
and

they

jHsovr/ouajRussAV

A man who is always asking you to be
fair needs watching.
Doctor yourself moie, instead of
the doctors doctor you so much.

letting

^ hen ;i woman compliments you. she
expects you to throw it right hack.

Thry

Too many people aie looking for a chance
sit down.
It you get along, you must
keep on your feet.

r<

OV.TCOMM'

_'u!ar, iy autl

to

Every

“Life Savers'

is so weak himself that it is
that he is not more willing to
forgive faults due to weakness.
man

wonder

a

to

boys
ears.

women

lire,

8
••

•)

—

o.

We u'l.oantee
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Question.

t..

break the habit:

Ban

5anitarium

•

•1
•J

tiana... >a„i.i„...

S)

i«r. state stw.
BAN

(•

< otupa

■.

and

gate.

Bangor
~

..

Sanitarium

n

m

Operating Surgeon.

•

Company.
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NOTICE.

ORA VKAT"\
IsVq.oo
in
the County of Waldo an.. St 11•
! Marne,
JOHN It. YEATON, hiisban.i of said I'ora
Yeaton, by their mortgage deco dai.-.l I..- •»v
third day of May, A .1 >. 1 S',Mi. and recorded in Waldo

The subscriber desire*
hut lie has leased tin-

Registry of Deeds. Book 247, Page 144 convoyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain 1
parcel'

public

-in

MOTEL MAINE

WILBERT CLARK of Belmont, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dared tlie thirteenth day of
September. A. L». 1895, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds. Book 241, Page 424. conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
land, situate in said Belmont, and being the same
land conveyed to him, the said Wilbert Clark b\
Amelia A. Clark, by her deed dated .Inly 13, isi»3.
and recorded in Waldo Registry oi Deeds. Book
238, Page 249, to which deed and record reference
may be had fora particular descript ion, ami being
the same real ...upied by said Wilbert ('lark
prior to .Inly 5. 1895, and on which tlu* buildings
were destroyed on that day by lire: and wherea*.
the condition of >aid u.ongage has been broken,
now then-fore, by reason ol the breach oi the condition thereof. 1 claim a foreclo>tire of said im-rtgage.
Dared this twentiethdav of .lulv, A. D. Ls9s.
HERBERT E. KNOWLTON.
3w33

Notice of Foreclosure.

Y.

in:

real estate situate in said I-desboio. bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Bounded east b\
and formerly occupied hy Milton Whitcomb,
the west hy the school house lot ; n the
ob bv
"I Freed.un ami the same has been re nt!;. mil
isthe town road, and on the north by lami <4 a
tine H. Parker, being tin* same real estate con- thoroughly renovated, and has been refund-hed
with new furniture, and lie fee
veyed to said Cora Yeaton by Augustine II
contideut the
Parker by deed dated November 22, 1 Siami
high reputation this Motel has sustained m the
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 2Ms, 1
will
he
maintained
in
the future.
Page 491, and being the same premises occupied past
The traveling public ami tourists will rind here
by said Cota Yeaton and John R. Yeaton, as a
homestead at the date of said mortgage, containwind!
can
contribute
t-> their
unfort
ing one fourth of an acre; and whereas, the con- everything
dition of said mortgage has been broken, now and happiness. Tiio.se who desire to tale- a ~urntherefore, by reason of the breach of the condimer vacation will find this pin .* one of rh
n
>st
tion thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortpleasant and delightful villages in t
gage.
Dared this twentieth dav of Julv, A. D. !H98.
Waldo county. There is good fishing ..n the ,akt»
HERBERT E. KNOWI.T* >N
3w32
a short distam-e from the village and
perhaps the

!

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
NEW YORK. N.
Kj.

t*.

■

!

I*OClSVILLE.

Office Hours, I to -I ; 7 to 8 |>. v|.

TT

best trout fishing m the gravelly brook* which
abound in this section that can lie lound any
where this side >t Aroostook county.
Now let me say to the old patrons of ties M ;ei.
come and se<- if Mote
Maim* does n
ri!s»*t a

WHEREAS,

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

call and investialieadv cHe.-ted.

E. L. STEVENS, M.D.

I

•

(•

Notice of Foreclosure.

—

to

cure-

Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

*

<•

and

wisely

only to the origina.’ity and
of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress
upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of
Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. I n order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

l-V.'dii

(•

Notice of Foreclosure.

At Gorham is another school
proper equipped building and a
that
cost the State, if we redormitory
member the figures correctly, something
over $40,000.
At Castine is still a third
school well provided for in the matter of
buildings and equipment. There is absolutely no need of another school in Maine
and will be none for a great many years to
come.”

is due not

Over

Consultation and examination tree

II7HEREAS,

with

simplicity

me

•

j

expended.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

«

isc \n-

»
(#
*

to

$oU,000, carefully

■

•

,,

full panic:
Z\
•> giving
rlars. Aodress

a

accept !'«>i treatment. and
money is required until iii:v i> r.»tnv

plete.
Physicians invited

man

Tell him of the

Method.

'MittiiiL operation,
no detention fi--;n daily
duties.

lyr.ss

Where the demon wliieh controls him can
be overcome i>y the Sftn n«; ku Mi
and the appetite permanently removed.

•)

Normal school in Maine than there is of
having a session of the Maine legislature
every winter instead of every other, as
everybody knows who knows anything at
all about the matter.
We have three
Normal schools already, one of them at
Farmington, the largest school of its class
in New England, housed in a building
that has cost the State iu the neighborot

_

•)

what the best
place for such a school would be, the
Waterville Mail says: “There is no more
call for the establishment of another

hood

_

.j* Along.

determine two questions: First, as to
whether Maine needs another Normal
as

MOODY.

failed

•)%

to

and, second,

II.

Fidelity

iuh'^

with-an ap-(®
petite for Liquor or Mur 1*
who
c.as
tried and ,•
phine,

•

Speaking of the commission appointed
by authority of the last Maine legislature

school

»

Sul.ll.> .Irim-irisls,

J

The

•3 XJ-I

Listen to any man talk live minutes, and
will hear him say: “It was just awful." That’s the kind of a time men have
all the time.
[Atchison Globe.
School

B.

SHelp

you

Normal

>
at
lor women
b,.. a

no

a

When a lawyer has called at a house as
often as three times, the people say lie
has been called for consultation about a
divorce.

The

ivme«:\

Of Men, Women and
eldldieii, eured l>y the

w(-manhood. aidiri_r

in evi

lottery ticket where you
chance in ten thousand to win.

oue

‘'''"''ii

Cannot (].> barn
if! per Imix l.y injt11.

FOR SALK BY

(riving your daughter piano lessons is

buying

at

DR. MOTT S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Oh

Half the people can't write legibly, or
spell, yet we continue to spend a great
deal of money on “higher education.”
like
have

i*irIs

deveioima
.'
them.

powder their faces as small
wash theirs; within an inch of their
The eifec-t is just as bad.

Some

Stature

■

ilf. AX\

feel like

von

In his time, nearlv every 1 >
milk.

That the\ wen- mistaken is clear, for the
>•
i k i!; u tea Hire of the battles nas been
highest success of that oi ranization. The lie. turage and feiu lessness of the men
elligence to attend to
under tin*.
This is well shown .by the
W. C. T. 1. has a vast amount of zeal,
that the children often
way in which nearly all the men of Sampand its general purpose to abate the son's (leer volunteered to go on the
i’ i, unawakened
sympafoundation of every virtue, and only he
drink evil is one with which all good Mernmae with Hobson to almost certain
irtelieets. and nndiseiwho has learned it can have the right atdeath. ( onstautly reeurrina victories have
people must be in sympathy. But the
the j
■, the! efore, called
naturally hi ought about a great deal of,
| titude toward the Creatoi of all things.
greater its strength and the devotion of enthusiasm among our fmliters.
women to service, and
Probably
a song of the birds 01 leaves is
Perhaps
its
the
members,
mote
one
it
oi the most picturesque examples of
is
-idi <>•!;. the purpose of
important
most of tlie.se point to a nature
sung:
enthusiasm
in
this
war is shown
that they should be effectively used to
displayed
*d hy himself; “To take |
higher than the physical and tell of the accomplish feasible tilings, and not wasted in the illustration by \V. A. Rogers in
|
hildren before they are
It is
Harper’s Weekly for August <i.
works of a power higher than themselves. on endeavors that aie foolish or
impracti- drawn from a photograph showing the
life; to exert an influence
Iu many Kindergartens some of the
cable, or that restrain unduly the liberties hand on the )regon .11st after the surrender
beings in correspond
time is spent iu the examination of little of the individual.
The men, all of whom
The ideal condition as of the Colon.
dure; to strengthen their j
took an active part in the manning of the
in by the children.
things
brought
j
Why.’ to drink is not that no one should be able
exercise their senses:
did
not
guns,
stop to wash or dress, but
To bring out a beautiful characteristic— to
get an intoxicating drink when he with one accord gathered together on the
iwakening mind; to make
participation, the feeling that what I love wants it, but that no one should want to forward turret, and, amid the cheers of
h\ :a (jiiainted with the
the crew,
and enjoy or lind of value to me I want
played the .star Spangled
drink to his own detriment. All that the
ic
dir
of man; t<> guide
Banner.
others to know about. Not one of us but W. C. T. U. can do to induce
to
in a right
people
direction, that
might be better and richer if we had deal warily with intoxicants or eschew
T" the
Origin of all life and
been taught this more thoroughly in child- them
altogether is likely to be useful, but
Hu.''
For a long time lie
hood.
Where there is common sympathy, the effort to abolish intoxicants
altogether,
>aiisfaetory name for his
loving interest, friendliness—in other aud root out the use of them seems so
For Infants and Children.
;.v a> lie and two friends
words, unselfish participation—there can- sure to fail that it appears to be time
cr a
mountain pass, in
not be envy, jealousy and hatred: characwasted.
“it repeated statement,
teristics which cause so much of the disIn HarjeTs Weekly of July 10, Mr.
think
a
of
name
for
•»nly
tress and sorrow of life.
Bigelow s;.ys, iu his “Yankee in Spain.”
of
in." a thought came to
The games are very important because that lie cannot remember
seeing a drunken
he stood still as it rivet
j
of
them
are
based
on
the
instinct
of man in S[ ain, even among the soldiers,
his eyes grew wonder- many
Pointed Paragraphs.
imitation, which with the child i.s the un- “and Spain is the country where wine is
'd took an almost transconscious effort to become like his environcheaper than milk at times not dearer
'ii, and he shouted to the
A woman’s strength lies in her weakment—to
be in sympathy with those than pure water.” For
myself,” he adds,
at it echoed to the four
around him.
In the games of family life “I believe in total abstinence from alee- ness.
Kindergarten shall the it is the
!
Some men are always out when their
loving, gentle < are of the father hoiic drink, but the best way to fight
died.'*
K i nd e rga r t e u a
country calls.
and mother for the weak and helpless that alcohol is to make
wine
abundant
light
'•hildren.
What could
Men with wheels in their heads are of
is emphasized, suggestive of the solicitous aud cheap.” Two inferences seem deduj
beautiful*.' A place where
a mechanical turn of mind.
care of
the Heavenly Father.
Iu the cible from these observations of Mr.
low and
develop through representative or trade games the child i.s
Costly apparel doesn’t always make a,
Bigelow: first, that a people may be temid ]u<'per environment as
taught to imitate the useful, and come perate and yet be far from being ideal woman look neat and attractive.
"1
the garden.
We all
Heaven tempers the wind alike to the
into sympathy with it, to respect and folks: next, that general
temperance is 1
alight and air and mois- admire
smooth-faced man and the Populist.
it, and as he goes out into the not necessarily inconsistent with an abunto a plant it will unfold
Since the war began babies are up in
world he will not be likely to look down dant
supply of cheap wine. Most of us
inner nature into a thing
He feels the believe that the smaller the consumption ; arms, and opinions are fired at random.
upon his brothers in trade.
: iie garduer watches and
importance of the carpenter’s work, even of whiskey and all spirits in this country, | Doctors and lawyers can always give
!s and
tends his plants
all men’s work, and how they all help all the better; most of us, while we tolerate you a large bill in exchange for small
ones.
re, but how many little
men.
“To bring this thought of unity beer and drink it when we choose, think j
Masting tree of life are so and oneness into
1
Very few children have as much
labor is to show the not much better of it than that it is less
-aided that they will unfold
strength of mind as they have of don’t
child the harmony that runs through all dangerous than whiskey. Most of us be- J mind.
lie
divine nature, and deand makes all beautiful.
It is to awaken lieve in the reasonable regulation of the j
Some musicians go upon the stage,
in of unselfishness and
a feeling of brotherhood.”
liquor traffic (especially on Sunday) and while others never get farther than the
a. iri'i
intelligence? With
orchestra.
it
is time for the hand work in local option, but we also believe that
Perhaps
we try to mould them acinto which the child puts his efforts, and professed total abstinence, though ex- j
There’s nothing longer than the sumplan.
mer days to the girl who is
which often represents much patience pedient for thousands of individuals, is
to be maris
the
true
ling
purpose, and
ried in the fall.
of the teacher’s not necessary to the well-being of the
perseverance,
proofs
'lie child
garden, hut that skill that the child cannot
His rirst love and his first shave are
take home in mass of the people. Therefore, wnen the
d narily taken by fathers
and which are often allow- W. C. T. U. or any other organization two of the things that occur in the life of
1" many it is simply a place tangible form,
every man which he never forgets.
ed to slip by on the part of the parents presses total abstinence upon us as a duty,
iren are
amused, kept off
It's hard to gather a woman’s meanunnoticed.
Clumsy little fingers, if they we demur; and when it urges the total ing from her words,
out of the way of the
but nature lias saved
do their own work, cannot produce beau- suppression of the traffic in intoxicants, a few of them the trouble of
a blessed
making
thing that there
We like to have we are incredulous of the possibility of themselves plain.
[Chicago News.
•lid. a sort of paradise, tifully finished pieces.
such an achievement, and even of its
dren can live ‘-out of the Kindergarten work beautiful, of course,
Pun=icious Points.
but it is not an end, it is a means, and expediency if it could be done*.
But in
and expand physically,
unless the child does it himself in love so far as the W. C. T. U. teaches that
Insurance agents are a smooth lot—they
i
morally, w here they can
and patience, in perseverance and under- alcoholic beverages are dangerous, and are intensely policy men.
d
and
be
directed
equals,
j,
it is worthless.
“We learn by tries to teach people to have sense about
A millionaire dies and leaves a fortune,
hild among the children, standing,
is a creed of Kindergarteners, but using or avoiding them, and tries to pro- but a beggar can leave the earth.
tilers' if she be a true doing”
mote such regulation of the liquor traffic
is as much better than doing as it
There is frequently too much waist
And it is just as blessed “being
is more difficult,” and unless sewing 01 as seems reasonable, we are all with it.
about the so-called self-made-man.
Mild
k
whose mother claims
or any other occupation
Doubtless a good deal is done in the
As between the grocer and the farmer it
helps the child to
kept with her. What
be better, not simply do beautiful work, name of the W. C. T. U. by auxiliary seems that the former has the right of
Your child cannot be
it is falling far short of its true office.
societies which the controlling minds of weigh.
you because of the soul
Some people slumber so soundly one
the organization do not indorse.
As poets live near to the heart of (rod,
It is
between you.
He comes
(.
can hear them when they fall
asleep upand living there speak to man, so Fried- hard to believe, for example, that so
truer
stairs.
deeper,
love, and a rich Froebel
would have us live and speak important an Organization should bestir i
'ecu poured into
«
your lives
It costs something to see a beautiful
to the child.
“Let us open every window itself against so feeble a thing as rootnever have been kuown it
Italian sunset, but anybody can see an
beer.
It
is
on
the
of our soul that divine grace may pour
possible that,
principle ugly Dago.
'i.
Then again, the indii,
in and flood with light the most obscure of hitching to a star, the organization
your child, the conditions
Because a vaudeville performer is seen
life among us, so that the most common- accomplishes more by undertaking the in several
parts it is no sign he is all
ki,,. '' '“comes a strong, self-reliant
and
than
the
doubtful
impossible
broken
alleging
up.
place drudgery of home or Kindergarten
never be had except by his
k;
it
would
if
it limited its efforts to what
u,‘d from you for a time each may become a grand and helpful work,
Light* house-keeping may be indulged
lit
because it is a factor in the upbuilding of was more clearly feasible and its allega- in by couples just starting on the matritions
monial
to
what
But
sea.
was
beyond dispute.
crearten does not try to mould man’s highest nature.”
this last possibility may be doubted, for
The
man
Nellie
who tells stories for a living
E.
luto
a
Brown,
hi,.
prescribed form as the
an
s
organization whose members make may be expected to die lying in bed, not
''■>« clay: it looks
Principal of Bangor Kindergarten Nork,
upon him as
with his boots on.
extravagant attempts and statements is
"cssing at birth the possibility mal School.
if,
Perhaps there is something premonitory
apt to suffer in its reputation for sense, and
t'
"lay become; its aim is not inin The fact that some men are
so in its influence.
always
l!
[Harper’s Weekly.
development, not pouring in
hanging about a noose-stand.
TO CLEANSE THE SYSTEM
"tit—self expression. It takes
A picture is different from a murderer
'11
:lnd educates him
tv,,
physically, As well as the nandsomest, and others are invited Effectually yet gently, when costive or bil- in that it is not hung till after it is exemora"y.—it does not stop to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle ious, to permanently overcome habitual con- cuted. [Atlanta, Ga., Journal.
'"min
stipation, to awaken the kidneys and liver
''^e °f fext
of Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
or the acUaulatll, "l
or
CASTOniA.
H |,
facts, valuable as these are, remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all to a healthy activity, without irritating
Bean the
j* The Kind You Have Always Bought
weakening them, to dispel headaches, colds
in wlien habits are
being Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis or fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the
er to
be eradicated, and
helps and Consumption. Price 26c. and 60c.
Califoruia Fig Syrup Co.
'in.

i.

..

An article on testing dairy products
by
the Babcock test, which is a
thorough review of that method for
the
determining
value of dairy products. It will be found
particularly valuable to creamery men who
are using this test.
The paper upon “Ornamenting Home Grounds’’ will be helpful to those who desire to make the farm
home more attractive.
The record of the
study of the tuberculous herd of teu cows,
kept by the station for two years, is an
important contribution to
of this disease.
The notes on the insects
and the plants of the year by the entomologist and the botanist will prove of interest to many readers.
The other papers of the report are somewhat technical and include articles on the
acquisition of Atmospheric Nitrogen, a
description of the poultry plant, and the
herd records of the year.
The station is a department of the University of Maine. The following from the
“Announcement’’ in the report gives au
idea of the scope of the work of the station and what it aims to do:
“Every citizen of Maine concerned in
agriculture has the right to apply to the
station for any assistance that comes within its province. It is the wish of the trustees and station council that the station be
as
widely useful as its resources will permit.
“In addition to its work of investigation. the station is prepared to make chemical analysis of fertilizers,
feeding stuffs,
dairy products and other agricultural materials; to test seeds and creamery glassware; to identify grasses, weeds, injurious
fungi and insects, etc., and to give information on agricultural matters of interest
and advantage to the citizens of the State.
“All work proper to the experiment
station and of public bcneiit will be done
without charge. Work for the private use
of individuals is charged for at the actual
cost to the station.
The station offers to
do this work only as a matter of accommodation.
Undei m condition will the
station undertake analyses, the results of
which cannot be published if they prove
of general interest."
Cilobe Sights.

important than tin law that put
',e
down the Louisiana Lottery.
.**
'I my e<i icational priuquiet
Prohibition and tin light against the
1 into the
loom, and with bowed heads the
*■ as a
saloon are .subjects too big to discuss in a
i iacti. al teacher
Fatliei is thanked fur the can;
hat although the mother Heavenly
paragraph, but s for criticisms on moveof th<- niglit:- everything, tlie soft music,
meats undertaken ii. the name
"■I to be the fountain of
I t)u W.
>

i:

if

It

The Band Played.

certain members of the Women's Christian Temperance Union against root-beer
has brought a letter from one of the

serious

Come with me into the child garden
and I will tell you what I mean.
At the
ippointed time a decided signal is given
from the piano, which the little people

so deeply imhe planned his
tin-

An illusion in

Weekly

is the increase of
ment of grace, the formation of habits of
courtesy, ordei, neatness and industry,
the development of form, number, color,

or

:ito

“ion

highly

Root=beer And The \V. C. T. U.

but there are other flowers blossoming in the Kindergarten which are wonderfully beautiful—and make life grand
and noble- flowers that are often unseen,

l uring that precious C rhabits and methods

■

deep; significance.

V

combined

etc.:

insight

instinct."

"i.gest,

m

the natural

‘“Conscious
the

at

polishing

many light things
and direction, but

ig'h.

trivial: it is

of all that is good.
The effect of the

luminous ray.
made women

and that

E

and of

is not

genuine.

o

begins to recognize moral relations. to feel that he cannot live for himself alone, that lie is a member of a eonrniunity. whose rights lie must acknowledge if Ins own are to he acknowledged.”

Play

less jewels, left by the
g'.veilings, into true men

Golfers, for it
nothing else can, and

«.s

on

action he

education,

ot

.i

during the year contains,
others, papers on the following

the"knowledge

Appreciated by

physical

qualities of the objects that surround
him, their motion, action, and re-action
upon each other, and the relation of these
phenomena to himself; a knowledge which

im

"Nerve Food

gains health
Through play he comes to

organs,
and strength.

com-

"Thou slialt treat

his

Report.

topics:

play is
deep
significance. It is not appointed by the
Supreme Being to simply fill up time, it
is a means of education; and you, parents,
whoscyhi liirerr do not play, have reason to
mourn.
“It is through play that he learns
the use of Iris limbs, of all his bodilynot

woods in which he

inn

to

Station

tins issued
among

The child that does not

sources.

but love—love for the

i

play

sing the songs for the sake
children quiet. They are

that which is under and behind everything, and we play because “play is the
natural, the appropriate business and oc-

his speech was pownestness and an inward

t

to

Experiment

The thirteenth annual report of the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
for the year 1S'.»T has just been issued. It
is a volume of something over 200
pages,
and in addition to the reprint of the bulle-

the gifts as
the games for

use

keeping the
by which we develop the little
opening mind to feel, to love and obey

t

■i

to

the tools

oui'cigenient, or labored
> than tiiis great hearted
“He did not

to

of

uttered words of loftier
:

not

naine

M. CLARK «d Belmont, in
\\T HERE AS. LILLA
\\ the (duntv "| Waldo and State "t Maine,

and W I LBERT ( LARK, husband of said Lilia M.
Clark, by their mortgage deed dated the t lint rent it
dav of September, A. D. 1895. and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 241. Page 423.
conveyed to me, t he undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of real estate situate in said Belmont, on
the road leading from Belfast to Lineolm ill--, being tlie same real estate conveyed to said l.i:la M.«
Clark by Martha E. McGinnis, by her deed dated
July 215, 1895. and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 243, Page 478. and being t he same
premises or. which said Lilia M. Clark and Wilbert
Clark lived at tlie date of said mortgage, said to
contain about thirty acres; reference may be had |
to said deed for further description ; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason or tlie breach of tlie condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth dav of July,A. D. 1898.
HERBERT E. KNOWLTON.
3w3

TOCOW-BOYS AND BICYCLERS

good table, have clean beds ami

|

us

treatment.

C

md

give

you

r,

*.*■>

WILLARD W. RICH. Proprietor.

THE SPORTSMAN’S
Travel
Adventure

Fishing

Hunting
Camping

Yachting
Canoeing

Nature

JOURNAL.
The Dog

Trap and
Target
Shooting

F'Ki.sr ant) Strfam i- a K uitif’uliy illustin* sj "it **f the
trated journal, dcvoU-d
field.11 d tU-ene imaging in men and w .utt
of a health.;, inteir-t in outdo*.t reaieati-n.
per year; $2 far
Weekly, -2 page--; terms,
six month'.. 1 cents a copy. Sample free
W c are the largest American publishers if
v .jks rai until »or sports.
Send tar our free illuscatalogue of books.
FOREST AND STREAM PI BUSHING CO.
34O Broadway, New York.

trated

Newton S. Lord & Co.
SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or riding bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast. Tlie laws in relation tothese offences will he rigidly enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.

»ut

to

J. W.

Frederick:.* Co.,

as

or

Belfast, July 19,1898.-tf29

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
Notice having been given that deposit book No.
1315, issued by the Searsport Savings Bank, has
been lost and application having been made for a
duplicate book. Is advertised according to law.
Searsport, August 9, 1898.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Treas.
3w32

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings,

Curt

Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints, Ac.

No. 13

From St., Belfast, Ms.

SEARSPORT
Capt.

COUNTY

LOCALS.

G. Eaton of Boston spent Sunday

O.

The funeral of W. W. Thompheld at the church Aug. 10th, Rev.
J. Washburn officiating.John B. Stevens,
who has been sick several months, passed
peacefully away Aug. loth.J. H. Ker-

Leib returned from Fryeburg

Louise D.

j:

Watters is visiting hi* aunt. Mrs. D.
Mitchell.

Will

F’dwards and wife of Island Falls,

returned to his home in Lowell, Mass.,
loth.Several from here went to
Windermere Park last Friday-Hannah
Vose has gone to Belfast to work-Mrs. A.
J. Butterfield of Vassal boro is the guest of

in town.

Mr.

Capt. E. P. Nichols of Bueksport
town Wednesday.
J. W
Me.,

are

ing triends
Mrs
day

visit-

wife

Lev. K. G. Harhutt is

eonvaleseing

I>.

1

slowly

shor* drives.

Blanchard returned

home in Ea*t Corinth

her

to

last week.

J

Capt. T. 1‘. Colcrd and wife arrived
steamer

.1 -Lu
bor

W.dgeren
home

is at

Snug

--f the Sailors

Har-

J.

W.

Sunday

Wharff

Sto.-kel! and her sister Miss

j

are

the

;

t

B. Tibbetts and wife uf Orriugd their native town last week.

ii vis::-

phia

Plummer and

are

wife

brother
in

Son

of

this town and

death had

Bartlett f C.»''jierstowu, North
visiting !;-r m -ther, Mrs. L. E.

Tuttle will open h:s photograph room Friday afternoon aud remain here until Tuesday afternoon.
Harry Dow, w ho is employed by the Dana
hardware Co. *u Boston, is spending his
in

towu.

Fannie E. Smith, who has been visiting
friends at Bueksport, returned home by

Monday.

steamer

ton

the
Smart, night
Chamber of Commerce, made a short

visit

in tow n

H

N.

watchman at

Bos-

week

last

The many friends in town of Rev. J. E.
enjoyed hearing him preach iast
Sunday morning at the Congl. Church.
We

{'leased

are

to

last

week,

The barn,

have

injured

See adv. in

at 2

another column.

Friends of Sidney J. Treat are pleased to
learn o! his marriage to Miss Lenora E.
Haskell, a most estimable young lady of

■

it
it

B. Merrill of
-loir. 1:

!

t

i

i)

’be American
'-v

a

iiohai.:.c-uiut

ui:

:>

Sunday.

The

and

Misidomm

colored

-r

ra«-es

tills

in

tain the

j1
;

u

T

and wife. Mis.

first

l’ar-

s and son Donald, Miss Esther A
Parker
Mr Ro'tP Henderson *f
Saugus, Mass

ROYAL BAKiNG

could

fram-

by

the

our

It

was

built

at

j

;

J.'hn T. leave
f

Ivet-ue

Belmont.

resulted

in a score

of l«i

on

to b

in

from

.•ailed

favor of the

certainly
arranged

Massaaoit- Lodge at Castine will open
hall to tl e visitors, giving opportunity
to those who carry baskets to partake of
it.

their spacious dining hall. Arrangehave been made, should the crowd
prove to" large for the steamer, to take a
vessel in tow. Steamer Castine will leave
at 8 o’clock a. m.,returning at ti o’clock p. m.
in

ments

>

.f

Frankfort.... Mrs. M.

Appi.K!".v

I.vnn. Mass.,
spending the suuimother, Mrs. M. S. Mudgetr.
is

Bang<>r

Grant

and

wit.

has

arrived

speiid her

pleasant gathering assembled at
Rockwood cottage, Swan Lake, Thursday
evening, Aug. 11th, to assist M. F. Wentworth and wife in celebrating the loth anniversary of their wedding.
Among those

on

Troy.

m.

Nichols

Mrs.

N.

ream, and Mr. Wentworth
pass around the cigars to

did not forget t<>
the gentlemen. The celehrati.
with a dance at Union Lodge.

n

concluded

NORTH SF \RSPORT ITEMS.

Mi-**
Mrs.

Mary Plummer spent Tuesday with

C. t). Fernald.

Edwin Carter and wife returned to Danvers,

Mass., this week.

There will be
1st.

a

dance

Come and have

a

at

good

this place Sept.
time.

and Mrs. C. O. Fernald attended
church at Searsport village Sunday.
Mr.

The dance at the grange hall
and a line time was enjoyed

cess

was

a suc-

by all.

A. Stinson aud wife attended the Veterans’ meeting at Windermere last week.

and Mrs. John B. Dow of Boston
visiting the old homestead at this place.
Mr.

are

Fred Black and wife visited friends and
relatives in Jackson and Unity last week.

Comrades of the 19th Me., don’t forget to
Let us touch
come to Belfast Aug. 24th.
elbows again. There are only a few more
years left. Take one day in the year, if no
more, and talk over the days of ’G1-’G5.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fernald and Miss Rosa
took a pleasant drive last week through the
towns of Frankfort,Monroe and Winterport,
calling on friends on the way. They stopped
at Ellingwood’s Corner taking dinner with
the family of Mrs. Joseph Ellingwood. Drs.
Ralph Ellingwood and Mayo of Boston,
Mass., were also present.

Keen has built

for his mill at North

120 feet

long

and 4 fee!

has

moved

iuto

a

by

Twiss

Apple4

feet

o

.Dr. L. W. Had-

tenement

iu G.

Miss

new

The

|
I

return to her home in Boston this week_
Mr. F. M. Forces of Brooks, with Clarence
Forbes and Misses Luna and Geneva and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richards of Reading,
Mass., were in town last week visiting Mrs.
Parsons and Mrs. M. F. Leathers... .Quite a
number of our town’s people are preparing
to attend the camp meeting at Nortkport
next week-Loren Harding, who has been
confined to his home by sickness for a week,
is able to be about again and is on his milk
route from Troy to Unity_The Troy Sunday schools united in a picnic at Windermere Park on the shore of Lake Winnecook
Aug. 16th... .Rev. G. W. Hunt of Attleboro,
Mass., will lead a temperance gospel meeting at the schoolhouse at Green’s Corner
next Sunday evening_Mrs. Etta Hawes,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagley
of New York,visited in Plymouth this week.
-The farmers are harvesting grain and
digging early potatoes and both crops are in

good condition.

the

Partridge went to Bangor ou business
Monday.. Miss Bertha Partridge has an in-

H.

teresting collection of curiosities, and among
them an account book kept by Capt. Josiah
Berry of Searsport for the years iso::.7. Capt.
Berry at that tim* was in the vessel Good
Intent, winch is said to lie ailnat now.
[Sch. Good Intent, 21 tons, appears in the
latest government list as built at Braintree,
Mass., in IS]:!, and hailing from Buck.sport.
She is the only vessel of the name in the
list. Ed.

Journal.]

lb. snarl.
!

''0.2.1

.>•>«*.,

cents,

kerchief
cents.

one

one

Among

the items is

one

lb. tea, >1, one lb. tobaccord wood so, one hand-

'O

one
cents,
Among the names

pair
of

socks
those

75
who

had

,

Pi||0W;

38c,
Many others from 95c.
Hammocks
P

Have got

a

fresh lot of

and

to

$2.5q

Hammock

Ri

jK

Hooks of all kinds and p ces
quet Sets only 95c. a so

r

35c. OAK TABLES.^

ARE BIDDING FOR YOUR IRADK
WITH LOW PRICKS.

WK

attended h,.

prices

the lot

CRUISING YACHT KAGLK FOR SALK
L’ large cabins, best <>t fittings, new hair st :tlVd

FINK

Thirtv feet

VI- I;

.•

Everything

first-class condition.

in

R.H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 M
Belfast

flaxim’s

Most

Samuel Maxim.
tors

Hiram

ami

Di»covere<l
Value.

j
j

Wonderful

Ilroflier ot

a
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IIiiiImmi
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At a Pr.-bate Court ht-1 i at I
the County ot Waldo. ,.n r-■
August, A. i>. 18b8.
certain instrument, j.uri
" ill and testament ot j\
;
late ot Searsport. m said <
ceased, having been presente
Ordered. Thar notice be gr..
terested by causiiu: a •«>j• v
published three we* k> sue-V-sr
lican Journal, printed at ):*• :,,
appear at a Probate Conn
within and for said Count-,.
day of September next, at
noon, aim show cause it am
same should not be pawed,
api
CKO. L.J"!
A true copy. Attest:
C Has P. Ha/u

Current.

FOR THE
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Price Paid Product o
Product Marks.
Apples, p bu, Snal OoiHay, p ton, 00 OUa-0809
4a5 Hide,*, p tt..
dried, p tt.,
Tab
1 .'b'til oOiLamb, p tt.
7a5
Beans, pea,
medium. 1 '.iial no,Lamb Skins,
50,a75
4 a 5
vel'wevse,l 75 a 2 i»" .Mutton, p It..
i4« ld'Oats. p lm,32tt.. 3'ia30
Butter, p tt
50 a 00
Beet, p tb.
Potatoes,
4' ><i 45 Bound Hog,
4a4 1-n
Barley, p >u.
11 Straw pt-m, 6 00a7 08
Cheese, p It
lo a 1 2 Turkey, p It
Chicken, p It..
10ttl3
5" a 75'TaI!ovv.
1 l-2«7
Cail Skins,
14a IdlVeal, p It
Duck, p tb,
Oa7
15 Wool, unwashed,
17
Eggs, p doz.
8 a 1 o. Wood, haru. 3 50a5 00
Fowl, p tb,
13a toiWood, soft. 3 00a3 50
Geese, p It
••

••

••

5a6j

*

RetoP Price.

■

,,
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In Deer Isle. Aiigu.-t 3, to Mr. ami
Gra\
Walter P. <1 ray. twin*, s.-u and daughter.
Gray
In Stoningtou. Yu_ .*t 5. to Mr
Mr*. Aimer H. Gray a *mi.
Hodgkin*. In Ellsworth, A igust 4 t.» 1>
n.
Mr*. Law i* Hodgkin*, a
:o Mr
French. In Ro.-k'-and. August
Mr*. Fred F. Freneli. a *.m.
K elles
111 Be!la>t. Augu*t o.t Mr. ami
4 po .. .;*
Ynsel S Kr-lley, a daughtc:. 1 !
di;u
i.
In Franklin, .1 :.1> 31. to Mr. tm'
«ialen <)rcutt. a son.
V
Y g
mil
Per kins.. In Casiim
B. Franklin Perkin*, a *■>!..
Mr
Ricker. In Roekiaml. Aug -t .*
u. L.o lc o
Mr* Artema* H. Rn kei. a
S11 .\ w
3. i.. Vi; at-!
Ill Bel! a *1 Ac g *:
George L Shaw, a *m
S' mo r.
Mi
Iii Bu.-ksport, -Vuga** 1.
.Mrs. Foster \. So^ei. a son.
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Retail Market.

90al 00
Beef, domed, p tl
7a.8ILime, p bbl.
4 a 5
Butter salt. 14 It bag, l8|Oat Me:u. p ft.,
5a7
Corn, P'bu.
48;(>nions, p it..
Cracked Cm n. p bu. 48a >il,kerosene, gal. 10a 11
4
Corn Meal, p bu,
48!Pollock.p tt..
14 Pork, p tb.
7«s
Cheese, pit.
1.12
Cotton Seed, p <-wt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl.
3
Codfish, dry. p }t
5aV*!Rye Meal, p tb
on shorts,
85«.90
Cranberries, p ijt.
p wt,
5 1 -2a*1
Clover Seed, p It., 11 a 1 2'Sugar, p ft.,
35
Four, p bbl. 5 5o C, On Salt. T. L, p
H. G.Seed, bu. 1 75 « 2 '»> Sweet Potatoes.
sad Wheat Meal,
3a3 1-2
Lar i, p It.
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f**r al lowance.
Bkiim.es Snowman
hi Pen->n*c..:, Augu*:
Merle F. Bridges and Miss I’na L Sm vi
0
Penobscot.
1
*t
!r Warren. August h
I>avi*-H art.
1 >a vis and Ma ud Hart, but Ii f Waran.
Yiu
itle-Brvan
In Wasl
Dr. W. K. l.ighrle -d Virs-.i\. Pa., u
CarMen
Bryant of Washingioii.
Stevenson Gould. In Fast Cnion, August 10,
I M'
Allred B. st»*\en.*oii and M inn ie. >iaugl
Elv ira H. Gould, both of Ea*t I’niui.
-t
Thurston Knowuios. In * aimleu. \
W alter Tllur*toll <d RoekpoU and .Mae a.a
ai;i«.• •:i
01 Mr. and Mrs. .John D. Km>wl‘on d
-i 1 i.
The a r Haskell. In Em P...*:••!.. A
Sidney -I. Treat
Se.irsji.-r: and l.enmaE Ha>kel! of‘Deer Isle.

Invention.
Great

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

of Thomaston.
Charters. Ship Manuel Llaguno, Japan
to New York, at or about 810,000. Sch Abbie
C. Stubbs, New' York to Guantanamo, W P
iumber, 85 Am gold. Sch A B Sherman,
Brunsw ick to Baltimore, 44 ft. ties 13 1-2
rents.
SMi Jerome B Look, Fernandina to
New York, lumber 84 37 1-2.
Coal freights:
Sch Kit Carson, Perth Amboy to Bangor,
50 cents. Sch A F Kindberg, same, 45 rents.
Seh Henry Crosby, Perth Amboy to Belfast,
45 rents
Sch A T Carletou, Philadelphia
*
to Camden 70 cents,
r heights,
me r reignt. uircuiar oi Grown
•N Co., New York, reports for the week ending August 1 Ath : The coal strikes abroad
are having an unfavorable influence upon
freights and rates from U. Iv. ports, and foreign owners are therefore compelled to seek
business from other localities. Tonnage is
being offered here for forward loading to the
Colonies and far East., and upon terms that
indicate an easy tendency to rates, though
for general cargo tonnage to the Colonies the
lowest quotation thus far made has been 14s.
to Sydney.
Case oil shippers appear indifferent to the offers of
image, rates being
anticipated to correspond to above quotation. Since our last, tonnage has been obtained for forward loading at
cents to
Shanghai. There is no improve., ent in barrel petroleum freights. Suitable vessels are
scarce, out m the absence of demand rates
are luminal.
There 1ms been some inquiry
for coal tonnage to South Africa and Argentine, with business reported at Jls. •! 1. to
Cape Town, and So to Buenos Ayres.Lumber
freights m the River Plate continue ve.
quiet, and in the absence of business we
quote nominally as before, say SI" o"" 11..')
from tlie Pro\ luces, and S14 from the Gulf.
Hen c to Buenos Ayres a vessel has been
closed ft>r a full cargo case oil at JO cents.
Brazil freights continue extremely dull, and
with tonnage fairly plentiful, the tendency
of rates is favorable to shippers. Very little
change is me iced in the Wes' India depart
meiit.
Shippers have the advantage as to
rates, but orders momentarily are very
SC; roe.
G" is! W .-•• lumber freights are dilil
ami depressed. Tonnage is quite abundant,
m twithstanding the prevalence of extremely low quotations. Colliers to the East arc
obtainable upon the basis of 4" cents to Boston, but the demand does not increase to
any appreciable extent

gene

Linda Ames... Miss Maria Hawkes

tives in
:

|

nine

battle of Manila. There will be no admittance fee, but a collection will be taken
after the lecture for the benefit of the local
church. It is hoped the e will be a full
house-Mr. and Mrs. George Pratt welcorned a little daughter to their home recently-Mrs. Rowena Clary of Boston and
Mrs. Vesta Chase of Waterville, with their
nieces Odette and Rowena Pollard, are visiting their sister, Miss Isabelle Vickery, at
the old Vickery homestead_Mr. and Mrs.
James Shi hies of Knox are visiting Mrs.
Shibles’ parents,Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bagley.
....Mr. John H. Bagley lias been in Portlaud the past week, at the reunion of his
regiment, the 29th Maine_Mr. and Mrs.
David Piper were in Newport Sunday, the
guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Charles Getehell.
-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Call gave a lawn
party Monday evening for the benefit of the
pastor, Rev. A. Wood. Cake and ice cream
were served.... Mrs. Lucena
Longley, who
has been spending the summer at the home of
her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harding,will

at

and

The Rocker shown in this cut
unit
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to

Rockets

Beds, Mattresses

Inven-

IlaMaxim.
Inraieii'aMe

Winthkui, Maine, Aug. IT, 1S!'8. Mr.
Hiram Maxim’s present visit to America has
added greatly to the interest already taken
aere m the recent inventions of his brother
Samuel.
Mr. Samuel Maxim of Wayne as
is well known, is a brother of the great inventors, Hiram aud Hudson Maxim, of
worid-wide fame for their marvi ions inveuturns of machine-gun anil smokeless powder.
Samuel is an inventor of no less talent than
they, as has been shown by his discover} of
the art of producing that fauiou* Damascus
steel, hut his mind, now turned to the solving of problems in medical chemistry, has
wrought achievements of still greater im-
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Washington to Swampscott, Mass., early in Joseph Park. Among other curiosities in the
It lias lately been demonstrated to the i months and 14 cays.
the spring. He has now bought the house collection is a brick from the
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aged
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the

Piazza Chairs and

Services the beet and

Smalley

Centre, Miss Bertha Partridge at tlie Roberts, and Miss Fan.
nit; Mudgett at the Laupher school
Mr. Eu-

rangements to g-» on a fishing trip.
T. W
Pease
t
Union accompanied them....Mrs

of

in her

will lie the .teacher

Cottage FurnitUr(

MI so E L LA N Y.

A cablegram dated
Kobe, Japan, was received by Edward
O’Brien of Thomaston, late this evening, saying ship Baring Bros, of Thomaston
has been burned and is a total loss. The
••aptaiu of the Baring Brothers is Captain

Sangerville visiting her uncle, A B.
Whitten.
Mr. Leroy Nickerson went to
Boston on business recently ami his sister,
Mrs. Alberta Page, returned with him_
Mr. Truman Lathrop from the village called on friends in this vicinity recently....
Mr. Isaa.' \\ Partridge has been suffering
severely with a felon on his finger, but is
now improving... .The schools m this vicinity will begin Sept- 5r,h. Miss Inez Maxtieid

a

°ur

Ellis

ett is in

Rage's house, where he can be found by
those requiring his services.Walter
Gu-shee and Frank Kenney left Aug. 8th for
Tenant s Harbor, where they had made ar-

Stockton
Her many friends in

S.

and daughters, Ethel, Iona and
Lewene, Julia R. Sullivan, Ethel Went- Sunday afternoon, Aug. 21st. He will also
Bernice
and
worth,
Marjorie Tupper, give an illustrated lecture on the Cuban
War, at the church Tuesday evening, Aug.
Maurice Dolliver, Charles Cyphers, Henry
and Ellen C unningham and Jewell Dowling. 2ord, with views of our battleships and of

id eake and ire

is

R.

outside measurement...

ley

summer

Troy
played with the
Knox team on the Troy hall grounds last
Saturday. The Troy boys were the victors.
-Rev. George W. Hunt and family of
Attleboro, Mass are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Zimro Carter for a few weeks.
Rev.
Mr. Hunt will preach at the Union Church,

Hon. A. E.

The presents were numerous and valuable.
Among them were a cut glass pitcher and
goblets, ice cream set, parlor lamp, several
vases, cut glass vinegar bottle and rose
bowl, and a silver mounted salt and pepper
set. Refreshments were served, consisting

Lt

ton

with her

ing.

Nickerson, Mrs.
Edgecomb, Mr. and Mrs. Will Nickerson,
Miss Marion and Miss Katherine Nickerson,
Mrs. Phillips and daughter, Mrs. Charles M.
were

pen-stock

new

home

Edwin

attentions

IIMnCDTA 11 I IIP prompt! y and carefully
UHUCn I MlVIliU stock always complete.

H.

at

North Stockt on Springs. Mrs. Amanda
Kueeland and Mrs. Carrie Bowen of Searsport visited at Mrs. Melvina Crockett's recently.... Mrs. Sarah Staples has arrived
home from a visit to her friend Mrs. Clara
Littlefield J Prospect.... Miss Addie Crock-

Grange Hall this, Thursday, evening, Aug.
18th. Come one, come all.

W.

metal.
patching
Rorklaud, August 11.

some

...

colt, his 18-years-old grand-daughter, Miss
Neal oi Lewisiou.
This is as line
a colt as stands m Waldo county and Miss
Neal has trained him ill herself, doing it, in
as good a shape- as any horse trainer iu the
State.... There will be a dance at Mystic

P.

was
the recipient of a new
man
bicycle
recently and made her parents a flying visit
to
Belfast Tuesday mornMonday, returning

very

present

Mr. ami

ship

Sld,

PRICES

We wish to call

N, Ion 2b W.
Boston, Aug 11 The banjuetine Addie
Morrill is at Leighton's \ard East Boston,
having st-une minor repairs made, including

quarterly meeting services acre and at
Knox last Sunday-Hon. I. H. Jackson
and wife of Belfast visited in town last Sunday-The funeral of Mrs. Martin Greer
was held at her late residence last
Sunday
afternoon, Mrs. Wentworth of Knox officiMiss Sarah Perlev of Freedom was
ating.
a guest at I). O
Bowen’s several days this
week.

Josephine

business.... Miss Carrie Crockett of
Viualhaven called <>n her friends last Friday.... Mrs. Geo. Hawes and two children
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hawes and
Mrs
Delmont Thompson,... Mr. Arthur
Colburn of Natick, Mass., and Master Joe
Gerrity of Bangor are visiting their grandmother, Mrs. Diadami Killman ....Mr. and
Mrs. Enoch Crocker of Stetson called ou
relatives ami friends here last week.Miss
Sadie Killman is in Belfast for a week or two,
the guest of Mrs. Joseph Tyler.
Miss Kill-

their

A

Saturday visiting

MARI N F1

neia

Nettie Clement of Water-

of Searsmont

of

To-morrow, Friday, if pleasant, no doubt
the Searsport { eople will oujoy one of the
pleasantest excursions th.-.t has gone from

luic L

5

YORK.

Bryant....

Mrs. James E.

20th

Springs last week.
Prospect wish lier success

light weights.

here for many rears. Thanks are
due Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., who

NE«V

tliey expect t>> be sent north very soon..
Josepii T. Lindsey of the 2d Mass Regt. is <4. H. Page and daughter, Mrs Georgia
on his way to Long Island.
He was in the Ripley, are guests this week of Mrs. L.
battle at Santiago, and his many friends in Osgood aud daughter in Blue Hid_Chas.
Prospect will be glad to know that he jvas E. Ripley of Bath was n. town two day*
uninjured and was in good health at his last last week. ..Mrs. Harry F. Hawkes of
writing. Charlie Partridge, who is in the Swampscott, Mass., Mrs. II II. Eaton of
nth Mass ,was also in good health at. last ac- Rockland, and Mrs. R. C Thorndike of
counts... A number of ladies of this place
Roekport were guests Sunday, Aug 7th, of

Mos-

dayed
grounds Monday afternoon and
attracted a large audience, as one nine was
c<'ij.i• 'i'Sed largely oi our heavy weight citizens
The nine weighed together about one
ui.
In the earh part of the game they
1'iayed sTroug and some of them held out remarkably well, considering they had been
out « f practice f >r a long time.
The game
was

Miss

vule was m town

with her

:;.tr

vacation

the Stevens House

f base ball

CO

IN LOW

Spoken. Ship Tillie E Starhuck, Curtis,
Phi.adelphia for Portland, O. Julv 29, iat 9

Storer.
Boston
visited his brother, Claudius Grover, last
week.... Mrs. Abby Stowell and daughter uf
Waltham, Mass., are visiting her brother,
Allen Daggett-Mrs. May Sheldon Blake
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs, George
Sheldon-Mr. Thomas Connell lias been at
work in Waterville the past ten days_Mr.
Amon Paysun is a guest at his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Pay sou.... Mrs. Deborah
Thompson is quite poorly. Mrs. R. L. Daggett is reported very feeble and is under the
doctor's care.
Mr. Adoniram Hoftses is
failing from day to day.... Mr. Freeman
Randall does quite a business iu poultry.
He now has 150 hens and 190 chickens....
Rev. A. D. Tliibedeau has been visiting iu
Bangor.... Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast

wiug teachers: Village school, Lula E.
Payson and Harriet E. Bean; North Searsniont, Lulu M. Thompson; East Searsmont,
Alice M Poor; Mountain, Dana A. Luce;
Ghent. Annabelle Peirce; Ridge, Flora B.
Payson; School No, 10, Alice W. Knight;
Severance school, Annie Stevens; Union
school, (South Moutville) Nellie E. Johnson.

■

A game
man Park

PONDER

Yokahama, July I -*
Macy, Port. Townseud.

with his parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Silas
-Mr. and Mrs. William Grover of

foil

parents, Mr. and Mis.
Good tug Grant.
Mr
Wilber Grant from
Walter W.
f
Aiinapoiis. Md
Clancy
[Kingman has been visiting in town....
Miss
A
M
Matt
of
Brockton;
Swampscot
Harvey H. Libby <d the 1st Maine liegt.
and Mrs. Chas Meader of Lynn, Mass
are
writes bis parents from Chic kamauga that
of

Royal

Searsmont. The fail term of school at
East Searsmont will begin Aug. 22d and the
other schools will begin Aug. 29th, with the

.Many here
learn of the death of Mr.

Miss Elveiia
}'

as one

the first

settlers, and many of

Aug.

grange

i will be pained

As*.*.-

u.g the m-umtain whites,

ry.

Mi. J. hn Wait
s

Brewer will preach
next

was

Somerville, Me., was in
last week.
H< r sister, Mrs. Lottie
March, and daughter Emma, returned with
her for a two weeks’ visit....Mr. Oscar
Storer of Boston is spending three weeks

should be used in
every household.

the guests of their c.uisin, Mrs Manley
Iviiowltcn, last week.... Manley Ivnowiton
will goto Brooks this week on business....
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Thompson of Stockton
•ailed on friends here last Saturday.... The
sisters "f South Branch Grange will enter

n.lsHj..nary collection will be in be-

■

lie

ngb

v

building

Mrs. Annie Marr <>f

town

Baking Powder

were

Die, which occurred in East Boston
st week.
Mr Treat is n charge
f pilot
1 at Adams and will reside in East Boston.

Deer

B

tario says that

R. H. COOMBS & SOI
LEADERS

*..

Miss Lizzie Gould
visited at Mr. R. F. Alexanto see the old
building torn der's Sunday.. Mrs. Hattie Carver and son
down.
It must have been called a tine
Albert of Boston, Mass., anti Mrs. Sadie
ihouse in its day as it had lots of room, allvniglit of Lincolnville visited relatives
hough rather low.
here Aug 8th.... Miss Lillie Lamb was iu
Prospect Village. Miss Sarah Little- Searsmont one day last week visiting her
tield of Massachusetts is speuding her vaca- friend, Miss Susie Batclielder.... Mrs. Dorotion with her father, Mr. Nathaniel I ittle- thy Foss, who lias been with her son, W. S.
tield. She wih go to Hudsou, X. H., about
Foss, the past year, has gone to Cordaville,
Sept. 12th, where she has engaged to teach Mass... .Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Morse are at
in
the
Grammar
school.I>r.
Jesse their cottage, “Soldier’s Rest,” at Temple
Haws of Greely, Coloradu. accompanied by Heights, Xorthport ..Mr. Robie F. A!exIns sister, Mrs. John Rogers of Stetson, Me., ander has a trainer to break his b-years-old

Mrs. Eiiphalet Eaton, who received such a
shock Saturday evening from being run
into ami knocked down by a bicycle, remained unconscious for some time, but has
fully recovered consciousness and is able to
sit up part of the time.

}b-v

of

a set

The old house

Smiths, the
people hate

what is known as the Henry
B. Carver place will be sold at public auc-

Thursday afternoon, August 25th,
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comf.

ed house built in town.

on

ck

a

nice
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tion

in

preparatory to building a new one.
built a fine barn a few years ago and we
expect when he gets his new house he will

report that Capt. Top-
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was

lived

He

rapidly convalescing.

are

and

Louse

Adams

per and wife, who were so severely
by the upsetting of their carriage in

Chicago

arable home : hut it is said
that through the failure uf others tu deal
ustly she became poor and in her o d age she
was cared for by the town.
C. W. Basher,
who lias been spending his vacation at his
father’s, returned to Nashua Friday. ..There
will be a meeting called before long by those
interested to see if the cemetery at this place
cannot be taken better care of. It is a very
pretty yard, but has been sadly neglected
Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins of Boston are expected at Mr. Bartlett’s and Hall's next week on
their annual visit. Mrs. Bartlett is one of
our
noted butter-makers.
They have a
market for their butter at Liberty and Mr.
B. has been obliged to increase his herd of
cows in order to supply his customers.J.
M. Thurston has begun tearing down his old

Trundy.

vacation

her

with
I

suddenly at C. K. Sylvester's
burietl Monday. She had always

f iwn.

*

Mrs. M. A. Snow's,

at

Mrs. Mow Toward,
oldest persons in town,died unite

Amelia Casteilo and -oiughter Madeline of Boston are spending a few weeks in
Mrs. E

als are wasted; third,
because it makes food
that is more nutritious and wholesome,
economizing health.
Government Analyst Valade of On-

Freedom

of the

'lie

Mrs.

Dakota,

Hattie Johnson

f Deer Isle,
Billings
Mr, Spearing, and wife,
town Monday.

.Mrs

were

Philadelhe guests .»f Mrs ,J. C. Nickel*

Willi,t

evenly perfect, so
that no good materi-

A.

L.

guests <<i Miss K. 11 Croxford....
l>avs oi Boston is spending his

I vacation with his wife

Capt. L. A. Coleord has taken onumaud
i
r>■- 1
ner Gladys for a short voyage.
(t-

leavening strength,
which makes it go
farther; second, because its work is

the
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leave.

his annual

on
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last

town
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Rev.
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on
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were

Simontou came
up from Ellsworth Saturday and remained
j over Sunday to attend the funeral of Mr.
| John T. Rowe at Frankfort Sunday afterMr. Robert Campbell, a well knovvu
i noon..
j citizen of this town, died at the home of bis
; son, Mr. Abbott Campbell, Friday. The
! funeral services were held Sunday afternoon.

Mrs. IJ. P. Nichols and family returned t‘>
Maiden, Mass., last Thursday.
Mrs

Rev. M. (i. Prescott and

Thursday_Rev.

Closson.

and is able to take

and Mrs. B. N. Stevens.

Wintekport.

Closson weut to Bangor Tues-

join ('apt.

t"

Aug.

town.

in

Laura

The Royal Baking
Powder is more economical than cream
of tartar and soda for
raising biscuit, bread
and cake. First, because of its great

shaw

in

was

Simpson.’aud wife of Everett.are

D. S

Economy

son was

Saturday.

•Unity. The dates for the thirty-eighth | Philadelphia, Aug. 9. Cld. sell Mary L
annual fair uf the North Waldo Agricultural j Crosby, Trim, Bangor; 10 cld, sch .Etna,
Camden, Me.
Society have been announced, and the fair J Chipman,
Baltimore, Aug. 10. Cld, sch W Wallace
will be held
22
at
the
and
grounds Ward, Galveston; 11, ar, sch Leander Y
Sept. 21
of the
society iu this village. A very Beebe, Daniels, Kennebec; cld, sch A B
Pillsbury, Brunswick, Ga.
interesting program has been arranged for Sherman,
Bangor, Aug. 9. Ar, sch Yale, Simpson,
the fair and there will be a large number of
Philadelphia; 10, ar, schs Annie R Lewis,
prizes to be contested for. Special attention Port Reading; Charity and Copy, Boston;
will be given to the products of the faim 11, sld, sch Geo B Ferguson, New York; 15,
j ar sch, Isaiah K. Stetson, Trask, Boston:
and there will be a large number of entries 15,
sld, sch R F Hart, Leathers, New York :
in the different classes. There will be rac- 10, ar, sch Lizzie Lane, Closson, Perth Am- j
Webster Barnard, Marshall, Boston.
boy;
on
the track each day—3 minute, 2 25,
ing
Bath, Aug 9. Sld, schs Eliza J Peudle- 1
2.28 and 2 45 classes, aud a race for carriage
ton, Philadelphia; Daylight, Washington: J
j
aud matched horses. Nearly $500 iu purses
Manchester Haynes, Baltimore; 15, ar, sch
will be offered iu these classes. There is the Young Brothers, Boston.
Richmond, Ya, Aug 8. Ar, sch Methebesgreatest interest taken in the fair this season ic, Suow, New York.
and it promises to be the best one which has
Washington, D C, Aug 8. Ar bark Glad
La Bra; 11, cld, sch Jose Olavarri,
ever been held
by the association_Mrs. J. Tidings,
Arey, Weymouth via Quautico.
W. Harmon ami Miss Gertrude Harmon uf
New London, Aug 10.
Sld, sch Puritan.
Oidtown, who have been at the park for a Sargent, New Bedford for New York.
Seattle, Aug 10. Ar, bark Edward May,
few weeks, left for their home on Saturday
Vladivostoek.
afteruoou.Among the latest guests at the
Augusta, Me, Aug 8. Ar, seh Flora ConPark are Asa Sholes and wife, F. A. Shaw, don, Sellers, Port Johuson.
Brunswick, Ga, Aug 12. CM, sell Herald,
A. B. CLesley. Henry Haugh, Miss Annie
Lowell, Kingston, Ja;
bark Harriet
Cliapies aud Miss Hattie Jackson, all of S Jackson, New Y«>rk. 15, sld,
Belfast. They are at the Lake view Cottage.
Port Reading, N J, Aug 12.
Sld, sch
Maud Snare. Lowell, Bangor.
Morrill The Cross and Jackson family
Fernandina, Aug 15. Ar, sMi Scotia,
reunion will be. held at the Grange hall iu
Davis. Key West.
Jacksonville, Aug 15. Shi, sch Austin D
Morrill, Thursday, Sept. 1, 1898. If stormy,
Knight,
French, Providence.
the next, fair day-Mrs. Lillie Clark and
Port Eads, Aug U
Sld. sch It W Hopdaughter, Mr. Samuel Adams and family, kins, New Orleans for Boston.
Rockland, Aug 15 Ar, sch Charles E Rayand Carl A. Mears, all from New Haven,
mond, Pendleton, Swan's Island for New
are visiting in town and at
Northport.
York.
Miss Gracie Simmons has returned home
FOREIGN PORTS.

1

Halldale

in town.

V.

CORRESPONDENCE.

j

Newcastle.

Monroe.
The picnic of the Sunday
schools of this town, held in Marden’s Grove,
Swan Lake, Aug. 10th, was a complete success. The day was all that could be
desired,
and at an early hour the teams from the village and the Centre with their loads of children began to arrive at the lake.
There
were hayricks covered with
flowers and
evergreens, single and double teams. At
noon it was estimated that over three hundred people were at the Lakeside, as the
Monroe people came with the children to
enjoy the day, and at its close all felt as
though the day had been well spent. The
children, and the older ones were treated to
candy and peanuts, and ice cold lemonade
was served, and all were free, the older

gascar, coral and shells from the West In(nes, wnaie a loom ana piece or wnaie
limestone Irom
Rockland, asbestos

yards; Fay Cousins, 1st prize; JoTatro, 2nd prize; running race by four little
girls, 25 yards; Susie Bowden, 1st; Etfie
Ham, 2nd; banana race 25 yards, 4 entries,
Mrs. Alice Palmer, Miss Louise Mayo, Mrs.
Alice Blair and Mrs. Evie Nye. The race
was won by Mrs. Alice Palmer, who received the 1st prize. Lemonade race, 25 yards,
Chester Kuowlton, 1st; Ralph Arey, 2ml.
The great feature of the day, and the one
youngsters the most merri-

doughnut eating contest. The
doughnuts were tied to a string, the conment,

was

the

had their hands tied behind their
backs and the doughnuts were just high

testants

enough
pleased

reach with the mouth.
What
children the most was the ones
who contested. They were Capt. Tolford
Durham, Lorin Robinson, Isaac F. Cook
and H. R. Dawson. The prize was won by
Isaac Cook. The doughnuts were made without shortening, specially for the occasion.
About four o’clock the picnic broke up.
There was no accident to mar the enjoyment I
of any one, and the children had a very
to

the

happy day.

front

Scotia, foreign newspapers, rock from
Niagara Falls, sand from Old Orchard beach,
gr ass and grain from Oregon, granite from
several Maine quarries, iron ore and minerals ami other curiosities from many other
places. All are labeled with the name of
the donor and the place and time procured,
ami other facts.
Amoug the names are
Mrs. Frank Marden, Capt. J. H. Grant, Mrs.
Clara Harriman, Capt. S. R L ittlefield, F.
Hanson Partridge, Mrs. C. O. Hatch, Mrs.
Emma Partridge, Cecil Mood y, Elmer
Fames, Mrs. Jane Moore, Mrs. Belinda
Bray, Mr. Clifton Moore.
SH1I' NEWS.
PORT OF

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Aug 11.
Bangor.

Seh

Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson,

Aug 13. Sell Fannie & Edith, Ryder,
; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Aug 14. Sell Morning Star, Hawes, Portland.
Schs. Maynard Sunnier, DobAug. 15.
bin, Rockland; Adella Corson, Wheatou,
do.; Andrew Nebinger, Robinson, Bangor.
Aug. Id. Schs. Twilight, Thorndike, Portland; Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.
Boston

SAILED.

race, 1(X)

that caused the

tail,

Nova

members

paying for the same. The pastor,
Rev. J. S. Blair, ami his wife, did all in
their power to make the day pleasant for
the children and right well they succeeded.
First in order was the flag raising, putting
up the swings, getting the boats ready for
use ami the ground ready
for the races.
After dinner the following program was
carried out:
Music and singing by the
choir, assisted by Nye’s Orchestra; running

s

Aug 12.

Sch

land.

Aug 14. Sell
Eddy ville.

Senator, Hutchings, PortGeo B

Ferguson, Ferguson,

Aug Id. Schs Isaac Orbetou, Trim,
ley ; Geo. B. Ferguson, Fergusou,

Brook-

Andrew Nebinger, Robinson,
York; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland
ville;

EddyNew

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Aug. 'J. Ar, sell Menawa, Boston ; 10, ar, schs Rabboui, Lord, Baugor;
Helen G Moseley, Holt, Bath; 11, ar, schs
Wm Slater, Bangor; Florence Leland, Spofford, Swan’s Island; cld, barks Adam W.
Spies, Buenos Ayres; Grace Lynwood, Gilley, Barbadoes; 12, ar, sch Wm Butman,
South Gardiner; 13, sld, bark Adam W.
Spies, Buenos Ayres; 14, ar, schs Senator
Sullivan, Crockett. Charleston; Menawa,
Amboy for Bangor; Henry Crosby, Amboy
for Belfast; 15, ar, bark Sacliem, Nichols,
Boston; cld, sch Jeuuie F Willey, Jacksonville.
Boston, Aug. 11th. Ar, sch James A
Webster, Webster, Viualliaven; 13, sld,
schs Wm E Downes, Kennebec ami Balti-
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A hereby gives muHe
appointed Administrate
JOSH 1*A TH( IMPS* IN
in the Count' *>f Waldo, dece
as the taw direi is
Ali per
against the estate ot said de
present the same tor >eu!en
thereto are reip ested
.irCHAKI bately
Belfast. August *.*. 1 SOS
,-

At a Probate Court belli ar Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 1898.
M. DICKEY, widow of WILSONDICKEY. late of Swanville, in -aid County "I
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that an allowance may he made to her out CM! CTP.IX > VH P 1
of the personal estate of said deceased.
S.J gives notice tha* *■!:<■ haOrdered. That said petitioner give notice to all ed Executrix of the la<t w
persons interested by causing a copy ot this
BEDEEI.l \ M PEN Did 1
order to he published three weeks successively
ouuty ot \\ aid.in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast’, tn the
that they may appear at a Probate Coon, to he j having demands against tl
held at Belfast within and for said County, on ed are desired to present, tin
the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of and all indebted thereto
pavment immediate!'
theclock before noon, and -how cause, it and they
VIA K
ll
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should I
ISOs
Belfast, August
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNS' >N, J idge.
! t DM 1 N iS I'l; A 1 KIN s ,\.
A true copy. Attest:
.A hereby gt\« s not n
Chas. P. Hazki.tink. Register.
appointed Admiuist :a*:
CHARLES f l;OE.i\M»N,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for I
in the ( ounty .>I Waldo, <;•
the County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesda\ of
as the
aw direct>
A1. ;
A. D. 1 89S.

rRISCILLA

im-

Mr. Samuel Maxim himseif
says of it in a recent interview
“Its results surpass even my own most
The substance is
sanguine expectations.
distinctly a new discovery and operates
upon a principle never before thoroughly
understood.
It is an exact substitute for
that elemeut. in the stomach of the young
mamalia which tirat starts the process of diIt is in every way a distinctly new
gestion.
discovery and is of incalculable value.
“It will not be necessary, however, to procure this substance from the physicians, as
in the case of Antitoxin, for it can be procured directly through the medical station
now established at Winthrop for its distribution.”
There is little doubt but that it is the
most important discovery along medical
lines since the days of Jeuner.
By the use
of the new substance the stomach is made
to perform its functions accurately from day
to day, till in about two months in the most
stubborn cases the system regains its normal powers; and digestion from that time
goes on in a perfectly tranquil, regular and
normal manner without further need of
medicine, for all digestive trouble and distress ceases and complete health is established.
The medicine is higher in price than ordinary medicines, for it is no ordinary mixture
of common ingredients, but is the result of
a radically new and most remarkable invention. It is distinctly a new substance, and
in its operations in curing dyspepsia it certainly works upon a new principle. It is a
discovery as distinctly new and effective as
that of Antitoxin for diptlieria.
Arrangements have been made for supplying Maxim’s Protein directly to the general
public. There is no difficulty in taking it.
It comes in capsule form. A box containing
one gross capsules, a sufficient quantity to
cure cases of many years standing, will be
supplied for $2.50; or for 50 cents a sample
box can be had containing a sufficient
quantity of the substance to start any one
on the road to recovery.
Address Maxim

pressed by it.

Thaxter. aged 07 years. 1 1 tmmths and 3 day.*.
Thompson. In Halldale, August s. William W

Thompson.

ized Milk. Soon after this he hail plainly
shown by its use in a large number of cases
that it would do in curing dyspepsia what
could never be done before, for in every
case it certainly eradicates the trouble.
The editor of one of the greatest journals
in the West, The Western Review of Commerce, says of it: “Our opinion (based upon
the views of a Urge number of expert chemists and physicians and its uniform success
in curing cases of dyspepsia) is that it is a
discovery of more importance than the
achievements of the older members of the
family, the rapid tire guns of 111ram Maxim
or the smokeless powder of Hudson Maxim.”

more; Maggie Mu Ivey, Bangor; Miantouomah, Rockport; Geo Gurney, eastern port,
load stone for New York; Young Brothers, Kennebec and Washington, D. C.; Em- Chemical Co., Winthrop Me.”
ma S. Briggs, Bergen Point; 15, ar, schs EmDo not forget that this is the invention of
ma W Day,
Winterport; Wm E Leggett, one of the members of the great Maxim
Deer Isle.
family.
to

•.

.,

■

August,

against

t lie estate

-t

-ahl

;■

1M.LLUY BOWDEN. Administrator with the w ill ! present the same fur se n
annexed of MARTIN I’oi.SON, late of Wm
tliereto are repucsted to
ill ii
terport, in sai l County ot Waldo, decca-cd. basately.
1*
ing presented
petition praying tli.i’ the amount ! W interpoii, August
now in his hands belonging to the estate ot said
deceased may bo ordered to he distributed among, i
the persons cmitieo thereto under the will ot -an!
ST ATI: Of M
deceased.
(<>!
WALDO NS.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Bill 'order to he published three weeks successively in
S 1
In tlie rasi1 of CHARI
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, hint
min
Freedom, in said
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
are lierebv mu iti* d
Beltast, \\ ilhin and for said County, mi the second
Wentworth. Insolvent I
Tuesday of September next, at ten ol theclock be
fore noon, ami show cause.il any they have, why
tiled in said (Hurt tm sac
the prayer of said petit ioner should not be granted. tition fora discharge 1 rmn
CEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
under the Insol vent I... w -i
A true copy. Attest:
and tor a certificate hei
Chas. P. JIazeltim:, Register.
upon the same is oidetc1
Court Room in Belfast, in
on Wetinesday, the 14th da
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
1 SOS, at two 'o’clock in tin
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of where you may attend am
August, A'. D. 1898.
you have, win the prayer ot
not he granted.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
CHAS
Attest
will and testament of Jl'I.lA A. SCLL1V.AN,
2wL’0
Reg
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to bepublished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
At Belfast, in the (. ouuty u
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Belfast within ami for said County, on the
Maine, the 10th day of Ci.
second Tuesday of September uext, at ten of the
undersigned herehv p'and
ii
clock before noon,
show cause,
any they
pointment as Assignee ot
have, why the same should not be proved, apB. THOM Its of Belfast. in
and
allowed.
proved
Insolvent Debtor, who has m
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
vent upon his own petition
A true copy. Attest:
vency for said County of W.i
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
33
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